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These seventeen-year old boys had no idea
of the depth of the magic they would encounter.
!

Flashlight - There was no way Kevin Nygaard could have known that the
innocuous app he downloaded to his phone would transform his life.

!

Oceans of Troy - Card tricks and illusions were enough for Justin Regal
until Troy Issca came back home and showed him true magic.

!

Whispers - Ben Vickerts acquires a mysterious power that very nearly
overwhelms him before it delivers his heart’s desire.
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Flashlight
In Memoriam of Tyler Clementi

© Scott Galister

It happened exactly like I describe it here. Exactly. I have no explanation
for why it happened. It’s a mystery. A delicious one.
I’m Kevin Nygaard. I turned seventeen a week before my junior year
ended. That summer I was headed to band camp. I played trumpet in the Grand
Rapids High School band. Go, Thunderhawks!
I hadn’t been to band camp before, and I wasn’t all that hyped about it. I’m
a city kid. Camp was a hundred miles upstate. And, ugh, it’s in the woods. At
least I’d be with my band friends. To prepare for camp, I downloaded a flashlight
app for my iPhone. This is where my story begins.
An hour after I had added the app, dad was driving us to visit my
grandparents in Cedar Springs, about twenty-five miles away. My grandparents
don’t have wifi and the cell connection there is spotty at best. It was going to be a
long, boring weekend.
Toward dusk, my grandpa, my dad and I were on the back deck. They
were talking while grandpa was getting the grill set up. I stood at the railing
watching the sky turn colors. As the clumps of trees started to get dark I figured it
was as good a time as any to test out my flashlight app. I pulled out my phone
and tapped the icon. There was a momentary splash screen, which then flipped
around. That screen said ‘preferences’. Preferences? Oh, maybe it has different
colored lights, and I have to select one. So I touched the button. It displayed the
word ‘Anyone’ followed by an input box. I’m like, what the heck does ‘Anyone’
mean? I tapped on the input box and the on-screen keyboard popped up. Maybe
I had to register the app before I could use it? I keyed in my name. As soon as I
hit the Done button, the camera turned on. On the screen, I saw myself looking at
the phone. There seemed to be several copies of what I was looking at like I was
looking at a reflection in two mirrors facing each other. I was like, what the heck
did I do? So, I pressed the button at the bottom of the phone and killed it.
I booted the app again, typed in my name, and the exact same thing
happened. I lifted the phone, and that’s when I realized what it was doing. It was
as if my eyes were transmitting into the phone whatever I was seeing! This didn’t
make any sense.
I killed the app again and tried to figure this out. Not having a clue as to
what was happening, I thought, what the hell, fire that baby up again. When it
presented the ‘Anyone’ button, I typed in ‘Nicholas Anza’, purely on a whim. He
lived three doors down from us back home and is way cute, despite being stupid
straight. The app accepted the name and flipped back over. That was weird. It
was as if YouTube got activated, because it was as if I was watching someone
who had a head cam on or something. This app is fucked up, I thought. But I
keep watching.
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It’s nearly dark. I see Karen Stovall on the sidewalk. Karen Stovall? She
lives two blocks from me. She waves, and whoever has this head cam on, stops.
She’s talking to whoever has the head cam. Her eyes shine, and her face has a
dreamy expression. Whoever has this head cam looks down, and I see a
skateboard. Hands reach down and pick it up. She’s definitely looking at
Nicholas; I recognize his skateboard.
What in the world is happening? How does an app do that? Does it work
with anyone’s name?
Mom and grandma were in the kitchen preparing the food. There’s a
window above the sink overlooks the deck. I saw her through the window coming
and going in the kitchen.
I deleted Nicholas’s name and typed in her name instead. Instantly, it
displayed, as if seeing from her eyes, the island in the kitchen, a bowl of potato
salad, a tray of raw hamburgers, and a stack of plates. She turns to the sink. She
reaches for the soap pump, presses twice, then washes her hands. She looks
up. What the fuck? I’m seeing myself from her eyes, of me staring at my phone!
I’m so startled that I pressed the screen-off button. I was so freaked out
the phone slipped out of my hand and dropped to the deck.
This was impossible. There’s no way an app can do that! I had stepped
into the Twilight Zone. That was the only reasonable explanation. I picked up the
phone. Damn, there was a scratch on the back.
I ignored most of the dinner conversation. I was the only kid there (I’m an
only child) and had no interest in the political and financial talk, and the long and
detailed discussion about grandpa’s lawn. Their lawn? What is it with adults?
*
It was ten o’clock and everyone was in bed. I was on the pullout couch in
the basement. It’s way cooler than the rest of the house. Plus, it’s private. So,
you know what I was gonna do, right? My dick was already hard before I was
under the sheet. I could hardly wait to beat off. I’m cut, have a skinny six and a
half inches, and low hangers. I keep my pubes trimmed, and what remains is as
blond as the hair on my head. I figured my nuts hang so low because I never wait
more than twelve hours before I unload. Well, it had been about eighteen hours
and I was ready to explode.
My phone was on the nightstand. I pressed the button. All the lights were
out and the screen momentarily blinded me, so I adjusted the brightness down.
Then I fired up the flashlight app again. There was that damn preferences screen
with ‘Anyone’ staring at me.
I typed in Nicholas Anza again. I couldn’t believe the luck.
I’m looking at a computer screen with a mostly naked woman on it. She’s
wearing white stockings. She has a finger in her mouth and the other hand is
holding her shaved vagina lips open. I’m getting grossed out. Now I see legs.
Boy’s legs. Then a hard dick. Shorts on the floor around his ankles. The edge of
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the chair. I recognize Nicholas’s room for sure! He has his right hand on his dick,
jacking it furiously. Now I see the computer screen again. He’s scrolling down the
page and stops at another picture. This one has huge tits. I’m getting seriously
grossed out now but then, just as quickly, I’m seeing that dick again. At first, I
couldn’t tell much of what it looks like since he’s got his hand securely around it.
But now I know he’s uncut, has a good length, and that he’s got a slight curve to
the left. The next thing I see is him spewing all over his abs. My mouth drops
open. Holy shit! I just saw Nicholas blow a load. This is unreal!
He leans back and lets go of his dick. Come is draped over the side of his
hand; and all over his belly and the head of his dick. I see a full dark bush and
unshaved balls. His dick is still pulsing and a bit more sperm oozes out. He pulls
back the foreskin and milks the shaft to get the last bit out. His hand comes up
with a glob on his finger. I think it’s going to his mouth. An instant later, his hand
is back in full view. The glob is gone. Straight boys eat their cum? Who knew?
The computer screen comes back into view and the website disappears.
He’s closed his browser because all I see is his desktop wallpaper and some
shortcuts on the screen. I watch him kick off his tennis shoes, and pull off his
shorts. He’s not wearing underwear. He hasn’t bothered to wipe up and his dick
is still semi-hard. He plays with it a little bit. Wow, is that sexy. He wipes the side
of his hand on his stomach. I’m so hard now and so turned on that I spew from
under the sheet without touching my dick. That’s never happened before without
me messing with myself. And god damn it, I plastered the sheet with come. It
was all I could do to stifle my moans.
Nicholas isn’t done yet. A glance at his bedroom door, which is closed,
then he’s off to his bathroom. In the mirror, he flexes like he’s a jock or
something, then looks down at the spew sticking to his belly, which is beginning
to drain down to his pubes. His dick is curving even more now that he’s not fully
hard. He must have been beating off for quite some time. Now that the light’s
brighter, I can see that it’s all red. That’s when I realized that I was receiving
images but no sound. I even put the phone’s speaker up to my ear but heard
nothing. How weird is that? Well, it was as weird as this app, that’s for sure.
He pulls the towel off the shower bar, folds it and places it on the closed
toilet lid. He pulls open a drawer at the sink and out comes a folded up piece of
paper. It’s a printout of a girl who looks similar to the one he just blew his load
over. She’s wearing a white lacey thing on top with her tits hanging out. Her
pussy is shaved and she looks airbrushed to death. She’s leaning against the
end of a huge ornate bed. She’s got an oversized swirly lollipop at her mouth with
her tongue seductively licking it. Apparently, Nicholas thinks this is heaven
because now he’s cranking it again. I’m not believing this. He hadn’t even
cleaned up from the first time.
Moments later he spews another load into his pubes. My dick is hard
again but I need a few more minutes, which makes me jealous of Nicholas for his
back-to-back orgasms. What a shame. He’s clearly and obviously straight.
He reaches over and starts the shower. I watch for a while but get bored
because he’s totally soft now.
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I pressed the screen-off button and tried to figure out how this happened.
Was there some sort of weird signal my phone was picking up? Had the phone
company implemented some sort of new type of video reception? Or had I died
and this was my version of heaven? Whatever it was, I wasn’t going to ask
anyone. I had a window to a world I didn’t even know existed.
The load I blew was starting to liquefy on my belly. The sheet was
smeared like you wouldn’t believe. I headed to the bathroom and cleaned myself,
and then wiped up the sheet.
*
When I woke up the next morning, my phone was dead. I had left it on all
night and I hadn’t brought my power supply. It had had a full charge before we
left the house. The phone must be defective. Great. I’ve got this awesome app
and the phone is dead. No texting, no calling, and certainly no app either. The
rest of the weekend was going to be lame. So, before I got up, I beat off to make
myself feel better.
Halfway through the day it hit me. I can’t believe I didn’t type in David
Silano’s name.
David was and still is the most handsome boy I’ve ever known. He has the
most beautiful shiny black hair and has what he calls a Mediterranean
complexion. I call it naturally toasty skin and deep dark eyes with inch-long dark
lashes. You have no idea how much sperm I had lost because of that boy. No
idea. Okay, I’m sure you do. He didn’t know that, of course. I wasn’t out to
anyone.
He had arrived at the beginning of the school year, moving from another
state. He’s so good that within a week he was first chair clarinet. In orchestra, he
sits one row in front of me. Brass gets the last row, which means I saw the back
of his head. I constantly fantasized about blowing a load onto his beautiful dark
hair. I kinda fixated on it.
The day I met him I nearly got an instant boner after he was introduced to
the band. He quickly warmed up to everyone since he’s as nerdy as the rest of
us. He has a dry sense of humor, and you can never quite tell what he really
thinks about anything. That lends a sort of mysterious air to him that I found
appealing. He has no idea that I’ve been pining for him since we met, and I have
no idea what’s really going on in his head. So, it’s sort of mutual, I guess.
*
The instant we got back home on late Sunday afternoon, I raced upstairs
and plugged in my phone. I was breathless to see if it would even turn on. Whew,
it started charging. An hour later, I launched the app again. The preferences
screen came back up, like before. I still hadn’t been able to get past it to see if
the app worked like a flashlight. Actually, at this point I didn’t care.
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I accidentally mistype David Silano’s name and instantly see a tool bench
in a garage somewhere. Hands reach for a container of gasoline. Male hands.
He pours some into a pan on top of the workbench. There’s a pile of tools next to
the pan. He dips one of the tools into the pan, pulls it out and then wipes it down
with a dry rag. Really? Who does that?
I quickly deleted the name and carefully typed David’s again.
He’s reading the last Harry Potter book on a Kindle. I can tell it’s him
because of the ring on his finger. I had memorized every inch of his hands
because they’re so beautiful. I desperately wanted him to do something sexy.
A moment later, the Kindle lands on top of his crotch. I see where he is
now. His legs are crossed at his beautiful hairy calves. He’s shirtless, wearing
shorts and white socks, and leaning back on his bed – probably against his
pillows. He looks up and his bedroom door opens. That must be his mother. She
sticks her head in and I can see that she’s speaking to him. There’s a brief
exchange then she nods. The app definitely doesn’t transmit sound. She then
pulls the door closed. The Kindle comes back up into the view. His left hand
reaches underneath his waistband to adjust himself. But that was as sexy as it
got, and it took only a second. Back goes the Kindle into view. This could
probably go on for hours, I figured. I would try again later.
Fifteen minutes later I did. But I missed it. He had just finished peeing and
was zipping up. He goes to the sink and brushes his hair. OMG. He is so cute in
that mirror. But how dare I miss him peeing!
I decided to try one more time later on.
A half hour later he’s watching a movie on TV. He glances over to the left.
I see the reflection of the TV on his dad’s glasses. His dad is saying something to
him. But, damn it this freaky app has no sound. Now David’s back to watching
TV. This is boring. I guess I thought I’d see him beating off like Nicholas. But this
whole thing is a crapshoot. I have no idea if he’s on a schedule like I am.
An hour after that, I decided to try one last time. I see a purple swirl on the
screen, like food coloring spinning in a glass of water. There’s a weird chaotic
image that has lines and dots that fades in and out. Is he asleep? Is this what it
looks like when someone’s dreaming? I watch for a few seconds, and then see
the most bizarre thing. It was fleeting, like a shadow, but I swear I saw myself
smiling in that purple swirl.
*
We lived two miles from the Silano’s. I could walk there if I wanted to. But
it may as well have been on the other side of Lake Michigan. Even though we’re
friends, we didn’t really hang together. Just lunch sometimes, band when we’re
done with practice, and one class. Often times, I avoided him because he’s so
damn cute and I was afraid I would give myself away. I don’t need that. I need
my closet.
Band camp was the next weekend. Somehow, I felt it would be far safer in
that venue to gawk at David. He knows I love Mouret’s Rondeau from Suite
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Number 1. It’s the theme music to Masterpiece Theater and the sole reason I
wanted to learn the trumpet when I was ten. Any surprise I’m gay? That was one
of the first pieces I ever learned. Even though there’s no clarinet in the piece,
David told me it’s one of his favorites, too. It’s another reason I liked him.
The only reason I was hyped about camp was because I fantasized about
jumping him or something and pretend it was an accident. Maybe I’d figure out a
way to turn him gay. Wouldn’t that be awesome? In the meantime, I was stuck
with this crazy app that refused to show me his dick.
Band Camp weekend finally came. I texted David to see if he wanted a
ride with us. I had imagined sitting next to him in the back seat. Instead, he said
his folks were gonna drive him up, and then continue on to Traverse City where
his aunt lives.
The week before we left, I resigned to get a real flashlight because I finally
figured out that the phone wasn’t defective, but rather the app drained the battery
really fast. Regardless, I kept wanting to use it. We were thirty minutes into the
car trip when I finally had a cell signal again, so I fired it up. I type in David
Silano’s name, making sure that every letter was input correctly. When I hit
Done, I finally hit pay dirt.
The Silanos are riding in their car. David is looking out the window at a
sign that says ‘Hartwick Pines State Park 20 Miles’. Band camp is a few miles
further on. We’re forty miles behind them. The best part is when David furtively
glances down at a considerable bulge in his thin shorts. He’s cupping his balls
while his thumb leisurely rubs an obvious hard-on. Zing! My dick springs to
attention, causing me to squirm in my seat. This is so fucking awesome. Finally, I
see what I’m waiting for. He glances away from his crotch and I see that he’s in
the backseat. He glances down again and continues to rub. In that brief instant I
see that he’s tracing the width of his dick with his thumb and index finger, feeling
up his boner. I can see the head angled to the left. He’s not fully hard, but he’s
not far from it. Fuck, this is making me totally horny. I shut off the screen. I had to
because I was pretty sure I would be hard for the next five miles.
I was.
When I pulled the phone out after we got to camp, it was dead. Damn it. I
had forgotten to shut off the app.
*
“Kevin Nygaard,” David said when he saw me. “Wow, you’ve still got blond
hair.”
“David Silano,” I said in return. “Wow. You’ve still got, like, the darkest hair
I’ve ever seen.”
I’ve got a Danish background and, as I mentioned already, am as towheaded as the day I was born. Since I have a secret infatuation with dark hair on
boys – especially his – the day after we met I ran my hand down the side of his
awesome mane that perfectly framed his sweet, sweet face and had said, “Wow,
you’ve got really dark hair.”
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Without a second’s hesitation, he did the same to me and had said, “Wow,
you’ve got bottle blond hair.”
I had pouted. “It’s natural. Look at the roots!”
He had inspected my scalp, running his fingers through my hair in the
most sensuous way imaginable. I had thought I would melt.
“I was wrong. Go figure,” he had said. The fact that this way-cute guy did
that to me had me going.
That’s how it started.
I glanced at his crotch while he stood there on the gravel parking lot. No
bulge to be seen. I quickly looked away because I was already swelling again.
Pathetic, aren’t I?
Most of the marching band had arrived. Mr. Johnson, our bandmeister
bustled around the office building helping usher people around. Because of the
size of the grounds, there were others groups there, too. Another school, whose
colors I didn’t recognize, was at a different building over to the right. The group to
the left was a Drum and Bugle Corps.
While my parents made sure I was signed in, Mr. Johnson lined us up so
he could take roll and assign cabins. The cottages were small and only held
three people. I was assigned to bunk with Willie and Jim, the two other
trumpeters. They’re cool, but not the hottest guys to look at.
I hugged the folks, said goodbye, and waved as they drove away. I
grabbed my backpack and headed across the parking lot. Our cabin was actually
not that bad for being so small. It had a window A/C unit and looked out over a
campfire area and marching field. I took the bunk on top on the left above Jim.
Willie got the single on the far wall. This was going to be difficult, I realized.
Where in the heck would I find the privacy to beat off? Stupidly, I hadn’t even
considered the situation until then.
We had to learn four pieces of music and the accompanying
choreography. The weather promised to be humid all week, so that meant shorts
and tank tops for everyone, including me. I’d get to see David half naked, and
probably embarrass myself with a David-boner.
*
Ugh. A day in and I was already hating it. The cabin was way too primitive
for me, making it like real camping, which I hate. And there were no private
shower facilities. Every two cabins shared a cinderblock bathroom that had two
sinks, two toilets, three shower stalls, and a non-existent changing area. I saw
people on horseback because of a nearby trail. The smell of manure wafted on
the wind while we drilled.
To make things worse, I discovered that David roomed in the cabin on the
other side of our bathroom, so we shared it with him and his peeps. I had hoped
to pine for him from afar, not this close. David looked absolutely beautiful on the
field. His sun-kissed skin glistened with sweat, and I had difficulty not looking his
away a lot.
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On the third night, David was already in the bathroom when I went in. I
thought I had kept track of him. He was supposed to be in the main office with
another group. But, no. He was stepping into the far stall, and I saw his butt.
OMG. It was so cute all covered in hair! Just the way I love ‘em. I couldn’t leave
because that would put the focus on me. I stripped and took the stall furthest
from him, and made conversation about a Ponchielli concerto we were going to
practice later. I thought about dead puppies so I wouldn’t get hard. My strategy
did absolutely no good. Luckily, he left quickly. I wasn’t sure why he took off so
fast, but I was so filled with anxiety about my boner that I relieved myself. It took
all of twenty seconds.
*
I used the flashlight app three times over the course of the week, all in
private, of course. I typed in David’s name each time. Nothing even remotely
interesting was going on. I almost deleted the app but I couldn’t bring myself to
do so just yet. Each time I used it the damn phone died shortly thereafter. I was
getting sick of that.
On the second to last night, I was in our cabin with Willie, David, and Sam.
Yep, David was there. Sam had invited him. Jim had taken off to talk with a girl
he liked. We were sitting cross-legged on the floor playing Uno for the umpteenth
time. We were all wearing only shorts, socks and tennis shoes. It was eleven
o’clock and Willie had just won that round. It was all I could do to keep from
staring at David’s beautiful shoulders and nice nipples. The weather had cooled
considerably and the windows were open. A breeze aired the room out, leaving a
sweet fragrance.
I was sick of Uno, had three mosquito bites, and hadn’t been able to beat
off regularly. I was getting cranky because of that alone. And I hadn’t been able
to play Halo all week. I longed to be home.
Now that the game was over, Willie abruptly gathered the cards and put
them aside. He dug into his backpack and pulled out a votive candle and a
lighter. He snatched a coaster off the table, placed it in the middle of the floor, put
the candle on it, and lit it. “I’ve got a new game,” he said. He pointed at me and
then the overhead light switch. “Turn it off.”
I did.
“It’s called confession,” he announced. “I’ll go first.”
“That’s just Truth or Dare,” Sam said. “And it’s lame. Plus, do you see any
girls here? This will totally suck.”
“This is different.”
“How different?” David asked.
Willie didn’t answer him. He cleared his throat and blurted this out instead.
“My dad spanked me when I was fifteen.”
Silence in the cabin became loud.
“Liar,” Sam said with clear skepticism. “Nobody spanks someone that old.”
“I swear,” Willie said.
Dead silence again.
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Where is this going? “Why?” I asked.
“’Cause I stole his car. I drove it to the 7-11.”
“And he spanked you?”
“He made me drop my pants and he used a belt. ”
I saw Sam swallow a lump in his throat. Willie was right, this wasn’t truth
or dare. It was heavy confession.
“You’re next, Sam,” Willie said.
“I’m not playing this stupid game.”
“Confess,” Willie demanded as he stared Sam down.
“Fuck you,” Sam snapped.
“Confess,” I said, caught up in the tension, like an addict needing a fix.
Fuck, this was one crazy game.
There was something on Sam’s mind. We all could tell because of the
pinched expression on his face.
“Confess,” David chipped in.
Sam wouldn’t look at anyone for a good ten seconds. Then he untied his
tennis shoes. He pulled them off, placed them next to the candle, and crossed
his legs again. “I stole ‘em.”
We stared at his shoes.
Sam was as geeky as any of us, the model ‘perfect kid’. “Liar,” I ventured.
Sam shook his head.
“From who?” David asked.
“You mean from where.”
“Okay, from where?” David asked.
“I always walk home from school through the alley behind the shops on
Oak Street. The shoe store back door was open a couple of months ago, and I
saw a whole stack of ‘em on a dolly next to a delivery truck. The top three boxes
were my size and the exact ones I wanted. They were… just there for the taking.”
“So, you stole ‘em?” I asked.
“This is confession, right?”
A crooked grin creased Willie’s face. In the flickering of the candle, he
looked sort of ghoulish. What a dick! Look what he managed to do in just a few
minutes.
“You’re next,” Willie said to David.
I gulped. No one said anything for a few seconds. I could see David
wrestling with something. Wrestling hard.
“I, uh, I’m lost,” he said in a weird, quiet tone.
“Lost?” I asked. Did that mean he had nothing to confess?
“I feel like I’m drifting.”
I swear David’s eyes looked teary. This was becoming hugely
uncomfortable.
“I don’t have any friends,” he added. An odd sadness tinged his voice. Did
Willie and Sam hear it, too?
I was sure I was his friend. At least I thought so.
David continued, not talking to anyone in particular as he stared at the
flickering candle. “We’ve, uh, lived in three states in the last eight years. I lived in
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five different towns in that time. Once we moved twice in one year. I went to three
different junior highs and this is my second high school. I don’t know anyone.”
“You know us,” I shot back.
Willie and Sam nodded their heads.
“You don’t know me. No one does.” He looked up at me, making me even
more uncomfortable.
“No one?” Willie asked.
“No one.”
I had no reply, but I knew he meant to say that he felt lonely. I wanted to
hug him, but I held back because no one else moved. Actually, we should have
had a group hug or something, but I could nearly smell the testosterone telling us
not to touch each other. I glanced at David’s face, but he wouldn’t look at me, or
at anyone.
“Kevin,” Willie said, way too maniacally.
No way I would confess to being gay. They would probably bolt out of the
cabin. Anything was fair game except that. So, I did the next best thing.
“I beat off a lot,” I said.
Willie snickered. Sam made a jacking motion in his lap and pushed Willie’s
shoulder. David didn’t say anything, but I saw his eyes flicker to my crotch briefly,
then down to his own. I desperately wished Willie and Sam weren’t there. If it had
been just David and me, I would have told him we were going to beat off together
and he would enjoy it.
A knock on the door startled us. Willie called out, “Who is it?”
Mr. Jackson was making rounds. He must have seen the candle flickering
from the window. He opened the door. “No open flames, boys. You know that,”
he told us as he stuck his head in. “These are wooden cabins and fire code
strictly forbids it. That’s what the campfires are for. Now, put it out,” he said
sternly.
Sam leaned forward and snuffed it out.
David left without saying a word. Me and Willie got into bed. Sam went to
the showers and spent far longer there than just to pee. Shit. I should have gone
with him. I couldn’t get David’s cute treasure trail out of my head. I woke up in the
middle of the night to pee. Of course, I beat off, too, and felt way better.
The next day we packed and waited for parents to arrive. We had two and
a half hours to kill, so after breakfast I grabbed David’s yummy bicep and pointed
to the woods.
“Where’re we going?” he asked.
“Down the trail.” The horse trail. With horse apples everywhere. Gag.
“Okay.”
He seemed normal today; nothing like last night’s emotional confession. I
felt so close to him because of it, and a little violated that Mr. Jackson had cut us
all off. I wanted to reassure him.
“I, uh, I wanted you to know that I felt bad for you last night.”
“That’ll make two of us.”
“Sorry, that’s not what I meant.”
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We were out of sight of anyone now, so I felt safe as I stopped and took
him in my arms. It was going to be a brief hug, a friendly one. But he held on. As
we held each other, I smelled the fragrance of dryer sheet on his t-shirt. His
breathing tickled my neck. His body was so warm and his hug was so masculine
and wonderful. I was sure it was my imagination but I swear waves of passion
passed between us. I can’t believe how beautiful it felt. He wasn’t lost in any way.
He was perfect. And here I was finally – finally – holding him. I pulled away from
him though. I was sure that at any minute someone would see us. Being a band
geek was bad enough. I didn’t need an extra dose of outcast.
“Thanks,” he said.
“You needed it,” I said. I needed it!
“You still don’t know me. I wish you did.”
Was that an invitation? I decided it was. “Look, I’ll call you when we get
back and you can tell me all about you.” That was totally awkward, but I really,
really, really wanted to know him a whole lot better. He had no fucking idea how
much better.
“You might not like what you find.”
What the fuck did that mean?
*
The day after we got back, I couldn’t get that hug out of my mind. I kept
replaying those precious few seconds over and over in my mind, savoring every
breath while I had my arms around him. I was so preoccupied that I lamely forgot
the reason we had hugged in the first place. He felt lost and I wanted to console
him.
I kept replaying what I said, too, in the confession circle that night. Every
boy on the planet beats off. What I ‘confessed’ was no confession at all. But
really, why should I have confessed anything else?
I charged my phone all night to make sure the app would work. I touched
the icon. The preferences screen came up with the ‘Anyone’ button, and I typed
in David’s name.
He’s running down a street. I can tell because I see him looking down at
his tennis shoes, while road flies past. He runs?
He glances at his watch. I look at mine. It’s the exact same time. Now I
know for sure this is a real time image of him. I see a street sign: Bowlingbrook
Lane. I guess that’s near his house but I don’t know the street. He turns to the
right down a dirt road. Woods line both sides of the road. Again, this is lame, but I
keep watching. It’s getting darker now that the woods surround him. Maybe he’s
going into the woods to pee? I might get to see his dick after all! The thought of it
is riveting my attention now.
Off to the right up ahead is a dilapidated farmhouse. He stops and leans
over to rest for a few seconds with his hands on his knees. He’s standing on one
of two bare track marks on the ground. There’s a row of tall weeds between him
and the other track. Maybe it’s an old unpaved driveway. He stands up now and
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walks along the track. He heads toward the farmhouse. Now it’s getting
interesting because he’s looking left, right and behind himself. It’s obvious he’s
trying to see if anyone’s watching him. Why is he going all this way just to pee?
Get on with it! He looks straight ahead again. The farmhouse once had a front
and back yard, but they’re overgrown with weeds and saplings.
A rusted gate crosses the tracks. He carefully climbs onto it and jumps to
the other side. He strips off his shirt and pokes it into his waistband. He does a
three-sixty again, then stares at the farmhouse’s backdoor as he makes a
beeline toward it. Four panes of glass are set into the top half of the door.
They’re all intact but covered with grime. I can’t see inside. He turns the
doorknob, enters, and closes the door. He’s in a kitchen, but there are no
appliances.
Why is he even here in the first place? Then it becomes evident. He looks
down and starts rubbing the front of his running shorts. A moment later he pulls
his waistband away to reveal his semi-hard dick through a jockstrap.
Score, motherfucker. Score! He’s not gonna pee, he’s gonna beat off!
In a flash, the shorts and jockstrap are to his ankles. His dick is totally
hard now and he lovingly caresses it. He’s cut, isn’t too thick or thin, and the
head has a perfect arrowhead shape. He has beautiful balls and that tan line is to
die for. I gasp at this spectacle. Oh, my fucking god, I am so gonna come with
David Silano.
I wish the TV wasn’t on in the living room. I hate noise when I’m jacking
off. I rush to the bathroom, lock the door, and sit on the toilet with my pants
bunched at my ankles. I start cranking it but have to let go almost immediately. I’ll
come way faster than him if I don’t stop.
Even though he’s hard, he pulls his shorts and jockstrap over his boner.
He walks up some rickety stairs. They turn to the right and I can tell he’s above
the kitchen. The room has exactly one piece of furniture in it: a three-drawer
dresser with one of the drawers missing. Beside it, leaning against the wall, is a
large square-framed mirror, which is faded but surprisingly un-cracked. David
stands in front of the mirror, and I see him in it, looking at himself. He pinches his
nipples and feels up his boner. I’m nearly breathless watching this, and start
pinching my own nipples. He pulls off the shorts and jockstrap, placing them on
top of the dresser, along with his shirt. Naked, except for his tennis shoes and
socks, his unbelievably beautiful, incredibly hard dick, points to the ceiling. He’s a
god, a handsome, tanned god, and he’s masturbating for me in private. I’m so
absorbed that I nearly stop breathing. I’m doing nothing but watching, my dick
pulsing along with his.
He gets closer to the mirror and gazes at his boner as he fondles his soft
shaved sack. The shaft halfway below the head of his dick is darker than the rest
of his skin. His balls are pretty dark too. I’m totally mesmerized. He looks at his
face in the mirror. I love it that he’s so engrossed, totally uninhibited. And it’s
clear he’s been here before because he went straight up to this room and to the
mirror.
The floor is littered with debris, but there’s a spot in front of the mirror that
looks like it was cleaned recently. Plus, there’s a faded carpet square right there.
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Oh, yeah. He’s been here before. He kneels down and spits in his hand until he’s
got quite a bit of saliva in his palm. His hand goes to his dick and covers the
shaft. It’s glistening now. The middle finger of his other hand goes to his face and
comes back into view all wet. In the mirror, I see that he’s reaching around back,
poking his finger into his ass.
My dick is about to explode and I’m not even touching it.
His eyes close. Damn it, how dare him get so close to that mirror and
close his eyes! But I know why. He’s about to blast off.
Next thing I know he’s gushing onto the mirror. His eyes open every other
second or so and I see his mouth open, a look of pure ecstasy on his face, his
chest heaving. The mirror is getting decorated.
I can’t believe I’m watching this. I wish this app had sound. I’d have
earbuds in my ears so fast if it did. I would kill to hear David Silano having an
orgasm.
I’m thinking the phone died again, but then I realize it’s because his eyes
are fully closed. After fifteen seconds of darkness, they open. There’s a gallon of
jizz on the mirror. It doesn’t seem possible that he alone did that. But he did. That
entire load belongs to him.
Goo drapes over his knuckles. His dick is only now starting to lean over.
The cum trails on the mirror ooze downward.
He touches the jizz with his index finger. He draws above it on a spot that
wasn’t splattered. What’s he doing? Is that a number one? He gets more on his
finger and draws a heart next to the number one. He gets more on his finger
again. Next to the heart, he draws a letter K. Now I can tell that that was a capital
letter I, not a number one. Then he draws an E. Then the letter V. Then another I.
There is no possible way he’s doing what I think he’s doing.
He draws another N.
My mouth drops open.
He stands up and turns sideways. I watch him admire his freshly-spent
dick which is still semi-hard. He reaches down and gets the last gob off the tip,
then goes back to the mirror.
He draws another letter N under my name and a dot just after it.
I nearly have a heart attack.
I totally shut off the phone. This had to be some horrible joke, and I was at
the receiving end of it. And, of course, I finished myself off after watching that
spectacle. I had no choice. I was so horny that it overrode my total freak out at
what I just witnessed. Afterward, I went for a walk. A very long walk. I didn’t know
what to think or feel or do. David Silano is in love with me? What the fuck? He’s
fucking gay? I had no fucking idea! But I saw it myself. I watched David beat his
meat and draw my name with his cum.
I almost called him when I got back home but I was even more confused
after all that thinking. I needed to chill. But I couldn’t get him out of my head. The
next thing I knew, I was in a totally different place. Not physically, of course. But
rather, I saw myself holding his hand. I saw us kissing. I saw us sitting together at
lunch, not as my secret obsession anymore, but as boyfriends.
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I was getting way ahead of myself. He had no idea I’m gay. At least I didn’t
think so. Did he? Holy shit. Maybe he knows! How did he find out? I thought I’d
been pretty good at hiding it. Was I more obvious than I thought?
It was hours before I could sleep that night. I woke up the next morning
and the first thing I thought of was what he was doing. I had a dentist
appointment that morning, so talking to him was out for now. I had left the phone
plugged in all night and tried it, just to see what he was seeing, but the damn
thing wouldn’t start up this time. I mean, like, not at all. I plugged it back in and
my mom gave me the car keys so I could drive to my appointment.
It was early afternoon now. When I got back home, I unplugged the phone
and tried it again. Still nothing. I used the house phone and called his cell.
“David?”
“Hey, Kevin. I was just thinking about you.”
I gulped. “I, uh, wanted to know if I could see you. It’s really important.”
“Sure. No one’s home. Come over if you want.”
I nearly fell down the stairs getting to the car.
*
“I know you better than you think,” I told him.
I saw a flicker of fear in David’s eyes. Just a flicker. “I doubt it.”
“I can prove it.” I couldn’t believe I was being so bold. But I already knew
what he felt about me, so this was going to be easy. I stepped closer, rested my
hands on his shoulders, and stared into his wonderful brown eyes.
His face was blank, but a heartbeat later he knew exactly what I was going
to do. He pressed against me, engulfing me in a kiss before I could initiate it! My
heart pounded. I was in heaven.
I didn’t want to stop, but I was about to fall down if we didn’t get down on
our knees or something. His bed was behind him. I pushed him back and he
dropped onto it. He scooted sideways so that the back of his head was on his
pillows. I climbed on top of him, feeling his hard dick against mine. I pulled his
baseball cap off and ran my hands through his hair as I kissed, as he kissed, as
he pulled my shirt up and then off. It disappeared over the side of the bed. I
raised up briefly so he could pull his shirt off, too. I heard fabric ripping. He said
‘shit’, and the shirt went to the floor. Our chests were skin to skin. Our bodies
were on fire. I pressed my head into the crook of his neck. I was certain that this
was not happening, and at the very same instant positive it was. How weird is
that?
We did this frottage thing for a few minutes, with our breathing growing
ragged. The kisses were harder to sustain because I couldn’t catch my breath.
Neither of us had said a word, but our bodies were having an interesting
conversation.
David sat up and started undoing his belt. I needed no other cue. In our
haste to undress, I accidentally kneed him in the stomach and his foot smacked
me in the cheek. After a few frantic seconds, we were on our knees on the top of
his bed with our hard dicks poking at each other. Both of us were glistening with
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sweat. Our dicks were pointing upward side by side. We were about the same
size. I could feel his against my belly. Every nerve in my body sizzled. I bucked
my hips to get more friction, and that pulled my trigger. I came so hard I thought I
would pass out. We were lucky the house was empty, because my moans were
almost shouts.
David was bucking his hips against me while I shot. He had his arms
wrapped around the small of my back, holding me tightly against him. A few
seconds later he sucked in a big breath as his dick spurted onto my belly. I felt
his sticky warmth add to mine. His soft ‘uh, uh’ sounds that followed echoed in
my head, etching themselves on my brain. I was enveloped in music. David
music. And it was more beautiful than any clarinet I’ve ever heard.
His grip loosened. I glanced down as we parted. Holy crap, what a mess.
Some of it had already dripped onto the sheet.
We started kissing again like we had been doing it forever and it was
completely natural. His lips were so soft and sensual. Finally, I lay back on the
pillows. He fell to my side and drew circles on my belly with the cum.
“How did you know?” he whispered.
I certainly wasn’t going to tell him about the app. It would be like telling
someone I believed in UFOs or unicorns. Apps simply don’t do what mine did. So
I lied. “When we hugged on that trail at band camp. Something told me. I, uh, I
wish I had said something sooner. I, uh, I’ve been checking you out since day
one.”
“Me, too.”
I didn’t know what to say. I had been totally clueless.
“I didn’t wanna be a band fag,” he said.
I lay quiet for a moment. “That didn’t work out, did it?”
“Don’t come out at school. At my last one, no one was out. Anyone who
seemed remotely gay was pummeled. Do you know anyone who’s out?”
I simply said ‘Shh’. I didn’t want to ruin the moment by thinking about
school. I felt more alive right then than I’d felt since the day I got my trumpet. And
let me tell you, I felt really alive that day.
I lay there not believing we were naked and covered with cum. He curled
up around me, holding me tightly. He kissed my nipple, nibbled on it. My dick
jumped. Despite my months-long attraction to him and the incredible closeness I
felt, I was totally unprepared for the overwhelming feelings I was drowning in. But
he let go of me when we heard a car pull into the driveway.
“My mom! She was at the grocery store.”
We scrambled while I was horrified at the thought of being caught. David
yanked a t-shirt out of his bureau drawer and quickly wiped himself off. He threw
it at me and I did the same. He shoved his legs into his shorts. His boner was
only partly soft, yet he didn’t bother with his underwear and just kicked them into
his closet. I had dressed so fast that my t-shirt was inside out. It was way too late
to turn it right side out because his mother called out from the kitchen.
“Honey, help me with the groceries.”
“Seriously? She can’t do it herself?” I whispered.
“Come with me.”
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“Are you fucking kidding?” I whispered back, alarmed.
“Your car’s out there. If you don’t come she’ll get suspicious of who’s in
my bedroom.”
Why would she get suspicious? Maybe she knew? Was he out to his
folks? I had no idea.
We combed our hair with our fingers because we had serious fuck nests
going. I was totally paranoid. She was gonna know something’s up. I just knew it.
I pasted on my best smile and said hello when I saw her at the side
entrance. I felt awkward at best as she made chit chat with me. Yes, I play
trumpet. Yes, we were at band camp together. She was totally nice, didn’t seem
to notice my somewhat messy hair and didn’t seem suspicious in the least.
We headed to the driveway. I reached into the hatchback with David and
grabbed a few of the bags. David’s mom was right behind us. When I turned
around, she was looking at my shirt.
“Did you know your t-shirt’s inside out?”
Oh shit, she noticed.
“Mom, it’s the style,” David said.
She rolled her eyes and headed in without saying another word.
“Good save,” I mouthed.
David’s impish grin threatened to make me hard again right there on the
driveway.
He told me he’d call me later. I got home and my phone was still dead.
Damn it. I knew this would happen!
I chilled until dinnertime. I kinda went back and forth about telling my
parents that I was gay, but realized it would be the worst thing in the world to do
right now. On the day I first had sex? That would be stupid. I figured they might
not wig out. But I had just come out in a huge way. I didn’t want to fuck it up with
possible parental wigging while I was still high over my first time.
While I stacked dishes in the dishwasher, I replayed every second of our
moments together. I couldn’t believe I let nearly eight months go by before this
happened. He never gave me a single clue that he’s gay or attracted to me. Or
maybe I was in total denial. I tried to think of every conversation we’d had over
the last year, but I couldn’t think of a single instant when I even remotely thought
he had the hots for me. Not at lunch. Not at camp. Not during band practice.
Maybe I had no gaydar. Maybe I was so busy trying to prevent anyone from
knowing I was gay that I just wasn’t observant. We were all band nerds. Most of
us are virgins (not me anymore!). Hardly anyone dated anyone. The only way I
would ever have known about him is because of that weird flashlight app.
I took one of the phone extensions to my bedroom “David,” I whispered.
“I said I’d call you.”
“My phone won’t keep a charge. It woulda just rung and rung on your
end.”
“Kevin, I, uh… I can’t stand being alone anymore,” he blurted out.
I was breathless. I knew exactly what he meant. “Yes,” I said excitedly.
“Yes, what?”
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“I’ll be your boyfriend.” I heard what sounded like choking on his end. “You
okay?” I asked.
“Uh, huh,” he said. But I could tell something was wrong.
“Liar. Can I come over?”
“Yeah.” Just like that, he hung the fuck up.
Well, that pissed me off. I swear he was crying. My phone was dead, so I
couldn’t text him, nor could I use that damn app to see what he was doing. Did
his mother say something to him after I left? I had to find out. So, I asked for the
keys and made an excuse that I had to get some sheet music from him. I hopped
in the car and took off.
He was on the front porch when I got there. I had sex with that boy just a
few hours ago! Him! David Silano! I felt like I had just skipped twenty levels in
Uncharted 2 and was master of the universe.
He didn’t say anything. He just pointed his chin toward the side of the
house. There’s a row of tall hedges that separates their house from the neighbor.
We went a little way down the walk and became engulfed in shadows. Halfway
down, he took my hand then gently pushed me against the side of the house. He
kissed me so sensuously that I was hard in an instant. He pressed in to me and I
could feel his boner, too. I was ready for another round, but that wasn’t his
intention.
“Why were you crying,” I whispered when he pulled away.
He wiped his eyes and then wiped his fingers on the front of his shorts. He
shook his head. “It was like you knew what I wanted to say. I’ve wanted to say it
for a long time. To you.”
Wow, I thought. Fucking wow.
“How long have you, uh, been, I mean, known…” he asked.
“Since I was eight. You?”
“Nine. Ever told anyone?”
“Only you. Just now.”
“I love you,” he whispered.
I already knew that. But now I felt it and it was making me lightheaded. I
hugged him like it was the very first time I’d ever touched him. I didn’t want to
ever let go. But I did. I pulled back and whispered. “I love you.”
We immediately went back to kissing.
It felt weird to say it because I’d never said that to a boy before. But now
that I had, I felt different. Like I should have a long time ago. Already, I didn’t care
if anyone called me a band fag. I was going to have a damn good time being his
boyfriend.
While we were kissing, David slowly undid the button to my shorts and
unzipped them. They dropped to my ankles. He felt up my boner through my
underwear. Then, slowly but surely, he pulled my underwear down. Seconds
later, they were down to my ankles. I did the same to him, then we wrapped our
arms around each other. We might as well have been completely naked, except
our t-shirts were still on. We weren’t gonna come though. I could tell he just
wanted skin against skin, hard dick against hard dick. Before the weekend was
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over though, I was going to suck him off and he was gonna fuck me. I was
breathless with anticipation.
*
I’ll never know how that mysterious flashlight app did what it did because I
never got the phone to turn back on again. I had to replace it. When I re-synced
it, the app installed again, but when I activated it there was no preferences
screen. It was just a normal flashlight app.
See what I mean about UFOs and unicorns? No one would ever believe me.
But you do, don’t you?
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Oceans of Troy
© Scott Galister

I’m Justin Regal. I’m seventeen, stand 5’ 10½” tall, weigh 166 lbs, am
smooth skinned and have a light complexion, but I tan easily. I’m covered with
down that used to be blond but is turning darker almost by the day now. My face
is somewhere between square and round. I have dark brown hair that has no
part and it comes to my eyebrows. It’s thick and straight, and hangs like a mane.
Recently I got highlights, so now I’ve got these awesome blond streaks. Here in
Pasadena, everyone changes something about themselves. That’s the only thing
I changed… so far.
Oh, and I’m the President of Stand Together, our Gay-Straight Alliance,
which didn’t exist in the school I attended before we moved from Florida. My dad
transferred here last year.
Last year was my junior year. Since I was new here, no one knew me. I
had to start over, make new friends and impress new teachers. While I was
checking out one of the hallway bulletin boards that first day, I nearly shit when I
found a yard-wide amount of stuff about the school’s GSA. It was amazing. I read
every word on every piece of paper. I memorized names, faces on the little
photos, and blurbs about past events. It was unreal. I had never seen anything
like it, and here was this stuff all along the wall. In my face. Like it was no big
deal. I was home! I had allies, right here in school!
I knew I would tell my parents. I would finally let go of my Big Illusion, the
deception I’d kept in place about who I am. I told them the next day at the dinner
table. I couldn’t help myself.
My mom nearly fainted. She’s still not all that cool with it. My dad was
surprised but he got over it in like two days. I knew he would. My brother Alex
didn’t speak to me for the rest of the evening. He finally came into my bedroom
the next morning, sat on my bed and said he was okay with it. I hugged him. My
sister Sue grinned and told me she suspected for at least a year. I hoped to God
she didn’t know anything that had been going on when we lived in Florida.
Between Troy and me. Hold on, I’m getting ahead of myself.
Four months ago, before the end of my junior year, I started going out with
someone I met at the GSA. A guy my age. Jesus God, he’s cute. And he’s
someone I actually brought home, which was awkward for my family, but made
me happy as hell.
Thinking about how this had come about, how I had crafted this persona,
this illusion of the real Justin Regal, and how I had to make it disappear or else
the real me would disappear, I decided to write it all down. How I owe everything
to Troy Issca. He made me blossom. He made me see past the illusions I had
about myself and others. He made me what I am today. I will love Troy until I
draw my last breath.
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*

*

When Troy and I first got together, I was two inches shorter and weighed
nineteen pounds less. And I was fifteen years old. Yep, fifteen. The weight I’ve
gained since then is muscle. That’s because of him, but some of it’s because I
just grew taller.
I’m the baby in the family of five kids. I’ve got two older brothers and two
older sisters. My brother Joe is nine years older than me. Alex is two years older
than me. We shared a bedroom when we lived in Florida. Between our bedroom
and Joe’s was a long bathroom with two sinks, our Jack and Jill bathroom.
Sliding doors closed both ends of it between our bedrooms.
When I was nine, I discovered a very interesting thing about the door on
Joe’s side. The pull ring was a little loose, and when it settled after you pulled on
it to shut the door, the tiniest opening through it allowed you to see into his
bedroom. One morning I was in the bedroom reading a comic on the floor when I
heard him come upstairs. Dad was at work and mom was out shopping. My
oldest sister, Mary, was home but was doing something in the family room. It was
summer, so Joe was home from Tallahassee where he went to college. His side
of the bathroom door was pulled shut and he didn’t know I was in the bedroom.
For some reason, I wanted to know if I could see him through the crack in the
door pull. Holy shit, did I see him.
He was sitting on an overstuffed leather chair next to the window. The arm
of the chair was blocking my view of his dick, but I could tell he was beating off.
I had never seen such a spectacle before. It was the first time I had ever
seen anyone masturbating. I had never seen Alex do it, and I shared a bedroom
with him. And I hadn’t yet discovered masturbation either.
Joe’s boxers were bunched at his ankles, which he kicked off. Naked, he
had sunk into the chair and was jacking like a madman. A look of ecstasy
crossed his face, which was in profile, and his chest heaved as he got closer to
climax. A few seconds later, he cried out softly while something landed on his
neck.
His arm stopped pumping, and he let out a big breath. He stood facing the
window; me staring at his ass, and him staring at his dick, apparently wiping it off.
I was hard as a rock by that time. I had gotten hard before, but hadn’t thought
much of it.
I was certain I was dead if he caught me, so I dashed into my bedroom
and literally hid under the bed. I figured he would go into the bathroom to get
something to clean up with and would see me if I didn’t hide. It wasn’t more than
a minute more when he did. He was in his boxers again. All of us boys practically
lived in our boxers.
I saw his feet as he stepped into our bathroom and pulled some toilet
paper off the roll. He went back into his bedroom then left the house a few
minutes later. It was only then that I crawled from under the bed.
Until that day, I had only used my dick for peeing. Now, I was supremely
interested in what Joe had done. So, I pulled my pants down and started beating
off just like Joe had done. It felt good, but nothing happened. I tried for several
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minutes but the only thing that I got was a rock hard penis that wouldn’t go away
for a good long time. In fact, it didn’t get soft until after I had my pants back up
and was halfway through my comic book.
Now fast forward to the time I was twelve and a half. Alex and I no longer
shared the bedroom. Joe had graduated the year before and had gotten a job out
of state. Alex got Joe’s room. He also fixed the door pull, which had gotten way
looser, as part of his move-in ‘improvements’.
Since that time I spied on Joe, I had beat off on occasion. Nothing ever
came out but it always felt good, so I wasn’t going to stop doing it any time soon.
I was on my third pubic hair by then. Yeah, I was counting.
It was three days before my thirteenth birthday when I woke in the middle
of the night because moonlight was streaming through the window onto my face.
I was in the spotlight, so rubbed my dick through my boxers. At first, I played with
it through the slit. Soon enough, they came off and got my balls involved, too. I
stroked and tugged and felt myself up with an intensity I’d never experienced
before. I just knew this was the night. I was gonna come this time. Not more than
a minute later I shot my first load. I was a little freaked out because there was so
much of it. I had no idea it was going to feel so intensely good either. It was then
that I realized exactly what Joe was doing and why.
Of course, after that first time I couldn’t get enough of it. Six months later, I
considered myself an expert at jacking off. My dick had finally gotten to its full
length too, apparently, since it’s not grown a millimeter since then. It’s only five
and a half inches long, but it’s thick. My head is way narrower than my shaft,
which is flattened. So, I’m pretty wide down there. I had a full complement of
pubic hair; and the blond down had started to cover my entire body, including the
backs of my hands and my ass.
Okay, now you know about me. And, as promised, here it is.
A year later I got reacquainted with Troy. He and my brother Joe were
friends growing up and had gone through junior and senior high together. His
parents and mine had been friends and had stayed friends even when Joe and
Troy had gone their separate ways. I had known Troy my entire life but only as
my brother’s friend. Troy went off to the Navy when I was nine, and had been
gone for six long years. I had basically forgotten he even existed.
It was during the time he was gone that I became interested in magic; so
much so that I had a stage act called Justin’s Illusions. I started performing close
up card tricks, and cups and balls tricks because of Criss Angel’s TV show. I
watched every episode for the entire five-year run. His illusions were so
elaborate though that I never even tried to emulate him. I had scaled the act way
down to simple stuff. Looking back, I’m pretty sure the main reason I was drawn
to magic was because I was attracted to Criss. I loved it when he wore open
shirts and tight leather pants. I stuck with it for years though because I made
spending money doing illusions at kids’ birthday parties. I had a great reputation
and I loved entertaining the kids. So, far from discouraging me, my family
supported me.
Troy had recently gotten out of the Navy and had moved back to Florida.
He had landed a job as a professional diver, mostly for oil companies. His
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parents anted up a down payment and he bought a house half a mile from the
park where Alex and I used to play soccer. Three-quarters of an acre of woods
surrounded his place. He had an above ground hot tub on his patio, a universal
gym in a room that overlooked the backyard, a dirt bike, and lots of space. He
was also single.
When we got reacquainted he was 25 years old, tall, and had a great
build. He’s got a year-round tan, sandy brown hair that he spikes up in front, and
hazel eyes. He’s no muscle boy, but he’s nicely defined. The thing I liked best
was that his legs, arms, ass, chest and stomach were hairy. The first thing I
noticed when I saw him again were those yummy dark hairy legs. I found myself
obsessed with them.
Four months later, in late August, Troy took Alex and me on a five-day
camping and hiking trip along the Appalachian Trail. I had been fifteen for four
months. We got two days into the hike when it started to rain. We pitched the tent
and stayed in it for most of the afternoon waiting for it to end. During one of the
naps we took, I realized that I wanted Troy in a ‘naked way’. That was the
expression I always had lurking in my head. You see, this desire to get in a
naked way with a boy had been simmering for years. I just never stirred it up.
Pretty much whenever I beat off I was focused on my dick and not on anything
specifically gay.
It had quit raining and Alex was out looking for some dry wood to make a
fire. But it was summertime and plenty warm out. When I look back on it I think
he just wanted to get away to beat off.
Troy and I were still in the tent, although I was awake, reveling in the fact
that I was just inches away from him. I was in a reverie, watching dreamlike
images of us rolling around naked while kissing and hugging. None of what I had
conjured up were of us having full on sex.
Troy was awake too, although I didn’t know it. All of the sudden he rolled
over, put his hand on my chest, and whispered, ‘I can’t believe how handsome
you are. One day you and I are gonna be together and it’s gonna be true magic.’
I pretended to be asleep. Seconds later, he got up and left the tent without
saying another word. I opened my eyes and struggled to breathe through the
shock of it. It was as if he had seen those fantasy images that had been scrolling
through my mind. And he wanted me!
For the very first time my simmer started to boil.
Suddenly, everything became crystal clear.
Being in a naked way with guys was gay.
Jesus God, I was gay. Me. Justin Regal.
And-and Troy. Him, too!? But… but….
You’re probably wondering how I was so clueless about myself. Well, our
family didn’t talk about sex. Yes, dad had talked to each of us about not getting
girls pregnant, and to not listen to what anyone from the church clergy said about
sex because they weren’t having any legitimate sex anyway. But that was it. He
never talked about masturbation or about anything gay. All I knew was that gay
was something to avoid at school, so I did.
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So, here I was in the middle of the woods, boiling, with no idea how to turn
the burner down. I waited for about five minutes so I could calm down, then
crawled out of the tent, pretending I’d just woken up.
Troy winked at me, and I instantly looked away. I couldn’t believe he was
so bold. Truly, up until then I had no idea he might be gay.
He didn’t say a word about it after that. Thank God. I would have shit if
Alex had figured out what Troy had said. We finished up our hike three days later
and came home. I pretended he never said a word to me.
I tried to keep it out of my mind. It didn’t work, of course. Look. I didn’t
want to be gay. In school, gay meant lame. No, gay meant fag. Being a fag could
get you killed by dumb jocks or molested by a priest. At least that’s what I
thought.
A month later, I discovered the truth. Being gay was nothing like that awful
stuff I had imagined.
Nothing at all.

*

*

My routine became practicing magic tricks, skateboarding, and pickup
basketball. I was also beating off every day, and couldn’t get home fast enough
to do so in the shower after a game, or from skateboarding under the hot humid
Florida sun. I had seen Troy off and on since the hiking trip. He didn’t seem even
remotely what I imagined a gay person was supposed to act like, so I didn’t
believe he was. And every time I saw him, he acted like he never said what he
said.
My mother, Sue, Troy and me were chatting on the back patio one
Saturday morning. I was showing off my latest card tricks for them while we
munched coffee cake. In between tricks, my mom and sister parroted about how
‘fat’ they were. I didn’t argue, but I did glance at Troy, admiring the curve of his
bicep in his tight t-shirt. I told him I didn’t like that I was so thin. Troy offered to
help me bulk up using his home gym. My head began to spin. I knew that it was
an opportunity to find out what he really meant on our hiking trip.
Troy told me to see him after school that Friday. My mom was instantly
supportive. She obviously thought Troy was her hero for taking me under his
wing. In fact, she thought it was ‘cute’ that he offered to help me with my ‘muscle
problem’, as she called it.
I could scarcely wait for Friday.
*
Troy has such an easy-going nature that it was difficult to believe anyone
so cool blew shit up for work. It must have paid well because he had the best
toys. I envied his universal gym, the fact that he had all that space for himself
and answered to no one.
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When I got to his place, I leaned my bike against the siding, and rang the
doorbell. The door was open but the screen was latched. I saw him inside,
wearing a t-shirt and cargo shorts. Jesus, he was fine. I wore an Everlast tank
top, basketball shorts with boxers underneath, and tennis shoes.
“Are you alone?” he asked.
I nodded. My heart began to pound.
He peered out the door, looking over my shoulder. I knew exactly what his
uneasy looking around was about. He closed the door behind me and locked it. I
gulped as I stared at him. I instinctively knew what was next. He put his hands on
my shoulders, pulled me to him and hugged me like I was a long lost son or
something. Oh. My. God. His touch felt so good and I hugged back so hard I
thought I had cracked his ribs.
He pulled back and looked me right in the eye. In that instant, I knew that
he knew about me! How the fuck did he know?
He pointed toward his bedroom. I started to tell him that I didn’t know what
to do. He put his finger on my lips to shut me up. I followed him with my hands
covering my crotch, hiding the tent that was forming in my shorts. I stopped at the
doorway. He sat on the edge of the bed. I couldn’t move. My dick was sticking
straight up by then and it was impossible to hide it.
“Are you scared?” he asked.
“A little,” I replied, nodding.
“Don’t be.” His voice was beautiful and full of this amazing calmness and
energy at the same time. He motioned for me to come toward him.
I started forward with my hands still at my crotch and stopped in front of
him.
“Are you a virgin?” he whispered.
I gulped and nodded my head.
“I’m honored,” he said so reverently that I thought I would melt. “I promise
I won’t do anything you don’t like.”
Oh, my God. This was really happening! With Troy! Fuck! My adrenaline
was rushing like mad. I was already breathing in ragged gasps. “I really don’t
know what to do,” I said.
“Not to worry,” he said, reassuring me. He smiled, and took one of my
forearms, trying to dislodge my hands from my crotch. I let him.
“Your hands are beautiful. You’re beautiful. Sit down, Magic Boy.”
I nodded and sat. My crotch didn’t look as silly then.
“You won’t tell anyone about this, right?”
“Are you nuts?” I blurted out. I wanted him to get on with it.
He took the hem of my tank top. I raised my arms up and he pulled it off.
His hands roamed over my upper body, feeling me up. He motioned for me to
kick off my tennis shoes. I did.
He pulled me further onto the bed, then removed his shirt. I could see the
outline of his dick through his shorts. A boner, like a bar of steel, pressed against
them. I was alternately terrified of what it would look like and desperate to touch
it.
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He laid me on my back and ran his fingers along my stomach, my chest,
and brushed my nipples. That gave me goose bumps all over. He ran his hands
up my legs. I raised my arms so he could run his hands over the tender skin in
my armpits. He pressed his nose in there and breathed in.
“You have that kid-brother smell,” he whispered. He started feeling me up
with a renewed intensity. I had to push his hands away because I was ready to
shoot.
He chuckled as he took my waistband with both hands. I raised my hips.
He slowly pulled my shorts and boxers down my legs. My dick flopped onto my
belly. A drop of pre-come oozed out. I expected that. After all, he had almost
made me come already.
He cupped my already-tight balls. “Jesus, I’m already jealous. Look at this
nice fat dick and those huevos. Magic Boy isn’t right. I’m calling you Torpedo
Boy.”
Another nickname? Jesus God.
I felt an odd mixture of shyness and erotic desire. I had been concerned
that he would think my dick was too small, and yet I was about to come. I was
gasping, waiting for an orgasm, yet paranoid as hell that my mother would walk
in unannounced.
“Beat off much?” he asked out of the blue.
“Duh. D’you?” I said it like an accusation, since he’d so easily pried that bit
of info from me.
He nodded. “Every chance I get. If you come over often it won’t be nearly
as much.”
My head was swimming. He had barely gotten me naked and was already
asking for more. Was that possible? All I could do was chalk it up in a mental
‘yes’ column.
He got off the bed and I watched him shed his shorts. It was the first time I
had ever seen another guy with a totally hard dick. I had seen Alex’s dick a
hundred times over the years, but never fully hard. Of course, I had seen pictures
on the Web, but this was different. This was a real hard one. With real balls. And
real hair. Lots of it. Just the way I craved it.
He got up onto his knees. I stuffed a pillow under my head so I could take
in the full exposure. He licked his finger and touched my dick, dragging it from
the head down the shaft to the base. I lost it. I exploded three huge streams of
jizz onto my chest. The next one hit my chin and my lower lip. Groaning, I
grabbed hold of myself and pumped it. He pulled my hand off and pumped it for
me. OMG. Total ecstasy. Come had begun to run down my side. I pressed my
arm against it to prevent it from soiling the bedspread. “Sorry.” I hadn’t expected
to come so soon or as much.
Troy has what I call a ‘signature’ smile. No one else beams like that. His
eyes are so expressive. He pressed a finger against my lips to shut me up. I
didn’t say anything else.
He straddled me, pressing his butt against my hard penis. I didn’t think it
would ever go soft now. He guided my hands to his stomach. An invitation to
touch him. I reveled in the feel of his body hair, like the pelt in my ass crack. He
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used his thumbs to rub my come onto my nipples, making circles with it and
sending me into another round of total ecstasy.
His dick is thinner than mine, and more round; and he’s got more than an
inch of length on me. With him straddling me so close to my face, it looked
gigantic. He used the rest of my come as lube and pumped his dick. Mere
seconds later, he lifted himself up and blasted my neck and chin. He gurgled and
bucked while his swollen length drained. When he was done, he released it. It
pulsed up and down but didn’t soften much. Once he caught his breath, he
looked down at me and smiled again.
I was covered in a fresh load of jizz. He went to the bathroom, brought
back a towel, and started wiping me clean. I still hadn’t gone soft. He had, but
barely. He ran his hands over my chest. It wasn’t over yet. Thank God.
I started feeling him up, too. I playfully pushed him onto his back and
straddled him. I felt incredibly vulnerable. This was the first time I’d ever done
anything sexual with someone other than myself, so it was totally new to me. My
legs were spread apart, my dick was hard, post-orgasm come was oozing out,
and his dick was pressed against my taint. I wanted the afternoon to last forever,
despite feeling unprepared for what was happening.
“Are you sure…?,” he said.
This time I pressed a finger to his lips to keep him quiet. He laughed,
which made me giggle. I was sure I sounded like a girl, but it didn’t seem to
bother him.
I caressed his chest, focusing on his nipples. He closed his eyes and the
signature smile did this whole entertainment routine. I raised his arms up like
he’d done to me and caressed his pits and biceps. He was definitely the right
person to show me the finer points of working out. Although he didn’t have the
look of a bodybuilder, he had way more muscles than I did. That’s when I
realized we’d never gone downstairs. Would I ever get my workout session? I
stopped that train of thought and went back to concentrating on him.
I may have wanted to be in a naked way with Troy but I had only once
visualized sucking a dick, and had never even thought about fucking a guy. I’m
serious. And no. We did neither of those things. I was totally naïve.
“Slide up and down on my dick,” he said.
I spread my legs even wider so that I would sink down a little more. He
took my hips and controlled the pressure. It seemed like my dick was trying to
fuck my belly button. It took all of twenty seconds for him to gush out from
underneath me. I laughed seeing this load of come flying out from underneath
me.
He scooped up his come, took my dick, and started pumping it again,
slowly at first, and with a much tighter grip than before, making these slick wet
sounds as he jacked me. Seconds later, I came so hard the first glob flew clear
off the bed. My hands were gripping his shoulders and I was panting like I’d just
run a marathon.
My inner thighs began to spasm. I slowly pulled myself off him and lay
next to him. We were sweating something fierce. I glanced at him and saw that
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he was finally growing soft. Mine was still standing tall, but I knew it was over for
the day. It’s funny how much I instinctively knew.
Troy took the towel and cleaned us up. That’s when I felt awkward. It was
over and I didn’t know what to say. Was he lying about wanting to see me again?
“If your mom asks why you’re back early tell her I felt sick after you got
here and we didn’t work out. But we will tomorrow, okay?”
“Serious?”
“Serious.” Troy grinned, then motioned for me to lay on top of him. We
were still sweaty; and now we smelled funny, like sex. Laying there with my head
on his chest was the best. It was weird what I was thinking. I wanted to melt into
his body, become him, have him be my dick, and have his dick become me. The
hair on his left pec was matted down from come. It was only inches from my eye,
and all I could do was think, ‘One of us did that!’
Neither of us said a word as we dressed. Twice he glanced over at me
and grinned. After we were clothed again, he sat on the edge of the bed and told
me to come to him. He looked into my eyes, put his hands around the back of my
head and kissed me on the mouth, tenderly, lovingly. I had no idea what to do.
“I don’t know how to kiss,” I told him when he pulled away.
He shrugged.
I was terribly thirsty. We went to the kitchen where I poured a large glass
of water and drank it down in huge gulps. I needed to get out of there so I could
regroup. I was getting a little weirded out.
He hugged me again before I went to the door. I took off after we set a
time for me to come back the next day. I got only a hundred feet away when I
stopped the bike. I had to go back despite having this growing feeling inside me
that I couldn’t identify.
I pedaled back and dumped the bike by the front porch. I went to the door,
which was now closed, and knocked. It took a few seconds for him to answer.
“It’s not Saturday yet,” he said. He opened the screen door.
I took one of his hands and tried to say something. Nothing came out. I
was awash in emotion.
That signature smile. “You’re welcome,” he said.
I nodded a bunch of times, still not able to say anything coherent, then
pulled myself away, grabbed my bike and left.
This time I got about twice as far away before I went back.
He was laughing when he opened the door.
I grabbed him and hugged him. Hard. I still couldn’t say anything coherent.
“Just be here tomorrow,” he told me. Wear those workout clothes. We’re really
going to workout.”
I took off again. I got to the edge of his property and had to stop. I couldn’t
breathe anymore. It finally caught up with me. I dumped the bike next to a fallen
pine tree and sat on it. I was a tiny speck in a huge surf, being pushed and pulled
without any way of stopping myself. I started bawling. Huge wet sobs.
Not from fear.
Hardly.
I had never felt such intense joy before.
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Waves of emotion surged through me like a nuclear reactor going haywire.
I saw Troy’s face, his dick, all that come. I was blown away by the fact that I
finally understood the purpose of sex.
Troy was right. It was true magic. And it was more real than nearly
anything I’d ever experienced in my life.

*

*

The next morning I was up early for a Saturday. I was so excited I simply
couldn’t sleep. Mom said she was going to the grocery store and would take me
to Troy’s later, if I wanted. I almost said yes, but realized that if she took me she
would also pick me up. I told her that I’d ride my bike, that I needed the exercise.
She drove to the store and I pedaled to Troy’s.
I didn’t have to knock. He was right there. At first, I felt embarrassed. I
don’t know why. Regardless, I was excited and could barely contain myself.
Once inside, he smothered me with kisses. My heart pounded so hard I
thought it would jump across the room. My dick rose to the occasion, which he
felt through my workout shorts.
“I’m gonna come if you keep that up,” I told him.
“And that’s bad because….?”
“Because we’re gonna workout, right?”
“Yep.”
I didn’t try to stop him, but he finally let go and took my hand as we
tromped downstairs. I had never walked around a house with a total hard-on
while not trying to hide it, but there I was in full bloom without a single care.
Troy’s house is up against a sandy berm, which is covered with grass.
Half of the lower level is built into it. So, although it’s two stories tall, the upper
floor has the front door. The workout room is on the lower level and faces the
backyard. The hot tub is just beyond a set of double sliding glass doors on a
raised deck. There’s a wooden privacy fence behind the tub. Its cover was off.
He noticed me looking at it.
“We’ll slip in it after the workout.”
“We’re really gonna work out?” I wasn’t sure he was telling the truth.
He shrugged his shoulders. “Yeah.”
We spent the next half hour going over the various muscle groups and
how to split up the routine. Today I would just get my muscles used to the assault
they were going to get over the next several months. He showed me the
exercises we would be doing to build my chest, shoulders and arms. I practiced
them all. Later we would do the other muscle groups. He didn’t demand too much
of me, but I got a cramp in my left shoulder. He assured me the hot tub would fix
that.
An hour later, without him saying or doing anything even remotely sexual,
the seriousness ended abruptly.
“Pull off your shirt.”
I did.
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“Make a muscle,” he told me as he pointed to my bicep. I had nothing to
show for that hour. He didn’t seem to care. He pressed up against my back while
he felt up my chest, stomach and arms. Despite the box fan having been on high,
I was dripping with sweat and sure I stunk like a pig.
Rather than being repulsed by my skinny sweaty body, he kept saying,
‘God, you smell awesome. God, you’re hot. God, I love your sweat on me.’ His
hard dick pressed against my butt.
I wondered if any of my friends were having this kind of a day. I looked
down, my dick straining my shorts, and was immediately sure they weren’t.
He opened a sliding glass door and led me to the hot tub. He kicked off his
tennis shoes and pulled off his shorts. Again, I felt embarrassed yet amazed that
he was so natural about just getting naked. It’s just not something we did at
home despite me being surrounded by brothers. He skimmed a toe in the water,
then stepped in and sat down.
I pulled off my shorts after kicking off my tennis shoes.
He looked up at me. “Stand over my head and spread your legs apart.”
I did what he asked. He stared up at my balls while he brushed his
knuckles against my loose ball sac, then wrapped his hand around my hard dick.
“You must be really proud of this fat thing,” he said.
“You like it?”
“I love it!”
I stepped into the water, reveling in the wet heat. He took one of my hands
and placed it on his crotch. As I began to massage his hardness, he leaned his
head back and sighed. “Yeah, just like that.”
I took my time, rubbing anything I could get hold of. He started doing that
to me, too. I was afraid I’d shoot in the water, but luckily the timer ran out and the
bubbles stopped.
“I’m really hot,” I told him.
“I’ll say you are. Let’s dry off and go inside.”
We climbed out and he helped me dry off. He was especially attentive to
my dick.
“Come with me. We’re gonna shave your balls.”
“What?” I said, alarmed.
“Balls look way better smooth.”
In his bathroom, I stood at the sink while he laid out scissors and a razor,
and started trimming. When he was done, I looked like a little boy. I told him that.
He chuckled. “No, you look like a teenager with shaved balls.”
He took me to the bed, laid me on my back, and began kissing me. He
pulled my arms over my head and hovered over me, licking my pits and jacking
me off relentlessly. I tried to stop him. Well, I remember trying a little bit. I
moaned in his ear as my dick shot, covering my still-warm chest. He kept licking
my pit, which drove me totally insane.
He scooted lower on the bed as he raised my legs until my lower back
was completely up off the mattress. He pressed his dick against my butthole. I
shook my head no.
“Not to worry,” he told me. “I’m not gonna stick it in.”
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He slid his dick against my crack. The shaft grew red and the head looked
ready to explode. From my angle, I saw my dick, still hard as a rock, my balls
falling over my shaft, come all over my chest – some of which was starting to
collect on my neck – and his dick sliding up and down. Within a couple of
seconds his body stiffened. The veins in his neck bulged, his throat got all red,
and he shot all over my balls. It oozed down my shaft, and into my pubes.
He lowered my legs, pumped his dick, and fell on top of me. Jesus, right in
all that come. He scooped me up into his arms so he could squeeze me. He
bucked his hips against mine for a long time. I could hear these faint wet sounds
as we moved against each other. The feel of our slick skin sliding against each
other was unbelievable.
He finally rose up. There was come stuck to the hair on his abdomen and
chest. We had made a gigantic mess.
“Shower?” he asked in a funny way, with a happy smile. He pulled me off
the bed and we headed to the bathroom.
He soaped me up, paying a lot of attention to my ass and balls. He was
worshipping me, and I loved every second of it.
We dried ourselves off and went back to the workout room where he then
had me lay face down on the mat. He massaged my back, shoulders, buttocks
and thighs. I didn’t know it at first but he had had a bottle of lube nearby. He had
me lay over his legs, ass up, and worked some of it into my crack, slowly teasing
my hole. Every once in a while he pressed a finger in. Not too deep at first.
“I love your furry crack,” he said. “I could play with it all day.”
I said ‘Uhhh, uhhh”. I didn’t want to talk. I just wanted him to keep touching
me.
He continued to work on my buttocks and thighs, and occasionally he
reached between my legs to work on my dick and balls. He made his way back to
my hole, poured more lube directly on it, and slid a finger in pretty deeply. It felt
like I had touched a live light socket.
When I jumped he said. “Found your joy button.”
I knew he meant my prostate, which, until that time I had only seen a
picture of. I had no idea it was directly connected to the sex center of my brain. I
must have an extra thick connection because the more he touched it the more I
squirmed. He had one hand underneath me now, massaging my dick with all that
lube, and the other with a finger way inside me, pressing on my prostate. I
breathed faster, groaned continuously; then raised my hips and unloaded. It felt
so good I stopped breathing for several seconds.
He continued to milk my dick, with my ass raised and his finger still inside
me. I told him to pull it out.
“Sorry,” he said. He pulled it out slowly, pushed in a little, then pulled all
the way out.
“Suck me,” he then told me.
“I’ll probably do it wrong.”
He lowered his head to my crotch and sucked my dick into his mouth. It
was kind of painful since I’d just shot a load, but I got the idea in no time.
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Sucking him off was a whole new experience. I discovered that I could
stuff the entire length down my throat. He told me to concentrate on the top third
instead. His hand moved over my lats, pecs, and nipples while I sucked. His
breathing grew labored.
“I’m gonna come,” he rasped, and pulled out of my mouth. His hands
tensed on my lats and his dick bucked like a wild animal but there wasn’t much
come. He milked every drop out though. “That’s enough for today,” he told me
after he had caught his breath.
Okay by me, I thought. I was spent, and I needed another shower anyway.
I had to get home, too. It had been two and a half hours and I was surprised that
my mom hadn’t called to find out what was keeping me.
“We went to lunch,” Troy told me, “if she asks.”
We showered again, dried off and got dressed in record time. Troy made
tuna sandwiches in the kitchen. It felt funny wearing clothes again. I was
becoming accustomed to being naked with him.
We sat on the front stoop, eating our food. “Can you come over
tomorrow?” he asked.
“Serious?”
“You can come any time, except for this coming Wednesday for a week.”
“What does that mean?”
“I’m going to the Gulf for a gig. I leave Wednesday and come back a week
later.”
“Oh.” He had a real job – something I didn’t.
“How long can you hold out.” He made a jacking motion at his crotch.
“I… don’t know.” I had never tried to hold off before.
“Don’t beat off for two days before I come back.”
“I’ll… try,” I said, embarrassed he had even asked the question. Two days
was pushing it. I’d have come up to my eyeballs by then.
*
The family gathered for dinner that night, less Joe. Mom asked how the
workout went, and dad took a keen interest in my newfound endeavor. I boasted
that Troy wore me out, and almost laughed when I realized the double meaning.
“Tell him not to be so hard on you,” Mom said.
You have no idea!. “That’s okay, Mom. It was my first time. He told me it
would be hard.” It took everything I had to suppress a grin. I shoveled some
potatoes in my mouth to keep from being noticed.
Dad piped in. “A workout never hurt anyone unless you pull something.”
This was becoming a comedy routine. Yep, he pulled on me and I was a
mess! “We soaked in the hot tub afterward. It really loosened me up.” Or was it
his finger that did the trick?
Alex was getting jealous. I could tell. He once told me that he thought Troy
had it made with the gym and the hot tub. Hah! It was me that was getting all of
Troy’s attention, not him.
“That’ll help,” Mom said about the hot tub.
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Oh, it helped.

*

*

I IM with lots of people from school, but with only one iMac in the house
and five logons, it’s hard to get my little slice of time on it. Troy doesn’t IM and I
don’t have a laptop yet. And, my mom’s intrusive. She snooped Alex’s IM log a
couple of months ago. Every time I’ve changed my email password she’s
demanded to know what it was. I didn’t have a cell phone yet. Dad had a rule: no
one gets one until they’re sixteen because he’s paying for it. We have two phone
lines, but one is dedicated to Dad’s work fax. I don’t have an extension in my
bedroom, so finding a private place to talk to him that way was impossible. Alex
only let me use his phone when he could take it right back from me afterward.
Luckily, nearly everyone I hung out with was within biking distance, including
Troy. Everything would change when I turned sixteen. That was the magic age in
my house.
It was Sunday morning about nine. While checking out my newly shaved
balls, I finally understood that line Dr. Evil said in that Austin Powers movie,
‘There’s nothing quite like a freshly shorn scrotum.’ It’s soft and feels awesome.
What a contrast Troy and I were. I was covered with down. He’s hairy. I
have light skin with a distinct tan line. He’s naturally dark. My sac is white, and
gets reddish when I mess with my balls. Troy’s is darker than the rest of his skin
and stays that way. He has a long thin dick. Mine’s short and thick. I have big
balls. His are smaller. I realized that if I wanted to keep my balls like this, I’d have
to shave them myself. I could just see Alex busting into the bathroom while I’m
doing it. Jesus God, he would give me no end of shit.
I heard my sister and mom talking through my bedroom door as they went
up and down the hallway. They were preparing for early mass. I never went. I
had no interest in it, despite the arguments mom made to me about it. My dad
kept out of it since he rarely went himself. After hearing about those priests who
molested boys, I wasn’t interested in being around any of them. Father Vincent
creeped me out anyway. Besides, Troy had become my religion, my only place of
worship.
I went downstairs to eat breakfast while they rounded themselves up. I
was dressed in just my boxers, my normal morning attire.
“We’re leaving, honey,” Mom said.
I mumbled a goodbye with a mouthful of Cheerios. There was a knock at
the door not more than two minutes after they left. I about fell over when I saw
Troy through the peephole. I nearly ripped the door off its hinges.
There I was, shirtless and barefoot. He glanced up and down my body.
“Wow,’ he whispered. He ushered himself in and noticed the quiet. “Where is
everyone?”
“Mom and Sue just left for church. Everyone else is asleep. What are you
doing here?”
He lifted the Starbucks in his hand. “Come over?” he whispered.
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It seemed like he said it loud enough for the rest of the house to hear it.
“Uh, I’ll have to leave a note.”
He shrugged.
He followed me to the kitchen, whereupon I grabbed the notepad and a
pen from the cup by the phone. He had this funny look on his face as I wrote. It
was distracting so I turned my back on him and continued to write.
He dragged a finger down my back from between my shoulder blades to
my waistband, which he pulled back to get a look at my butt. When he let go, it
made a snapping sound. I hadn’t heard a thing from upstairs, but my internal
alarm system rang at 120 decibels. Goose bumps covered my entire body.
I stepped away from the counter. “Don’t,” I said in a loud whisper.
He put his hand to his mouth and whispered back. “I couldn’t help it…. Get
dressed so I won’t be tempted again.”
I finished the note, ran upstairs, kicked off my sandals and shed my
boxers. I slipped on some tighty whities, and pulled boardies over them. Last
came the shirt and sneakers, and I flew down the stairs.
Troy likes loud music in the car. On the ride to his house it was impossible
to talk. I grinned that I was with Troy for the third day in a row, wondering how
many orgasms I’d have this time.
His garage opens to the back of the house, so you can’t see it from the
front. Once we got out of the car, he came around to my side and leaned me
against the passenger door. He pulled off my shirt, then his own. He grinned, and
drew me into a hug. My head spun. Good thing he had hold of me. He pressed
his crotch into mine and we started kissing.
Jesus God, I can’t believe how horny he made me. He rubbed his crotch
up and down against me, each time with a little more pressure. Before I knew it, I
was spurting. By that time he had had his tongue shoved down my throat and
was tweaking my nipples. I moaned in his mouth while my dick spewed.
After it ended, I got mad. “I don’t have a change of clothes.”
He laughed. “So. It’s not like that’s not happened before, huh?”
I undid the string that held my shorts, and they slid to my feet. My
underwear had a wet spot along the waistband. “No.”
“Really?”
“Oh, and it has for you?”
“Several times…. Look, I’ll wash your underwear. They’ll be dry by the
time we’re done.”
I pulled them off and picked up my shorts. They were my favorite pair and
I didn’t want any stains on them. “This is wet, too.”
He grinned. “Too bad. I guess you’ll have to stay naked.” He took them,
examined the wet spot, and shoved both items into the washer on the rinse
cycle.
He had tricked me. My stupidity amazed me. “You did that on purpose!”
He snorted.
I scowled, but inside I was amused. He was a total professional, and I was
green as fresh moss.
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“What if my parents drop by,” I said angrily.
“Tell ‘em you fell into a vat of chocolate and I had to lick you dry.”
I was bewildered by that for a second then realized it was the stupidest
thing I’d ever heard. “Serious! I’m naked and you aren’t.” I nervously looked out
the garage door, which was still open to the entire world – well, to his backyard,
really.
He pulled his shorts off. “Well, I’m naked, too. Inside.” He led me to the
bedroom where we crawled onto the bed. I noticed a come stain in the middle of
the sheet, a little one. I ignored it as soon as he took me in his arms and began
smooching on me. We were rock hard again moments later. We rolled over a
couple of times. I ended up on top when he said, “So, how do you like being a
non-virgin?”
“I expected it would be with a girl. And I thought I’d be older.”
“I didn’t lose mine until I was twenty-one.” He caressed my shoulder. “Hey,
suck my dick.”
He didn’t have to ask me twice. I turned around so we were in a sixty-nine
position, with me still on top. I didn’t want my ass right in his face, so I lifted my
rear up. He hauled it down. As soon as my mouth slipped over his dick, his
tongue went straight up my hole. It startled me.
“What?”
“Duh. Your tongue was in my ass.”
“You didn’t like it?”
I looked down and back at him. My dick was right where his nose should
have been. “I shit out of that hole, in case you didn’t know.”
“Pretend I didn’t do it.”
I began sucking him again. He licked around my hole, only occasionally
flicking his tongue over it. I couldn’t believe it. After all, there’s lots of hair in my
crack that has who-knows-what in it despite having showered.
Soon, I didn’t care that his tongue worked its way back into my hole. My
dick felt ready to detonate again while he kept probing. I could tell he was getting
close, too, as his breath grew more and more raspy. All at once his hands
gripped my hips while his tongue jammed into me. Right at that moment, he
gushed into my mouth. I wasn’t about to swallow. I heard these explosive noises
coming from him. As soon as he was done spewing, I opened my mouth and it all
poured onto his pubes. He took hold of my dick with one of his hands and kept
probing my hole with his tongue.
I held most of my weight on my forearms, with his dick pressed to my face;
his come taste strong in my mouth, while he jacked me off. His tongue was as
merciless as his stroking hand. I shot all over his chest, moaning like a wounded
water buffalo. His tongue came out and he pressed a finger in. That jolted me,
but not enough to make him pull out. Only when I caught my breath did he
remove it. “I love to feel the pulses on my finger when a guy jizzes,” he said.
I sat up. There was come all over him.
“I’ll get a towel,” I said as I scooted off the bed. In the bathroom, I wiped
my ass with toilet paper, and then pulled a towel from the rack and brought it
back.
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He cleaned himself up, then pulled me into a hug while we both rested. I
turned onto my side, slid an arm under his neck, the other across his chest, and I
rested my leg just above his crotch. Both of our dicks were growing soft and mine
was leaking come onto the sheet. I slid my fingers up along my shaft to get most
of it out, and tried to wipe it on my thigh. He grabbed my finger, examined the
wetness, and licked it. “That’s a delicacy where I’m from. No fair wasting it.”
He maneuvered away from me, placing a pillow against the wall at the
head of the bed, and leaned into it. “Lay back against me,” he commanded. I
scooted into his open legs, facing the same direction. He kissed my neck at first,
then massaged my shoulders and finished up by caressing my scalp. God, that
gave me serious chills.
He continued to feel me up, occasionally working my dick, and my balls,
which were starting to tighten up again. I turned my head and tried to kiss him. It
was difficult, but doable. Finally, he stopped the kissing and kept jacking my dick
while he rubbed my chest and belly with the other hand. He was relentless. All
that stimulation was overloading me. Finally, I jettisoned. A little blob hit him
squarely in the eye. His reflexes were quick though, and it hit his eyelid instead.
Tiny droplets peppered the sheet, his hand and my crotch. When he was done,
he squeezed the last drop out for me and licked his hand.
I pulled away from him, got up onto my knees and saw jizz spots
everywhere. “It’s your fault,” I told him. He laughed.
“Do the same for me.”
I sat on my heels in front of his splayed open legs and started jacking him.
I loved feeling his dick, the curve of it, his balls bouncing around, his breath
getting short, and the look on his face. It took a long time for him to shoot, but
shoot he did.
We were done for the day. Besides, I had to write up my workout routine
or my family would get suspicious. He seemed to sense my apprehension.
“We’ll get your clothes dry and get that workout set up for you in a few
minutes. But first I gotta clean up.”
*
I didn’t see him for the rest of the week. We had agreed to lay off for a
while to avoid suspicion. I certainly wasn’t going to broadcast that I was having
sex with him. But there was another thing to worry about that I hadn’t even
thought of until then. I was a minor, he an adult. If anyone ever found out, he
could end up in jail. I got seriously emotional thinking about that, partly because I
wouldn’t see him for another week, and partly because of the scenarios that were
playing in my head about my family freaking out, the police taking him away in
handcuffs, or my friends turning on me. But it never occurred to me to stop
seeing him. My dick was doing most of the thinking now.
As the week progressed I felt this amazing amount of calm about what we
were doing. I think it had to do with a newfound confidence I felt about myself.
Until Troy came on to me I had always thought of myself as too thin and having a
little dick and thus hardly desirable. But none of that mattered to him. And
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another interesting revelation came to me, too. In the last week, I had had sex
more times than Alex probably had in his entire seventeen years. Finally, I had
something over on him. It dawned on me that I was no longer Alex’s ‘little’
brother. I was me. Justin Regal. Ex-virgin. And I loved having sex with guys.

*

*

With Troy out of the picture, I didn’t know what to do with myself. So, I was
back on my regular jack off schedule. I did it once on Saturday and twice in a row
on Sunday. It was awesome, as usual, but it was somehow not the same
anymore. Of course, my orgasms ripped through me like a tornado, but I wanted
Troy to be there. I wanted my jizz mixing with his. I wanted to feel his skin, his
breath curling on my neck, his hands caressing me. I wanted him.
I needed a Troy fix so I pedaled to his house. It was empty and locked, of
course. I dumped my bike in the backyard, went around the privacy fence, and
sat on the deck by the hot tub, imagining us in it again. That got me excited, so I
slid my boardies to my ankles and started cranking on my dick, but only halfheartedly. I wanted to wait for him to do me instead. So, after only a minute, I
pulled my shorts up and continued to sit there, waiting for my dick to soften. That
was a first.
By six pm the next Wednesday I hadn’t heard from Troy. I was on the
computer IM’ing with Laurie, Peter, and his girlfriend Katie, when Alex answered
the doorbell. I heard that familiar voice and my heart started pounding. I was sure
I was giving our secret away just from my emotional state. I took some deep
breaths to try to calm down. No luck.
Mom heard him, too. She walked to the door since Alex had not invited
him in.
“We have a phone. You could have called,” she told him.
“I know,” he said as he brushed by her. “But I was coming back from the
grocery store and decided to swing by. I wanted to invite some of your kids to
Typhoon Lagoon this coming Saturday.”
By that time, I was at the front door. Troy didn’t even look at me.
“Which ones?” Mom asked.
He shrugged. “Alex. Justin. The usual suspects.”
Alex spoke up. “Awesome. I’m not working this weekend.”
“Where are you staying?” she asked. I could tell she was mentally racking
up the bill. “It’s nearly impossible to get a hotel there so close to the weekend.”
Troy shook his head. “We’re staying with a buddy of mine.”
*
Thursday morning was three days for me. It was all I could do not to beat
off when my dick woke me up. I couldn’t remember the last time I had waited that
long. I had deliberately avoided fantasizing about Troy, but it didn’t help. I had
also made sure I completed all my homework in advance that day so I could go
right over to his place. I left a note, telling my folks that I would be skipping dinner
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since I needed to work out before our trip to Orlando. I wanted to look my best if
we were going to be shirtless all day on Saturday at the park.
I made it in record time by cutting under the freeway underpass. I hated
that route because smelly homeless people hang out there. Who knows what
kind of weapons they have. So, I ramped up to Mach 1 and nearly killed myself
on a patch of sand.
I found Troy at the back of his house, washing his dirt bike. He was
wearing only boardies. His arms and legs were wet, and his hair was sticking out
in rakish angles. He looked positively yummy.
“Torpedo Boy!” he said with a huge smile.
I stuttered a hello. I felt like I was dying from the exertion of getting there.
“D’ya miss me?” he asked.
“Fuck, yeah.”
“I missed the hell out of you.”
He poured the bucket of soapy water into the grass, coiled up the hose,
and we walked into the garage. I sniffed one of my pits. It reeked. And my skin
was glistening with sweat.
He wiped his hands with a wad of paper towels and beckoned me with his
index finger.
He was Magneto and I was a 147 lb piece of steel caught in his magnetic
pull. He took me in his arms and hugged. I instantly rose to the occasion. He then
undid the string that held my shorts up. They fell to my ankles, revealing that I
wasn’t wearing anything underneath.
He dropped to his knees and stared up at me while he brushed my stiff
dick with his fingers. “Did you do what I asked?”
I nodded.
He spit onto his palm several times, smeared it over my dick, and jacked
me off, slow and sweet. Then, without warning, he plunged his mouth onto it. I
jerked my head backward. I had my hands on his traps and was holding them
because I felt like I might shoot right up into space. My knees grew wobbly.
Closer. Closer. My balls tightened. He pulled them down, and encircled
them with his thumb and index finger. That did it. I blasted off. The first stage
dropped away. The second stage ignited and shot me through the thermosphere.
Finally, I was in orbit and was able to take a normal breath again.
There was nothing to show for the intensity of those few seconds until he
stood and kissed me. I tasted come in his mouth. He had swallowed all of it!
He held me again and whispered in my ear. “You really didn’t beat off.
That load was huge.”
I nodded.
He pointed to my shorts. “Step out of ‘em.” I kicked them off, still hard as
the moment they first fell to the ground.
He led me to the downstairs TV room, which was next to his workout
room. The window shades were closed. His sofa sectional in front of the TV has
five sections. Big ones. He took a beach towel and spread it over one.
He slipped out of his shorts and sat on the sofa. He leaned back and I laid
on top of him. He lifted his legs and crossed them around my lower back,
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enveloping me. His dick pressed against my lower abdomen. Mine still hadn’t
softened and it certainly wouldn’t anytime soon. He whispered, “I missed you.”
My eyes started to pool with tears. This wasn’t fair. He wasn’t just having
sex with me. He was fucking with my emotions. This time though, he wasn’t
doing it from a distance. He was doing it right in my ear.
He unlatched his ankles and lowered his legs. “Drag your dick across my
hole.”
He held his hairy thighs up and, with me on my knees on the couch, I got
right up to his butt. For the first time, I got a good look at it. His ass is super hairy,
but his hole has way less hair than mine. Another opposite. I assumed it would
smell, but it didn’t. Now I knew why he didn’t mind licking mine.
I bucked against it, pressing hard each time, while he jacked off. His balls
bounced against his fist. “Yeah, like that,” he said. His face grew red, his eyes
kinda bulged out and he blasted gooey streamers onto his neck. I watched his
butthole as he jizzed, seeing it wink with every spurt. Maybe my tongue in his
hole wouldn’t be so bad while he’s jizzing, I thought.
“You’re not done,” he told me.
I nodded. He was the expert.
“Stand here,” he told me.
I stood up, with my shins against the cushion, between his open legs. He
used his come and lots of his spit to slather my dick, then started jacking me,
while his other hand caressed my ass cheek. He pinched my nipples, then
caressed my face. I could feel the boiling. A moment later my head went back
and I shot his face. I thought for sure he’d pull his head back, but he didn’t.
Jesus, I coated his nose and cheek. He loved being a mess. Or maybe he just
liked being wet.
He lifted the towel and wiped us off. I sat next to him. “Can I talk to you?” I
asked, as I crossed my arms.
“It’s about time. I was beginning to think all you wanted was sex.”
“You are so funny. You started it.”
“Nope. You did.”
“I did not.”
“You don’t remember?”
“If you’re trying to trick me again, it’s not working.”
“You don’t remember.” He sounded serious.
“Huh?”
“When you were nine.”
“Nine.” I stated, skeptically.
“That’s when you started it.”
“Shut up.”
“You wanted to talk.”
“I said shut up.”
“I’ll tell you what you said if you’ll let me.”
Come was oozing out of my dick. I used my finger to get it and then licked
it up. I then looked him in the eye. He leaned back to get comfortable, then
pointed for me to sit across his lap. I laid my head in the crook of his arm. I stared
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at his face, his bare chest against my shoulder. I couldn’t help breathing hard
when I looked up at him. He was beautiful. He smelled like sweat. Like a man. I
felt little, empty. He was this hairball that drove me wild. It was terrifying and
wonderful and… and orgasmic.
He ran a hand down my thigh, then cupped my balls. He scrunched his
eyes up for a second, examining something.
“A few days before I went off to boot camp,” he began. “I was at your
house talking with Joe. Just before I left, you came to the car while I was still in
your driveway. You said you had something really important to tell me. I thought
that was pretty funny. After all, what kind of ‘important’ thing could a nine year old
possibly say.”
I pushed him.
“You really don’t remember?” he asked.
“No.”
“You said, and these are your exact words, ‘When you get out of the Navy
I’m going to marry you.’”
“No way.” He had to be lying.
“Luckily, nobody but me heard you. I didn’t know what I was then. But I
really liked you because you were different from either Joe or Alex. I had no idea
at the time that it was because you were… like me.”
“But… marry you?”
“That’s what you understood. I became obsessed about what you had
said. That little innocent statement started me on my journey out of the closet.
But it totally freaked me out at first because you were barely out of diapers.”
“Jesus God, don’t say stuff like that. Diapers. Shit.”
“Sorry.” He leaned down and kissed me while he caressed my chest.
Somehow, that moment was incredibly magical. I can’t tell you the height I
fell from, but it seemed pretty far up. I splashed down into a huge ocean of
Troyness. I felt like I was soaring and falling at the same time. This huge shiver
racked my body even while his lips ignited a fire that engulfed me. I felt my heart
beating a thousand miles an hour. Finally, the kissing stopped. That was a first. I
had no idea being in his arms could do that.
“It all came to a head for me this summer when we drove to the
mountains. I hadn’t even seen a picture of you in years. I was blown away that
you had become so, well, good-looking. I-I was thinking, this my extended family
here. We grew up together. But you were giving me all these clues and my
gaydar was pegging like no tomorrow. I couldn’t stand it anymore. I-I just had to
tell you. I wanted you to know about me. I knew you were awake.”
Knew I was awake? Giving him clues? Fuck! I caressed his nose, ears
and cheeks. “So, are we, like, boyfriends then?”
He looked away for a moment. “You’re too young.”
“Uh, I am not.” Wasn’t I naked with him right that second? Hadn’t we just
lost of a hell of a lot of sperm? Together?
He snorted. “You’re fifteen. Do the math.”
“God damn it.”
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He saw the angry, slightly bewildered look on my face. “Look, you don’t
have a cell phone. I can’t buy you one or your parents would get suspicious. If I
call you at the house all the time it would look weird. I know your mother snoops
your emails. If they find out I’m in a world of shit.”
“Then what are we?”
He shrugged. “Workout buddies. Fuck buddies. Something like that. If we
make a schedule and you keep it we can keep seeing each other. I’ll make sure
you get bigger here,” he squeezed my bicep, “and hard here,” he touched my
dick, “and we’ll both be happy.”
I started to get up. He unwrapped his arms from me. I stood there with a
partial hard-on. He looked at it and grinned.
I raised my arms and made my muscles bulge – what little there was of
them. “Let’s get started,” I told him.
He pointed to my crotch. “First, we have to shave those balls.”

*

*

Jesus God, I was sleepy. I rarely got up early on a weekend. I dressed
and put my bag in the living room. Shortly after breakfast, Troy pulled up at the
curb and we jumped in. I slept most of the way in the back seat. Every time I
woke up, which was like three times, Alex and Troy were talking — bands, how
lame MTV was, the Navy, blowing up shit. Even girls. If Alex only knew.
We arrived shortly after seven a.m. Troy’s friend was an ex-Navy buddy
named Jim who had lived in Orlando most of his life. I hoped he would be really
good looking but he was just okay. He had a guest bedroom set up for Alex and
me. It was sparsely furnished with only a couch, an Aerobed, which had been
partially pulled out of the box, a lamp on the floor and a closet full of things that
looked like he had thrown them in there. Troy would be sleeping on the pullout
couch in the den. We unpacked our stuff and kept a change of clothes in the
bags.
We’d been to Typhoon Lagoon only once when I was ten. I remember the
huge changing room full of guys in various states of undress. I remember feeling
attracted to some of them, but not sure why. I could keep my eyes off them now
because I had one of my own. Or could I?
I couldn’t. The first thing I did was scope guys that looked like Troy. There
were only two in the changing room that even remotely looked like him. Both
were about to leave. We found an alcove and started changing. I was
momentarily panicked Alex would notice my shaved balls. Somehow I thought it
would point to Troy and I being together. I turned away from him just as I stepped
into my boardies so he wouldn’t notice. Troy and Jim were talking together as
they changed. At one point both of them were stark naked, facing each other and
talking – okay, for only like three seconds – yet not for an instant did they check
out each other’s bodies. How did Troy have that kind of self-control? They
slipped on shorts that said Go Navy on the left thigh. They were way too short, as
in not in style, and I could see Troy’s noticeable bulge. I had to look away. I kept
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my eyes to myself from then on. We stashed all our stuff in the lockers outside
the changing rooms and started the day.
I love Typhoon Lagoon. They have a huge wave pool and the coolest
water slides. I deliberately made sure that I was near Troy in the wave pool so
that when the waves barreled over us I would crash into him. Nobody cared
‘cause people were all smashing into each other. Besides the wave pool,
Castaway Creek, which is more like a slowly flowing moat, was the best. I made
sure my float was turned so I could get a continuous view of him as we went
along. I felt like I was in Troy Creek instead. The entire day revolved around him.
Alex chatted up girls and I could tell some of them thought he was
obnoxious. It was after his third comment to some passing girls that I said, “Can’t
you think up a better pickup line, Romeo?”
His face showed total surprise. “You’re soooo gay,” he shot back. “You
can’t even talk to girls.”
I raised my middle finger. That was way too close to home. To tell the
truth, it was the first time I thought I was obvious by omission.
Alex mouthed a ‘fuck you’ back.
Later, at another water slide, Alex and Troy stood well behind us in a long
line. Jim and I chatted, and I discovered he wasn’t a dick, which I sort of
expected. I don’t known why. Instead, he acted younger than me at times. I think
the park did that to everyone. He checked out the girls, too, but he was way less
obnoxious about it. He just looked.
We were exhausted by the time we got back to Jim’s place. Everybody
napped, and later we grilled hamburgers, baked potatoes and made coconut pie
for dessert. Despite the naps, everyone was yawning by eleven o’clock. Alex
slept on the Aerobed after blowing it up with the electric pump. I slept on the
couch. It wasn’t a pullout, but it was wide enough to sleep on. Jim was in his
bedroom with the door closed. Troy was in the den by himself.
I had a plan.
I woke up around two-thirty and slowly got up. I stood, making sure I didn’t
brush the Aerobed, and then snuck into the den. If Alex got up to go to the
bathroom, he wouldn’t see me because there was no direct line of sight to the
couch.
I lifted the sheet and groped for an arm or something. I found his bare
side, then an elbow. Once I figured out how he was oriented I eased down so I
could nestle against him. He woke up with a start.
“Whoa,” he said with a sleepy voice.
“It’s me,” I whispered.
I pushed the sheet completely off so I could hug him. He turned to face
me, creaking the springs a little. I took his hand and guided it to my crotch. I
found his dick a second later. He was wearing boxers too, and his hard dick was
sticking out of the slit in front.
“There’s no way,” he whispered.
“Just kiss me.”
We squeezed, hugged and kissed. Eventually, I tried to get him on his
back so I could slide my dick up and down his hairy belly.
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“Stop,” he whispered. “We’re making too much noise.”
He was right. I snuggled into him. My dick refused to soften. When? When
would I get to sleep with him? Not as long as I was fifteen and living at home.
Maybe that’s why he suggested we go to the park, so he could make this
happen. No. So I would.
He stroked my hair. His fingers brushed my cheek. I felt so comfortable
that I fell asleep for, like, twenty seconds. I had this weird dream snippet of us in
a life raft. There were sharks swimming nearby. One was Alex. Troy fell off the
raft. It startled me.
“What,” he said, feeling me jump.
“I fell asleep.”
“Go back,” he told me. “I almost fell asleep, too.”
When I snuck back to the couch, I heard Alex snoring softly.
I wanted to wake up in Troy’s arms, not alone on that couch with my
brother snoring next to me. It felt like my heart was tightening up. I didn’t
remember falling asleep again.
The sky grew quite light outside, enough for me to see Alex slowly
humping the mattress underneath his sheet. If he knew I was watching he’d kill
me. But then he turned onto his side, facing me. Jesus God, I thought, he was
doing that in his sleep. Maybe he was awake after all and realized I might be
watching. I shut my eyes and pretended to be sleep, but I must have fallen
asleep because when I opened them again he wasn’t there. I heard talking in the
kitchen. I snuck to the bathroom before anyone could see my morning woody.
Everyone was in just boxers when I came out. They all held coffee cups,
which made it seem like I was walking onto an underwear commercial shoot,
except that the only real model was Troy, and there weren’t any cameras.
“’Bout time,” Troy said, when he saw my sleepy face.
I rode in front on the way back. We talked over the music while Alex slept
in the back. We talked about mundane thinks like working out or how awesome
the park was. Troy kept saying that he was going to go hard on me when we got
back. Out loud he was talking about the workouts. I grinned at him.
Like I said, he’s the professional.

*

*

The next several weeks were kinda difficult to juggle. Thank God I didn’t
have a job though, because it would have been even more difficult. You see, I
was going to school, doing homework, working out with Troy, and having sex
with him at least three times a week. I got my weigh-in after every workout.
Naked. With a hard-on each time. I put on three pounds in two weeks, none of
which was fat. I was hooked. I didn’t know I would gain so soon. The workouts
made me hornier than ever before. Troy joked that I was swimming in
testosterone. If that was why guys worked out, then bring it on!
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Our new deal was that we weren’t allowed to have sex unless I worked out
first. So, I worked out hard. The first time he initiated his ‘reward system’ we
stayed in the gym room, both sweating and worn out, but did my dick know that?
Hell, no. He tilted the press bench to a forty-five degree angle, had me lean back
against it, and pulled off my shorts. He sat facing me, him leaning over me, dicks
and balls pressed together, my legs up in the air, and us kissing. He pretend
fucked me with his dick rubbing against mine. Within seconds I shot all over
myself.
I love workouts.
The next time he told me he would ‘prepare me’ for the real deal. I didn’t
have to ask what that meant.
He had massage oil this time. He worked it into my shoulder, lats, and
pecs. Then he turned me over and began working my hole with his finger. I
begged him to touch my prostate. When he did, I unloaded over his crotch.
Jesus God, Troy was a genius.
At the end of the week, after our third workout, I was used to my hole
being invaded by his fingers. He even managed to get two in one time.
At the end of the second week, I asked him. No. Not about fucking. We
were fixing some post-workout shakes. We hadn’t had sex yet.
“You want the entire thing?” He asked as he held a banana up.
I was sitting on the barstool and snickered. “Just the top third, ” I said,
making the obvious reference.
He threw the whole thing in anyway. Blueberries, bananas and protein
powder is a match made in heaven. Like Troy and me.
We sat drinking our shakes, facing each other on the barstools. We were
shirtless, as usual, and I was checking out his shake mustache and the beautiful
contour of his pecs. I wished mine would hurry up and get some decent contour,
but I knew if I went too fast I’d end up in a hospital.
“Who was he?” I blurted out.
“Who was who?”
“When you lost your virginity.”
“How do you know it was a he?”
“Uh… because… you? With a girl?”
“Jerry.” He looked down at his lap, like he was sad or something.
“Well?”
“Well what?”
I motioned with my hand, trying to get him to say more.
“It happened on Guam. He was a Marine I met in a bar.”
He took another sip to avoid saying anything else. But I wasn’t his first and
I just had to know more.
“And…?”
“We were together off and on for two and a half years. He ended up at
Camp Pendleton when I was stationed in San Diego.”
“Where is he now?”
“He was killed in Iraq.”
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I squirmed on the stool, feeling all sorts of uncomfortable. He had a
boyfriend who died? Holy shit! “Did you… love him?”
He grew quiet for a moment, like he was deep in thought. “I don’t think so,”
he said, but he wouldn’t look at me.
I couldn’t bring myself to ask him the next obvious question. So instead, I
took the glass out of his hand and touched his face. He had missed a corner of
his shake moustache with his tongue and it made him look cute. I had him stand
so I could hug him properly.
“I’m sorry,” I whispered.
“That’s why I got out. I was going to stay in, but when that happened I
realized it could… happen again. Thank God my enlistment was up.”
“I’m sorry,” I whispered again.
“It’s not fair,” he mumbled, and hugged me so tightly I couldn’t breathe.
For the first time he scared me. But it only lasted a few seconds. I took his hand
and led him to the bedroom. He was already perking up. That Troy smile lit up his
face.
“I wanna fuck you,” he told me once we were naked.
I was still freaked about Jerry. His boyfriend? But I was his boyfriend now.
According to him we were only workout buddies, fuck buddies. That’s what he
said. But I knew otherwise.
“You’re way too big,” I said.
“This is not big,” he said, holding his upturned dick.
“If it hurts, we’re not doin’ it.”
He nodded.
He put a towel on the bed and I laid back onto a pillow. He pulled the lube
bottle out of the nightstand. Next he pulled a condom out of a wrapper.
“Do you need that?”
“I’ve been with other people.”
He lifted my legs and worked on my hole with his tongue at first, then a
lubed finger. I was close to coming from just that.
He pulled the condom onto his dick and slathered on more lube. I was
thinking STP to protect my untouched cylinder from his burning hot piston. He
pressed in a little, then a little more. Fuck, it started to hurt. I pushed him out. He
slowly pressed in a little more.
“Oww!” I blurted out this time.
He pulled out again. “Sorry.”
“Try it again.”
We tried for the next fifteen minutes, but finally gave up. I just couldn’t take
it without being in real pain. He removed the condom. “I guess you’re a top,” he
said.
“What, was I spinning or something?”
He snickered. “You’re funny.”
He explained it to me. I got it. “You have another condom?” I asked.
“You don’t need one.”
“Why?”
“Um, you said you were a virgin.”
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It took me a second to decipher what he meant. “Oh… yeah.”
He flopped onto his back and raised his legs. I gooped on the lube, then
pressed my finger in there.
“Forget the foreplay. I’m good to go.”
“Oh…”
I lubed my dick up, scooted closer and pressed it against his hole.
Seconds later, I couldn’t see it anymore. It was all the way inside him.
Troy’s face turned angelic. His signature smile filled the room. I was afraid
to hurt him.
“It feels awesome,” he assured me.
“No shit?”
“Not while you’ve got that plug in there.”
I snickered as he pushed my hips back. The visual of it was weirding me
out and making me insane with lust at the same time. He pulled me back toward
him. Slowly, he pushed me out again.
“Go to town,” he whispered.
“If I go any faster, I’m gonna unload.”
“Then unload.”
I eased in, pulled out, pushed in again, and I lost it. It felt like the back of
my head blew off as I experienced the longest orgasm I’d ever had. I was sure I
would pass out because I couldn’t breathe. When I finally opened my eyes I saw
jizz all over his chest and stomach. Lost in my orgasmic haze, I hadn’t realized
he had come, too.
“Oh my God,” I said between huge gulps of air.
I hadn’t yet pulled my dick out when he touched my arm. I looked at him.
“Hey, Torpedo Boy.” His smile was so wide, so beautiful.
“What?” I squeaked.
“You sunk my battleship.”

*

*

A month later, I had gained a total of five pounds. Every morning when I
woke up I stood before the full-length mirror, made muscles, and tried to discern
the next bulge.
The end of November was rough though. I’d been having sex with Troy
now for two months. I was still a novice, but at the same time, I found myself
thinking that I was more mature than my friends. I didn’t dare tell them what I was
doing. If anyone, and I mean anyone, found out, the shit would hit the fan.
Regardless, my confidence in myself flourished the more I worked out.
Daylight Savings had ended a few weeks previous and it was dark at 5pm
now. Mom no longer let me ride my bike to Troy’s. He couldn’t come to get me
every time, so Mom or my sister Mary volunteered to go with me as I drove. By
then I had my learner’s permit and needed the practice. I was desperate to get a
motorcycle but had to wait until I was sixteen. That was the rule in our house.
Fuck, I hated all these restrictions, but my parents were like that. Alex had asked
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at least five times for a motorcycle. Dad had said no fucking way. Mom didn’t like
it one bit that I was driving in the dark, much less about me wanting a motorcycle.
Troy was gone more often, too. Did stuff need to be blown up more often
in the Fall? What was that all about? He was MIA for two weeks in November. He
gave me his key and told me to keep working out.
After that first time, I had fucked him six more times over the next several
weeks. I never lasted more than a minute each time. I didn’t think I was ever
going to last more than that. At first, he didn’t mind; that it was expected. But now
I could tell he was getting exasperated by my hair trigger. So, I let him fuck me
instead. It hurt like fuck. I guess that’s where the expression comes from. But I
sucked up the pain and he shot a huge load into me. Finally! I let him jack me off
while his dick was still inside me. When I came it hurt like hell. How weird was
that. I was having an orgasm and it hurt. In fact, I couldn’t sit for a day. We
weren’t going to do that again for a while.
On Wednesday, Mary dropped me off at Troy’s house and told me she’d
be back in an hour. She was being nice despite the fact that her fiancée planned
to pick her up later and she wanted nothing to do with being gone.
I couldn’t work out. The house was dark and empty, and without Troy
there seemed no point. I flipped open his laptop computer and started the Sonos
app. Music poured out of the speaker in the workout room like it usually did when
we were together in there, but it did no good. I hit pause then flipped the lid back
down. The house was way too quiet. The ocean that was Troy was dry.
I went to his bedroom and lay on his bed. That’s when it started. The
tears. I ached for him. I felt lost. I needed him. His touch. His dick. His come on
my lips. I wanted to kiss him. I needed to hug him and feel my dick inside him. I
pulled a pillow over my face and breathed in. I could smell him. I instantly got
hard. Jesus God, not here. My sister was coming back soon. I pulled the pillow
away so my dick would deflate.
I slid off the bed and stood in front of his dresser. I touched the pole on the
lamp next to it and the light came on. I opened drawers and went through his
stuff to somehow get his essence. I caressed his socks, underwear, shorts and tshirts. Two sweaters lay in the second to last drawer. A lot of miscellaneous
Navy stuff was crammed into the bottom drawer.
I wanted to sneak a pair of his underwear home but knew that would be
too dangerous. I had no place to put them short of wearing them under my
workout shorts. Even if I had them, where the hell would I put them once I got
home? My mom would surely find them. I shut the drawer and tried to forget it.
I heard the air come on. A cool stream descended onto me from the vent
above the door. The tears flooded out this time, gushing like mad. I dropped
down to the carpet with my back against the bed and pulled my legs up to my
chest. I wrapped my arms around them. It felt like my brains were about to spill
out of my head. I held on to myself really tight, trying to squeeze myself into a
ball so small that I would disappear so that the sadness I was feeling would go
away. I didn’t have any idea what had just happened to me. Moments later, I
realized it. I knew at that moment that I was in love with Troy Issca.
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“Were you crying?” Mary asked when she picked me up.
“What?”
“Your eyes are red.”
“I was straining. Happens sometimes.”
“Oh.”
I hated lying, but I’d become practiced at hiding the truth. Like Troy said, it
wasn’t fair. Mary was getting married. A hundred people already knew about that.
I couldn’t tell a single human being what I was going through.
Later, while lying in bed, I thought about how lucky I had become, and at
the same time how unlucky I was. Because of Troy I was no longer a virgin.
Lucky. Because of him, I was having more sex than everyone in my own house,
possibly even my parents. Lucky. More sex than anyone else I knew, with the
possible exception of Brian on the wrestling team, who had a reputation for his
‘prowess’ with the ladies. Lucky.
Yet, now sex wasn’t enough. With laser-like vision, I could see myself in
different situations with Troy, but yet couldn’t do any of them in real life. Unlucky.
He was gone and I was alone. Unlucky. He was older than Joe, and I was…
Jesus God, still in diapers. Unlucky. He was an adult, and I… I didn’t even have a
real driver’s license yet. Unlucky. He had been in the Navy, and I… I wasn’t even
a junior in high school. Very Unlucky. It wasn’t fair. The unluckys outweighed
every other thing in my life. I only wanted to be with him and I couldn’t. I turned
my head into the pillow and made two wet spots on the pillowcase.

*

*

I held up my right arm while making a muscle. Troy dropped the tape
measure around my bicep.
“An eighth of an inch more. You kept your promise.”
“When didn’t I?”
He scowled. “You were in my bedroom, weren’t you?”
“What?”
“I stack my underwear. It wasn’t stacked when I came back. Which pair
did you steal?”
“I… didn’t.”
“Well, you must have had fun in there anyway.”
I looked away. Before I knew it, I was sobbing.
“What did I say?”
“Nothing,” I said sharper than I had intended.
“Fuck. I was just trying to be funny.”
I couldn’t look him in the eye. I was so embarrassed about the tears.
He reached up and brushed them off my cheeks. I grabbed him and held
on to him like he was a life raft on a stormy sea. “I missed you,” was all I said.
“But you’re crying.”
“I’m sorry,” I said between sobs.
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He sat me down on the press bench. “We don’t have to have sex if you
don’t want to.” We hadn’t even started the workout yet.
“No. Yes. I wanna be with you.” Forever, if I could.
He handed me a towel and I wiped my eyes. I looked up at him with a sad
smile.
There was a confused look on his face. “I have to work,” he said, trying to
understand my tears.
“I know. I know.” I knew, but I still felt empty when he was gone. Finally, I
managed to stop my tears and tried to blow off the entire scene. I insisted we
work out. I wanted him to forget I had been such a baby.
He added five pounds to the press. I did three more reps than I did last
time, with the same number of sets.
“I didn’t think you would take to this,” he said.
“Huh?”
“I’ve never trained anyone before and didn’t know it would be so, I don’t
know, easy.”
“I love you… It.” He didn’t seem to notice the ‘you’. Or did he? He had
been looking down at the clipboard, charting my reps. I saw his eyes flicker when
I said that. Like he heard it, but didn’t want to.
This time, when we climbed the stairs to his bedroom, I saw him in a
whole new light. I wanted to be more of who I was for him. For Troy.
He turned on his side and raised a leg. I pushed it in and fucked him from
behind. I lasted a long time because I concentrated on anything other than the
intense pleasure shooting through me. I came with my arms around his chest,
wishing I could fall inside and become him. I didn’t just come this time. Part of my
soul transferred to him; a tiny trickle compared to the immense powerful darkblue ocean that was Troy.

*

*

I took Angela to the school dance before the holiday break in December.
Well, actually her dad took us. In fact, he picked me up. Jesus God, what a
grilling he gave me while I was in their car. He must have thought I was planning
to fuck her in the back seat. I swear he came close to asking me if I had a
condom in my pocket.
“Sorry. He does that all the time,” she told me after we got out of the car.
Which meant he knew something about her that I didn’t.
We entered our school gym by a side door. A live band was playing all the
current stuff on the radio. This wasn’t a themed dance. We were just dressed in
Sunday best. We hadn’t been there more than twenty minutes before she asked
me the inevitable.
“Let’s go make out.”
I kinda expected it. Her dad definitely knew something about her that I
didn’t. Hey, she had asked me to the dance.
On one side of the gym all the bleachers were open. The only lights on
were the ones that illuminated the exit signs and the ones on the band. I took the
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lead and pulled her to the dark area by the back exit. Surprisingly, there wasn’t
any sign of chaperones anywhere. There were two couples already there. I could
see their outlines through the tangle of metal struts and heard one of them
talking. But they didn’t notice us.
I pressed my lips to hers. She smelled nice and truth be told, I felt kinda
cool. After all, I was sort of a pro now. I figured I could show her a thing or two.
But how much could we do fully clothed? I wasn’t about to get too wild with all
these people around.
She, however, had other ideas. Her hand went directly for my zipper.
Jesus God, she stuck her hand right in on the outside of my boxers and found my
dick before I knew what was happening. It was the most bizarre thing to realize
she was horny. I got hard in a second. But she didn’t seem to realize that dicks
went up, not to the side. She kept messing around and it was starting to hurt
because I’m pretty thick and it can’t get hard in that direction too easily. I finally
stuck my hand down there and adjusted myself. She didn’t seem to know what to
do after that.
“Just rub on it,” I told her.
She might have been horny but was clearly out of her depth. Funny thing
was that I was in the same situation just a few months ago.
I started to feel her up so I would make a good show of it. Actually, I was
quite curious about her body. I imagined myself in physical science class with
goggles on and a chemical apron tied around me, doing an experiment. I would
finally discover what a girl felt like and keep the notes for future reference. I had
no desire to ever do this again. So, I cupped her breasts and squeezed. I thought
it was ridiculous that she had to hide them behind a shirt and a bra. First thing
that came to mind were scenes of my half-naked sisters running around the
house with their bras on. Ugh. I quickly squashed the images.
I unbuttoned the top two buttons of her shirt and reached in. I was able to
touch her chest, and found she had absolutely no muscles to feel up. I thought:
skeleton, and almost laughed. It was still weird having all that stuff in the way. If
she had been a boy we would have just pulled each other’s shirts off and started
sucking or licking nipples already. I couldn’t make myself go under her bra. I
could have done that because she’s not that big. If she had been any bigger, I’m
sure I would have found it beyond gross.
She kept rubbing on my dick, but concentrated way too much on the head.
I think she was trying to make it bigger. Good luck. Even with Troy sucking on it,
it never got bigger. I wasn’t worried about what might happen. I wasn’t even
close to coming.
Finally, I had her shirt completely unbuttoned. The couple furthest from us
picked their way out from underneath the bleachers and headed our way. Once
they got within a few feet of us I recognized Jason Hildreth. He had some girl
with him I barely knew. They went right past us. He looked me right in the eye –
what little of his face I could see – but I know he recognized me. What luck.
Jason was a jock. Seeing me with Angela was money in the bank. This might just
get me a reputation. Everyone talked. Everyone. Ninety percent of it was just
gossip, but to be a topic of conversation? It might last months!
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Angela still had her hand all over my dick, and still on the outside of my
boxers. I don’t think she knew I even had balls. And she didn’t even try to get her
hand through the slit of my boxers, which was fine with me.
We smooched and I even licked her ear. She apparently didn’t find that a
turn on. Finally, she complained about getting hot. I was, too. There was no air
circulation back there. I told her that I’d have to wait a few minutes so my dick
could deflate. At least she understood that. She buttoned up, I zipped up and
soon we were ready to rejoin the dance. All in all, I figured we were back there no
more than ten minutes.
When we got back to the fresh air, a fleeting thought went through my
mind. You just cheated on Troy. No, I didn’t. Yes, you did. Your dick was hard.
You cheated on him. Well, his dick got hard for other people, too. So there.
*
A couple of days later, I told Troy about the incident while we were
working out; and about how it was going to be good for me in school. By the end
of the week, she would have told at least two of her friends. A geometric
progression would take place. That was the first time I ever used that phrase
other than in math class. Curiously, I felt proud of myself for even remembering
what a geometric progression was. By next week, I’d have a twelve-inch penis,
and someone would have made up a story about how I had fucked her back
there.
Troy laughed and laughed.
“Did you forget what it’s like being a sophomore?”
“Sorta.” He handed me a fifteen-pound weight and held my arm at the
proper angle. “Start,” he commanded. I counted off eight reps.
Later, I straddled his waist and let him work on my dick and balls with lots
of lube. I had this bizarre image of Angela’s face on his body when I came. I
laughed while I was spewing onto his chest.
“Was I tickling you?” he said as he wiped up my jizz.
“No, I was tickling myself.”
*
I saw Jason Hildreth coming down the hallway at school. He stopped in
front of me, blocked my way, then high-fived me. Jason never high-fived people
that weren’t part of his clique.
“I knew she put out,” he said.
“Huh?”
“Angela. You got some, huh?”
I decided to gross him out. I just had to see the look on his face when I
said it. “She had her hand through my zipper, cranking on my hard dick back
there.”
“Oh.” He glanced away, looking nervous. I think I actually planted an
image of a dick in his head. Then the nervous look, like, just evaporated.
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“Awesome,” he added. His face lit up like it was gonna happen to him, too. He
took off as fast as he showed up.
I never called her. I’m sure she expected me to. She barely spoke to me in
the hallway. I don’t know why. Maybe she thought my dick was too small. Maybe
it was because she just wanted to see what would happen when we made out.
Well, she found out.

*

*

My family makes a big deal out of Christmas. Even though it barely gets
cold out, we put all this dorky, plastic shit on the lawn, string lights on the outside
of the house, and drape crap over everything inside, too. It’s the only time I’m
allowed on the roof. I loved freaking out my mom about being up there, hanging
from the edge, faking I’m gonna fall.
My allowance was never enough to buy stuff for Christmas, so Mom
always gave me a couple of hundred dollars for gifts. Other families draw a name
and you get one gift for one sibling. Not us. It was always about the presents,
and the more the better.
What to get Troy became a serious issue. He had hordes of money. His
job was dangerous, so they paid him well. That was why he didn’t need to work
all the time. Man, I want that kind of job. Even my dad has a regular workweek
and he’s way up there in salary.
I finally settled on a little ceramic, yellow-lab puppy. It was literally the only
thing I could even think of. Here I was, full of tricks and illusions and mind
benders and couldn’t come up with anything cool. But, it reminded me of how I
thought about Troy. I wanted to be near him all the time, just like a puppy.
On Christmas Day, my entire family gathered at the house. Even Mary’s
fiancée, Palmer, came over. He’s good-looking, but way too fair-skinned. Read:
not dark enough for my taste. And he’s straight. He’s barely ever noticed I was
alive. At least he was aware of my existence: he gave me a deck of trick cards.
Troy spent the day with his family. Then they drove to his grandmother’s
house in South Carolina.
After our house grew quiet and the sun had set, I tromped to the wooden
fence at the end of the yard and pounded my fists against it. Hard.
It wasn’t fair.
I wanted to kiss him. He was born on Christmas Day, so it was his
birthday, too. I didn’t get to celebrate with him. I had even hung mistletoe.
*
Troy came back the next day and I rode over to his house. When he
opened my gift to him, I saw a hint of disappointment in his eyes. I know it was
totally lame. He didn’t have anything ceramic in the house. But he put it next to
my face and switched off looking at it and at me.
“What?” I asked.
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“It’s you.”
“I’m a puppy?”
“Yep, a cute Torpedo Boy puppy.”
Jesus God. I never should have given him that thing.
I freaked when I opened his gift to me. It was an iPod Nano. Finally! I had
asked my parents for one, but no luck.
“My parents will shit.”
“Nope,” he said as he shook his head. “We talked about it.”
“You what?”
“They told me you asked for one. You deserved it. You’ve been totally
dedicated to your workouts and I told ‘em that. It’s a reward for a good job, I
guess. They’re really proud of you. I insisted on going in halves.”
I got all teary-eyed. Not everything about us was a total secret after all.
I gave him a post-Christmas birthday blowjob. I told him he deserved it.
Now, that wasn’t lame.

*

*

Shortly after the New Year I weighed in at eight pounds more than when
school started. It’s a good thing I got all those new clothes for Christmas, ‘cause I
was busting out of my jeans in the thighs and butt.
I thought Troy was starting to avoid me. He was out of state more than he
was home. I continued to work out when he was gone, but I got a little crazy I
think, because I got into a fight at school. Or more accurately, I tried to stop it.
The fight happened because of Calvin, a totally conceited punk. He was
picking on this freshman, Brady, who acted a little more squirrelly than most
freshman and I’m sure dressed too gay for Calvin’s taste. It happened in the
lunchroom, directly in my line of sight, one table over. I was by myself with my
lunch out and was working on some card tricks. As Brady sat down, Calvin
walked up and started swiping his French fries. When Brady complained, Calvin
pushed him. I didn’t know that Brady knew martial arts. I found that out a week
later. If I had known, I would have stayed out of it. Instead, I stood up and called
Calvin an asshole.
Calvin got this weird look on his face, came directly at me and pushed me,
too. Before I knew it I took a swing at him. He was ready and punched me in the
eye. Just like that. No warning or anything. My ass hit the floor. When he leaned
down to grab me, I used both feet and heaved him away. He went flying, landing
on his back in the middle of the lunch table. It was awesome. Right into a tray of
food. Even though I was breathing hard, had ended up on my back and my eye
hurting like fuck, I felt invincible. Invincible.
Despite that event taking all of three seconds to take place, enough
people saw it happen, including some people I knew. Points. I would get more
points. I just knew it.
Along with the points came a three-day suspension.
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*
Mom and Dad were livid. They suggested counseling. Nothing like that
had ever happened with any of my brothers. So, why me?
How could I explain it to them? The pressure of missing Troy had reached
a detonation point. I thought Brady might be gay and could see myself sitting
there getting picked on. My testosterone was out of control because I was horny
as shit. Of course, I said none of those things. I just told them I was trying to stop
a fight.
I was glad Troy was gone because I was grounded for two weeks and
couldn’t leave the house.
*
A week later, he returned home but I wasn’t there for my workout. A day
later he called the house. He had insisted that my mother hand the phone to me
after she told him I was grounded. She was reluctant, but to her, Troy was
special.
She had no idea how special. Not a freakin’ clue.
It was the very first time we had talked on the phone since October. I
needed to hear his voice. Anything. Even to hear him breathing.
“Grounded?” he asked.
“A fight.”
“At school?” He wanted confirmation.
“Where else?”
“What the hell for?”
I couldn’t tell him I intervened in what I thought as a gay bashing because
Dad was within earshot and Mom was right next to me. “I’ll tell you when I see
you.”
Mom chimed in, loud enough for him to hear. “If I ever let him out of the
house again.”
“Mom, please.” It was bad enough that I felt like shit. Double that because
I couldn’t see Troy. Triple it because I couldn’t tell him anything. Anything.
But I had gotten some points after all. When I returned to school, my buds
slapped me on the back. Everyone I knew had wanted to take a swing at Calvin
at some time or another. But over a freshman? And a fag? Was I crazy?
I kept my mouth shut. A fag? How did I miss that! I thought I was the only
person who suspected. Why was anyone in my grade keeping tabs on him? I
hunted that fucker down to find out. Once I talked to him, I was sure I’d be able to
tell. But I couldn’t. I guess my observations from across the lunchroom were
totally bogus, as were everyone else’s. He had a brown belt in Jujitsu. He was
into martial arts? I had never given him a chance to defend himself. In fact, he
knew better than to fight in school. He knew way better. They teach self-control
at those dojos.
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I obviously had very little self-control and paid the price.
God damn it.
This time I didn’t care that I was cursing God.
*
My parents lifted my restriction. I had been doing push-ups and sit-ups in
my bedroom twice a day to let my muscles know that they were gonna get it
later. I was stretching every day, too. I may have been grounded but I wasn’t
going to lose my momentum. I was beating off two and three times a day,
fantasizing about Troy every time, and dying inside a little more every fucking
day because I couldn’t be with him. My only solace, really, was that I learned six
new card tricks, perfected three of the ones I had trouble with, and had expanded
my routine like never before. So, all wasn’t lost.

*

*

“Okay, what the fuck happened?” Troy asked, examining my well-faded
shiner.
I told him.
He didn’t say anything for several seconds. “So, he wasn’t even going
after you.”
“It felt like he was.”
“But he wasn’t.”
“Don’t give me shit for it. I already got grounded and I had to work extra
hard to catch up in school. I don’t need you to rub it in.”
“Hey, chill. I’m just… concerned. Anyone would be.”
I hugged him hard. I couldn’t believe how just holding on to him made me
forget my anger. At him. No. At me.
He hugged me back, then let go. “Make a muscle,” he said. He took the
cloth tape measure and wrapped it around my bicep. He scrunched his eyebrows
together, then turned the tape over to the metric side. “Not even a millimeter.”
“Huh?”
“You didn’t lose even a millimeter. It means your body is totally used to
this now. We should get started.”
I pulled my shirt off. “Don’t you want to measure everything else?”
“I’m gonna measure your torpedo in my mouth when we’re done, but not a
minute sooner.”
He shouldn’t have said that because I started getting hard, which was
instantly noticeable.
He grinned. “I see you missed me.”
You have no idea.
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*
On April third, two days before my sixteenth birthday, my dad made me
stand in the driveway when I got home from school. What the heck was he doing
home at three o’clock? Mom handed him the remote control. He pressed it and
the garage door lifted. Inside was the Kawasaki Eliminator 125 motorcycle I had
asked for. No, begged for.
“Oh. My. God.” I dropped my book bag and dashed to the bike. The
odometer showed over 1700 miles on it.
“It’s a 2004,” my dad told me as they came into the garage. “A new one is
way too expensive.”
“Thank you. Thank you!” I gave them a hug.
I didn’t tell Troy. I wanted to surprise him after I got my license.
On my birthday, I had German chocolate cake with extra coconut, my
usual. On Friday, we skipped my workout so Troy could do something ‘special’
for me. He cooked dinner. Candles and everything. I was touched but felt that the
candles were over the top. He assured me that wasn’t the case.
He made me come twice. The first time was before we had finished
dinner. We had dessert after he gave me another orgasm. He’s amazing.
A week later, I had completed my motorcycle training class and had gotten
my license. I sped to Troy’s place and stopped at the open garage door. He was
outside before I could even turn off the engine. If anyone could have had a bigger
smile than me about it, it was him.
In the last week, I had hatched a plan. I had been seeing him now since
just after school started. In all that time, I had never slept with him, and was
determined to change that.
After the slap on my back and the ‘wows’ were done, I told him the plan.
“My friend Daniel and six other buds are going to the beach. Daniel’s older
brother is nineteen and he’s renting a beach house for the weekend. I was
invited, but I’m gonna bow out.”
“Why?”
“To spend it with you.”
“Your parents will find out.”
“I don’t think so.”
“Uh, I think so.”
“Nope.”
He used that hand motion to get me to tell him.
“I’m gonna be sick. You see, at the last minute I’m gonna be heaving
something awful ‘cause of a virus I caught. I won’t want to give it to my buds, so
I’m gonna have to stay home instead. Mom will think I’m with them.”
“What if one of your friends calls to see if you’re okay?”
“That’s so gay. They wouldn’t even consider it.”
“Oh. Right. High school.”
“See? I don’t think so.”
I dropped it. We had to workout anyway.
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I had one set to go before finishing my quads. I strained like hell because
he had added another ten pounds.
“It might work,” he said.
“What might work?”
“I was trying to figure out what to get you for your birthday.”
“You cooked dinner.” I stood before his full-length tri-mirror and squeezed
my pecs together. I was finally starting to notice a nice contour in my chest.
“The beach weekend. I’ll work. There’s this great place in Edgewater just
south of Daytona. I’ve been there before. They have condos right on the water. I
can get us one. Where are your buds going?”
“Daytona Beach…. You don’t think it’s too close?”
“In case you’re concerned they’ll see us, no.”
*
All I had to do was tell my parents that I would be riding my motorcycle to
Daniel’s house, and simply never show up there. I’d already phoned him about
being sick.
I parked my bike in Troy’s garage, and off we went. It was almost an hour
to Edgewater. We got a tiny one-room duplex with a kitchenette and a little
private deck facing the water. For two days, I could pretend that Troy and I lived
together in a one-room studio. Awesome.
After we got all our stuff situated, I tried to change into my boardies, but
Troy kept taking them from me every time I tried to slip them on. We rolled
around on the bed, naked, feeling each other up. He wouldn’t let me come
though.
“Not ‘til this evening.”
“Don’t make me beg!” I told him.
“You can hold off every once in a while. It’s totally excellent.”
I scoped the whacked-out clock from the 60s on the wall. “Jesus God, it’s
like ten hours before dark.”
“You’re not gonna die.”
“Like hell.” I flopped onto my back and tried to beat off but he stopped me.
He gave the shorts back. I couldn’t believe how much I liked being naked with
him; and the fact that I had totally accepted being gay now, even though I wasn’t
out to anyone except for him.
He stepped outside the door. “Come on out. It’s getting late.”
“No way!” I was still hard and he was there smiling like it was some sort of
joke. It took quite a while for my dick to deflate.
The bastard.
For lunch, we ate crab and shrimp at a redneck place by the main road. A
couple of customers might have been Troy’s age but none looked even remotely
yummy. Good thing, too. We were wearing next to nothing. I would have made a
wet spot, otherwise.
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I decided to give him a treat later that afternoon. His eyes grew large when
I locked the door.
“Are you sure?” he asked.
“We’re gonna be in here until the deed is done.”
He lubed my hole and played with it until he was sure I was loosened up
enough. I laid on my side and he lifted my leg up. He slowly eased himself inside
me. I was amazed. It barely hurt this time. He got this slow rhythm going but
bumped my prostate so much I shot onto the sheets only moments later. I hadn’t
even touched myself. It felt weird having his dick in my ass while I was coming.
He shot at the exact same time I did. That was the first time we came
together. I moaned so much that if the couple next door hadn’t still been on the
beach, they would have called 9-1-1.
He pulled out and I turned to look at his face. That signature smile again.
He was still in ecstasy.
I pointed to the condom. “Don’t pull it off.”
I rolled onto my back, raised my legs up and held the backs of my thighs.
He didn’t miss a beat. He scooted between them and put a hand over my balls,
feeling them up. I was covered with sticky lube now and it wasn’t exactly
pleasant. But could he do what I heard on The Man Show, but with a twist: same
hard-on, different jizz, and same condom?
He pushed in. I was sure it was gonna hurt this time. After all, I had just
come. It didn’t. It was way better. He groaned while sweat made his hair and face
wet. He kept going like a piston and a couple of minutes later he gurgled as he
stiffened. His body is a work of art when it’s tensed.
After he came, he stayed in me while I jacked off. But I made him pull out
as I came again.
Later, after getting sandwiches from a deli down the street, we kept the
door open so we could hear the surf. No one could get onto our deck, so it was
cool to look out from on the bed without being seen. Plus, we didn’t have any
lights on. We stacked the pillows against the wall. He lay back into them with me
between his legs with my back against his chest. His hands slowly caressed my
pecs, sometimes going under my armpits, flicking his thumb over my nipples,
rubbing my stomach. I felt safe, alive, and totally in love. His warm body and his
hands touching me everywhere kept me hard and in ecstasy, but we weren’t
going to have sex again. I was spent. He was spent. So, we talked about random
stuff. I avoided anything to do with high school. I knew it wouldn’t interest him.
“Blow up shit?’ Is that what you think I do?” Troy asked.
“That’s what you said.”
He chuckled. “Maybe that’s what you wanted to hear. I do inspections and
maintenance. I’m cheaper than the rental of a remote controlled camera and its
crew. Only sometimes do I actually blow shit up. ”
“Oh.” His job wasn’t nearly as exciting as I had thought.
“These are getting nice,” he said as ran his hands over my pecs, which
gave me major goose bumps.
I wasn’t thinking. I just said it. “I love you, Troy. God, I love you.” I kissed
his hairy forearm.
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Silence. He just squeezed me and went ‘Mmm’ in my ear.
An hour later, we shut the door and crawled under the sheet. I was tired
from being on the beach all day and having been fucked twice. But I was so
excited that I couldn’t sleep. Over the next several hours I listened to him
breathing, turned over with him, dragged his hand across my chest, my thighs
and made him caress my dick and balls and touch my hole while we drifted in
and out of asleep. Every time he moved he kissed me. I drank him in, filled
myself with him, got every drop I could of him, dove as deeply as I could into the
sleepy ocean that was my Troy.
I don’t remember falling fully asleep, but it had to have been way after one
in the morning. I woke up well after dawn, sleepy as hell, but incredibly satisfied.
His breath could have nuked the baked-on crap from the inside of an oven
though. So could mine. We brushed our teeth and fell back onto the bed. I rolled
on top of him and we kissed and hugged; and I listened to his heart beating. I
imagined myself in a little boat floating around inside him. I fell asleep on top of
him for another hour before we got up and went to breakfast.
I had forgotten that he didn’t say anything back to me when I told him I
loved him.

*

*

Then, my life ended.
Monday afternoon after I returned home from school, Mom was excited as
hell about something. She’d been acting odd for a couple of weeks, like she had
a secret. My dad had been spending a lot of time on the phone in his office.
Something was up, but neither of them had said a word until now.
Alex, Sue and me were called into the living room. We sat down,
wondering what the fuck. I assumed annulment, but that made no sense since
she sounded excited.
Dad came in and blurted it out. “Kids, your dad’s accepted a project
manager position with JPL. NASA is transferring me to Pasadena at the end of
July.”
I nearly passed out.
I wouldn’t be graduating from Titusville High.
I would have to make new friends.
A huge whirlpool was forming inside me. It was as if the plug at the bottom
of the ocean had been pulled. I… might… never… see… Troy… again!
They talked about the salary increase, how NASA would handle the sale
of the house, and that we would just pack up and move. Just like that. Like
anything that was going on here was meaningless. I tried. Jesus God, I tried to
act all excited and shit about it because it was a huge deal for him.
But this was not happening!
It was.
After all the excitement died down I flew to Troy’s house. He was
expecting me for a workout anyway, but I wasn’t wearing my workout clothes.
It took me a few tries to explain what I had just learned.
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Troy plopped onto the couch. His eyes grew red.
“Say something!” I demanded.
His voice was shaky. “I knew this day would come.”
“That’s all you have to say? Jesus God, I’m in love with you!”
“Shut up!” he yelled.
“Huh?” I was stunned at his outburst.
“Shut the fuck up,” he said really slowly. His eyes got even redder.
“Why are you telling me to shut up?”
He looked away from me. Like he couldn’t face me right now. “I’m sorry,”
he choked out.
“Yeah. Well, fuck you,” I said. I was angry that he had told me to shut up.
He shook his head. “I’m sorry. I’m so sorry for what I did to you. I’m sorry
that I… love you.”
What did he just say? I knelt in front him, my hands resting on his knees.
He finally looked at me and said slowly, reluctantly, “Every time I left for
my job, I felt awful. I kept telling myself that it was impossible. You were fifteen.”
Then his voice grew soft. “But I was in love with you. I-I am. We were never
supposed to be together. I fucked up. Royally.”
I felt something hard blocking my throat. “You… love me?”
“I couldn’t help it. I couldn’t predict it. I couldn’t stop it.” There were tears in
his eyes now. Tears. I didn’t expect that at all. He slid off the couch, came down
to the carpet on his knees with me. He put his arms around me and started
whimpering. Jesus God. He was scaring the shit out of me. “Fuck, I’m so stupid
for what I did to you,” he said after he wiped his eyes.
“What are you talking about?”
“Us.”
I was terribly confused now. “I willingly came here. I swear.”
“I never should have done it. I could go to jail. And look. I love you, but we
can’t be together and now you’re moving away.”
He released his hug and took my hands. “I was devastated about Jerry.
You have no idea what it’s like to love someone and find out they’ve been killed.
No one knew about us. No one could. If they did, it would have destroyed us.
DADT hadn’t ended yet. But we were destroyed anyway. I never got a reply to
my last email. I didn’t know when or where his funeral was. I never talked with his
parents. When I came home and got to know you again I was still trying to sort
out all those loose ends. Still trying to sort out my huge loss.”
“You-you told me you didn’t love him.”
I lied. I didn’t want to hurt you with that. And now look.”
“It’s not your fault, it’s my dad’s.”
“Not about that. About us.” His tears had stopped. He wiped his eyes with
the backs of his hands, then sat cross-legged. He reached up and touched my
face. “You’re so beautiful. Your eyes are exactly like his. So much life in them.
When I first looked at you after I got back it was as if I was looking at him again.
That’s what drew me to you. I knew it was dumb. No, stupid. You were a baby…”
“Stop it. Just stop it.”
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“When we were in that tent last summer I wrestled with myself for a full
day until I just couldn’t help myself anymore. It was like Jerry was right next to
me. I just wanted to hold him again. I’m sorry, Justin. I got lonely and stupid. I
had fooled myself into believing you were him. Then I woke up one day and
realized that I had fallen in love with you. It felt so good to be in love again. I had
missed that so much. It’s like a drug.”
“You never said anything,” I said weakly.
“You know why I couldn’t. So, I showed you instead.”
God I was so mad at him. “That’s why I kept coming here. I knew you
wanted me. I wanted you, too. I keep telling you that.”
He put his hand on my cheek. “And I keep telling you that it’s impossible.
You don’t think I’ve not thought this whole thing through? We can’t call each
other. Your parents would catch on instantly. I’d no longer be the family friend,
but rather ‘the monster who turned their son gay’. I’d be all over the local news,
then I’d be in the county jail and eventually never be seen alive again. You can
only email me about workout stuff because your mom snoops your email. You
told me that up front. I can’t buy you clothes or nice things because it’d be
seriously suspicious. You can’t come over here and study because, again, it’ll
look weird. If your parents, hell, my parents, ever, ever found out what this last
year was all about do you think our lives would be all puppies and roses? We’re
lucky we’ve not been caught. I still don’t know how no one’s figured it out. Do I
have to keep listing all the reasons why this is a bad idea?”
“You shut up! I am not a bad idea, and neither are you. I’m so happy I can
barely stand it,” I asserted. “Because of you.”
He shook his head. “And in two months it… we, come to a screeching
halt.”
That did it. I could no longer hold back the aching. He held me as an entire
ocean flooded out onto my face. He was right, but he shouldn’t be. He was right
and I wished he hadn’t said all that stuff anyway. When he was out of town, I felt
like I was lost in the rain. I had no real magic power to find my way back.
Whenever I woke up in the middle of the night I sometimes felt compelled to call
him, but couldn’t. I hated keeping this secret from my family. I hated always
looking behind myself, wondering when we were going to be caught by someone
who would freak out and end it in a hail of threats and punishment. I winced even
while I was letting out all those tears. It was ending right in front of me. Jesus
God, it wasn’t fair. It wasn’t fair at all. Couldn’t I just have been a little older? Just
a few years? Fuck.
Eventually, he took me to his bedroom. After all that teary stuff ended, I
held on to him while we lay on the bed, on top of the covers. That was the first
time we were on his bed and stayed clothed.
He continued to sniffle every once in a while. “We can still work out if you
want. Until you move.”
I nodded. Being with him was keeping me from completely slipping into a
scary dark chasm. I held him tighter to make sure.

*

*
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Joe came home during his summer quarter and helped us pack up. Mary
announced that she was moving in with Palmer. That caused a ruckus with Mom.
Dad didn’t make a big deal out of it. Mary had a job and a fiancé, and she
intended to keep both. She wasn’t moving. I was sure now that Mom was going
to have a cow when she found out about me. She had issues. Catholic ones.
The moving van would arrive the next day, so I told my parents I was
going to ride to some of my friends and tell them goodbye. I had already done
that. I went to Troy’s.
We held on to each other as he leaned back against his car in the garage.
Every once in a while I kissed him. It was odd how he could smile while this was
easily the saddest moment of my entire life. I didn’t want to say it, but I told him to
find a real boyfriend.
I followed him to the bedroom and sat on the bed. He went to the closet
and got a duffel bag, then placed it on the bed next to me. He rummaged around
in it. I heard clinking. He pulled out a pair of dog tags. He draped them around
my neck. “You can have ‘em if you want.”
I inspected the embossed letters and numbers. “My parents’ll see ‘em.”
“It’s not like they say ‘we had sex’.”
We pulled our shirts off. The dog tags got in the way several times. Come
got on them, too. I didn’t want to wipe it off, but I did. They didn’t say ‘we had sex’
on them, but they had sex on them anyway. How’s that for ironic?
I rode back to our house feeling sad and yet excited. At least we’d be back
for Mary’s wedding later in the year. It was gonna be right here in Titusville.
And Troy was invited.
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Whispers
© Scott Galister

Hi, I’m Ben Vickerts. Up until last year I had lived my entire life in Lincoln,
NE. After I graduated high school, I moved to Palo Alto, CA so I could attend
Stanford University. I’m a math major and I love it here, mostly because of my
boyfriend Matthew Morrow.
I’ve never told anyone about what happened on my seventeenth birthday
until now. Matthew doesn’t even know about it. But half a year has passed since
my mysterious power disappeared, and it’s time to tell what I know about the
Whispers. That’s what I called it. I’m glad they’re gone, despite how they ended
my virginity and helped me land Matthew. At first, I was sure I was cracking up.
As soon as I realized the truth, I exploited it to the hilt. Here’s what happened….
On August 6th, on my seventeenth birthday, we had had a party at my house.
We have this above ground pool that can fit like thirty people, Since it was so late
in the season, and the pool isn’t heated, this was the last big hurrah.
I had fifteen friends over, a mix of boys and girls from school and church.
Tunes blasted, Dad had the grill fired up, water splashed everywhere and all of
my peers were in the pool. My parents, my grandparents, and a few aunts and
uncles were drinking beer on the patio that takes up half the backyard.
At 3:13 pm, which is my birth time – yeah, I was watching the clock – I got
an intense case of vertigo while we were playing keep away with one of the pool
toys. I had to climb out of the water. I sat on the edge with my feet dangling in
when Cliff, one of my friends, swam up to me.
“You okay?” he asked as he studied my face.
“Dizzy. I’ll get back in in a few.” My head spun so hard I dared not move.
As he turned around, his hand brushed my left calf. I suddenly heard this:
Left. More. Tits! Wet. Beautiful.
I thought someone was standing behind me since it sounded like someone
had said that about a foot above my head. But I recognized the voice and he was
still in the pool. It was Cliff’s. He was scoping out my sister’s boobs. She’s three
years older than me and has pretty nice ones.
Despite the fact that Cliff was below me and his voice was above me, it was
the spinning that had me disoriented. I was sure he had said that out loud. “Jeez,
Cliff. I’m right here,” I told him.
“What?” he said, looking back at me.
“Keep it down.” I was quite embarrassed. After all, she’s my sister and I was
sure others had heard him.
“What the fuck are you talking about?”
“Denise,” I said as I leaned close to his ear. I shouldn’t have done that. I
nearly fell into the pool and straightened back up.
A bizarre look crept onto his face. He shook his head, and disappeared
underwater, which splashed me.
I continued to wait for the spinning to stop. A few minutes later, with me
close to vomiting, the spinning quit as abruptly as it began. I slid back into the
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pool.
That’s when I was sure I had suddenly become schizo. Nearly every time
someone touched me, I heard them whispering above my head, and it was
always of a sexual nature. I was at once freaked out and intensely curious how
this could be. Once I figured out how it was happening, I tried to invoke it. For the
next half hour, I attempted to listen to whispers by randomly touching people. It
worked about half the time. Each time it was random words. I had to piece
everything together because the individual words made little sense. Intrigued, I
kept listening, cataloging everything. Finally, I pieced together a partial picture of
what I heard.
Debra and Joel had had several secret make out sessions in the church
basement and Joel was obsessing about the next one. Danielle and Robert were
planning to fuck as soon as Danielle got on the Pill. Anthony was crazy about
Lauren but was more in love with jacking off than getting into her pants. I found
that oddly interesting because Anthony was hot in a nerdy way but I had never
thought about him jacking off. Brian couldn’t wait to change in the bathroom later
because he planned to squeeze a quick one out while fantasizing about Megan’s
tits. In my house! But Brandon topped them all. He was pretending he was a boy
and felt self-conscious being shirtless with us. What did that even mean? He was
a boy! I’d known him since I was five years old. And Cliff? He was hard for my
sister. One of the times I touched him he was saying ‘Down! Down!’ I inferred
that he was talking about his dick. And my sister? She was trying to figure out a
way to get in his pants without anyone finding out because he blabbed about
everything.
By that time, I was terrified that I had gone insane. Why was this happening
to me? How did this happen. I remembered the vertigo. Maybe a blood vessel
had popped in my head. Maybe this was what happened when you were about to
die! It was the worst birthday imaginable. I kept up a charade that nothing odd
was happening because I was embarrassed about what the voices were telling
me.
A few minutes later, I decided I wasn’t dying. No one was gawking at me. I
wasn’t bleeding or short of breath. I had full control of my senses. It’s just that I
could hear people’s thoughts! But I could only hear those of a sexual nature, and
I had to touch them to do so. Yet, it wasn’t like I could keep hearing their
thoughts. I finally figured out that the whispers faded to nothing after about a
minute. Now that I had decided that I wasn’t dying, I found myself a bit
lightheaded. I had the most amazing, yet very specific, superpower! And what a
revelation to know that I wasn’t the only one who constantly had sex on his mind.
My friends made me seem like a rank amateur.
When my uncle announced that the hamburgers were ready, we fled the
pool, dried off and arranged ourselves around the outdoor tables. I deliberately
sat next to Brandon because he had the most unusual thoughts of anyone I had
touched, and I wanted to hear more. As we garnished our hamburgers and
chatted amongst ourselves, I touched him when I reached for condiments. I
touched him in just the slightest of ways, always a light brush against his arm or
my foot against his.
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I’ve known I’m gay since I was fourteen. Our family attended a church that
wasn’t exactly hostile to gays, but they didn’t go out of their way to be gay
inclusive either. Lincoln High, where I went to school, had exactly zero out gay
boys that I was aware of. So, at home and at school I didn’t have the safest of
environments to come out. I’d been toying with doing so to my parents for about
a year, but every time I mustered the courage, something would happen in
school or an announcement from church convinced me it was the wrong thing to
do. I had two more years of high school, and figured I could hold out and move
away before coming out. I had read enough on the Web to know that it’s best to
have a support system before breaking the news. I knew exactly no one who’s
gay. No friends and no relatives. I had no support system of any kind.
What I pieced together about Brandon that day, took my breath away. He
had the hots for me. Me! But, unlike me, he wasn’t gay. He thought of himself as
a girl trapped in a boy’s body, which I couldn’t quite get my head around. It
sounded like science fiction, which I’m not into at all. With Brandon, who had
average looks, it was a huge deal.
Superpowers could be used for good or evil. But knowing Brandon wanted
me, all I wanted was to end my virginity. Did that make me evil? I thought about
that for maybe ten seconds before I realized that I had no idea how long this
power would last. Everyone eventually lost their virginity, didn’t they? I was going
to use it to get laid, and fuck the moral aspects. That had nothing to do with good
or evil.
“Hey, what are you doing Friday night?” I asked before I could back out.
“Um, nothing. Why?”
“Let’s hang out.”
“Sure.”
I didn’t need to read his mind. His face was all sorts of lit up.
My parents bought me a thirteen-year old red Nissan Sentra last year. The
odometer read over 150,000 miles. It ran perfectly, even though I had to add
brake fluid about every five weeks. I had been on only a few dates in it, despite
the fact that my blond hair and brown eyes is a draw for the ladies. My virginity
hadn’t been taken by anyone except my right hand, and that didn’t exactly count.
My ‘date’ with Brandon started out innocently enough. I picked him up in
said beater car and we headed to the strip mall parking lot over on Fremont Blvd
where everyone gathers on weekend evenings. There’s a section of it where we
all hang out. We chatted with friends for hours before I told him we should head
back. After we jumped in the car, I said I had changed my mind and that we were
gonna go someplace ‘special’. I ‘accidentally’ bumped his elbow when I buckled
my seatbelt, and I got the whisper I was hoping for Ben inside me. Ben inside me.
Fucking me. Fucking me.
Wow. That wasn’t just single words this time. I was nervous, but oh so
ready! I pulled out of the parking lot and turned right.
“So, where’re we goin’?” Brandon asked.
“Takin’ a detour.” He didn’t say anything else after that.
I turned off 4th onto Ash Street, which eventually becomes a dirt road. At
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the end is a place where people randomly dump stuff into a ditch. It’s away from
the businesses, around a curve and it’s dark. A grove of trees blocks the view
from the main road. In other words, it’s pretty much isolated. I drove all the way
to the end of the road, stopped the car, put it in park and shut off the lights. I
knew Brandon had figured things out. I cracked the window and heard crickets.
“Backseat,” I said, then pointed.
The look on his face was priceless. “Fuck yeah!” he said with more
enthusiasm than I’d ever heard from him before.
We dove into the back. Brandon was all over me the instant we hit the seat.
Now that we were kissing and feeling each other up, his thoughts were loud. I
mean obnoxiously loud. It turned into a third person in the car, narrating what we
were doing. Only it was Brandon thinking every word of it. Shirt off. I wasn’t sure
whether he meant his or mine. I guessed and took his off. Pinch nipples. Good, I
was right. He wanted his shirt off. I lightly pinched his nipples. That simple act
sent shivers through my entire body because it was the first time I had ever
deliberately done that to anyone. Caress shoulders. I did everything he asked, or
rather, thought. Pretty soon, it didn’t matter what he was thinking or requesting.
My dick had taken the lead. By that time, I had my shirt off, too, and my pants
unzipped and partially down.
Our huffing and puffing had fogged up the windows. I wasn’t afraid that
anyone would randomly come this way, but I felt way better that no one would be
able to see in to the car now. Finally, we were completely naked; our clothes
piled onto the front seat. What surprised me the most was the size of his dick. It
was pretty small. I’m six and seven-eighths inches of thick length. I’m guessing
Brandon wasn’t much over five, and skinny. He only thought about me fucking
him. But I wanted everything. I had to suck him first. Sadly, the instant I got it in
my mouth, he exploded. It was the first time I’d ever had a dick in my mouth and I
wasn’t expecting him to unload. I didn’t care. I just swallowed. Fuck! I swallowed
a boy’s come and it was awesome!
“Fuck me, Ben,” he said.
Wow, so soon after having his orgasm?
I hadn’t even thought about lube or condoms, but it didn’t matter. We were
both virgins. I got on my knees between his legs, spit into my palm, and lubed up
my dick. He lay on his back with feet against the roof of my car, lubing his ass
with his own spit. As soon as the head slipped inside him, a loud whisper said I
was way too huge for him. I pulled out, then leaned back on my heels, catching
my breath. Meanwhile, Brandon spit onto his fingers and lubed his ass more. I
tried to ignore the constant whispering about what he wanted me to do. Finally, I
plunged my slathered dick back into his ass. He groaned, but I heard him think
how much better it felt this time. So, I pounded him like a madman. Well, more
like a horny teenager. I rested most of my weight on my palms by his head, but
as I was about to come, I dropped down and scooped him up around his
shoulders. I held onto him as I came, moaning out of control. I heard him whisper
that I was about to burst his eardrum. I quickly turned my head and continued
moaning. I couldn’t believe how impossibly good it felt. I totally got why guys
want to fuck every chance they get.
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When I released him and pulled out, I realized he had come again. His spew
was all over our pubes.
I love you, Ben.
I sat on my heels again, my dick still pulsing away. The car smelled like his
ass. His whisper sounded like it was coming from a foot above the roof. What just
happened was intense, but there was no way I could fall for an average looking,
small dicked guy who thought he was a girl! Okay, I just fucked him, but he was
no girl. That dick and his nice balls proved it. Yet, that whisper above my head
kept insisting something entirely different. Then it hit me. I saw a TV show years
ago about Brandon Teena, who had been murdered in our state a couple of
decades ago for being a transsexual.
I just blurted it out. “You’ve gotta get outta Nebraska when you graduate. It’s
not safe here.”
“What?”
“It’s not safe. You could get killed here. I’m just sayin’.”
I heard his whisper above my head: Doesn’t know. Doesn’t! He sat up. “You
got anything to wipe up with?”
“Our underwear. Wait. There’s a rag in the trunk.” I fumbled for my Keen’s
and slipped them on. I popped the trunk, found the rag and brought it back for
him. While Brandon wiped his ass, I wiped my dick and pubes with my
underwear, then tossed them into the weeds. I sorted the rest of our clothes.
“I liked it,” Brandon said after he pulled on his shirt.
“God. Me, too. Thanks, uh, for taking my virginity.”
“Mine, too.”
We fist bumped.
“You still gotta move after you graduate, Brandon.”
“I heard you the first time. I’m not planning to stay here anyway.”
Whew, I thought.
I felt like I was glowing as we got dressed. I felt so alive!
We drove in silence at first. Brandon had this satisfied grin on his face just
like I did. When we got to the curb in front of his house I stopped the car.
Brandon leaned into me. “Kiss me,” he said.
Although we had kissed while I had fucked him, he kissed this time with a
passion that seemed extraordinary ‘soft’. Maybe that’s what a feminine kiss felt
like. While we kissed I heard this: Real man. I was sure now that he had a girl
inside him, which made me feel awkward. How weird was that? I had fucked a
girl who had a dick. I never thought in a million years I would ever be doing that.
The next morning I woke feeling so proud of myself for what happened last
night that I wanted to shout it to everyone. But that was a no go, of course. Buttfucking a classmate is not something you brag about to friends.
Still, I spent the rest of the day smiling to myself. I ended up beating off
twice that day, and tried a third time with no, er, result, re-living the night before.
Although I was now ecstatic about having this superpower I had acquired, I
was equally terrified of touching anyone else. I was afraid of what I might
discover. An accidental touch of my sister allowed me to discover that she was
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on her period. Gross. I didn’t realize how intimate it was, but to her it was totally
mixed up with sex. I had to remind myself not to touch her when we passed in
the hallway. Two days later, my dad whispered that he had just beat off in the
tool shed. Then he whispered that he wondered how often I was beating off. I
was so embarrassed that I could barely talk to him. Mother had nothing to
whisper to me over the next several days each of the times I hugged her. No sex
thoughts at all, at least not in my presence. Maybe Mom wasn’t putting out. It
wasn’t until then that I realized how many times I randomly touched my family
members.
I didn’t see Brandon again until school started two weeks later. We hadn’t
called, emailed or texted each other. I could have easily texted him, but I just
didn’t. I was still a bit freaked out about reading people’s sexual thoughts, and I
knew too much about him already. When I think about it, I’m pretty sure I was
embarrassed about having had sex with a girl. Go figure.
I finally saw him in the lunchroom line. He noticed me and averted his eyes.
I was nervous as hell. He was my first. I knew he had the hots for me and I
wanted to say something to him. Eventually, we worked our way through the
lunch line. Brandon pretended I wasn’t there. He found a spot at the far end of
the lunchroom, but I was right behind him. We sat down at the same time.
“Hey,” I said.
“Hey.” He seemed to be evaluating me.
“I’m sorry I didn’t call you after we, uh, you know.”
“Me, too,” he said.
“Uh, thanks again for, you know.”
“Thanks, too,” he said.
Yikes, talk about awkward. I could have touched him to find out what he was
really thinking, but he was across the table from me. Plus, I was on hiatus. No
touching or I would find out more things I didn’t want to know. I had thought he
really liked me, but now I wasn’t so sure. Truth be told, I wasn’t so sure I liked
him any more since I found out he wasn’t really a boy. I was still terribly confused
about that.
“I’ll talk to you later,” he finally blurted out.
I could tell he wanted me to leave. I picked up my tray and cleared out.
I texted him later and told him I’d meet him where the busses came in. If this
year was like the previous one, I’d have at least fifteen minutes before his arrived.
I found him waiting for his as he randomly scanned bus windows.
“Brandon,” I said.
“Ben,” he said, startled. He hadn’t seen me coming.
Still icy. Damn. I ‘accidentally’ touched his elbow as I adjusted my book bag
and waited for a whisper. Nothing. A second later I heard it.
He’ll tell. Wait again. Wait.
He was scared shitless! Our lack of communication after I fucked him wasn’t
about me, it was about him. He was scared I’d discover his secret. He was as
desperate for sex as I was, but couldn’t bring himself to abandon the safety of his
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closet. Just like me. Fuck! We weren’t ever gonna have sex ever again. I knew it
only seconds after I touched him.
“I’m sorry it won’t work out, Brandon. Can we be friends? I swear no one will
ever know what we did. But let me tell you, I’ll never forget that my first time was
with you. Thank you for that.” I smiled. I could tell he needed it. At least he smiled
back before his bus came.
*
Three weeks after I lost my virginity with Brandon, I was desperate for sex
again. I wanted more, but I was still totally off kilter about this terrifying power.
Corky Trocell and I had known each other since Little League. My senior
year was in full swing and we were in the same pre-business class. We teamed
up to write a report. Since we had played baseball together, we decided to do
ours on a minor league baseball team so we could learn how it was financed.
When I knocked on his door that evening, someone I had never seen before
opened it.
“Hi. Uh, Corky here?” I asked. I’m pretty sure he noticed my eyes widening.
This was one good-looking man. I sized him up, maybe late twenties or early
thirties, five o’clock shadow, dark wavy hair, and hairy arms. He wore a V-neck tshirt, which showed a dark patch of hair across his chest, shorts and tennis
shoes. His legs were hairy all the way to his ankles. Wow. He was fine!
“He’s in the basement.” The Trocell’s finished basement is their
entertainment room. It’s got a wide screen TV, Xbox, a sound system, a
regulation pool table, a wet bar that the previous owners put in, and a bathroom.
“I’m Corky’s uncle Todd. He said you were coming over.” He stuck his hand out.
I felt magnetically drawn to him. I shook it before I realized what I was doing.
The whisper above my head was immediate. Blond with brown eyes. Burn a hole
in me, hot boy. Then: Jack off with him.
Wow. Full sentences. My power was changing, altering. And this hot man
wanted to jack off with me? Well, he was practically peeling my clothes off with
his eyes. Then whisper after whisper bombarded me.
Fist wrapped around it. Make him cream. Sperm on my hand. His sperm.
My sperm.
I got that wrong. He was thinking about jacking me off. This was very
interesting! Despite my initial insecure feelings about being attracted to this older
guy, I decided to tease him. I went past him, stopped at the top of the stairs, bent
over and retied my shoelace.
Reach around. Take his dick. Make him cream.
I barely made it down the stairs without falling. Once I made it all the way I
couldn’t hear him any more. Either the rafters interfered with his thoughts or the
whispers had timed out already. It was all I could do to concentrate. Corky
needed prodding to stay focused, so it wasn’t a good night to work. All I could
think about was his uncle.
I pointed toward the ceiling. “Your uncle looks young,” I asked casually, as
we worked.
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“He’s eleven years younger than my dad. He jokes that he was a mistake.”
“Oh.”
“Live in town?”
“Huh?”
“He live here?”
“Grew up here. Lives near L.A now. He’s here for a buddy’s wedding.”
“Oh,” I said again. “Where’s he staying?”
Corky studied my face for a second. “You wanna get in his pants or
somethin’?”
“Jeez, Corky.” I screwed up my face, feigning disgust.
He smirked, then pointed with his thumb. “The camper.”
My head began to swim. Their Airstream RV parked along the side of their
house was under an awning and mostly hidden away. I had been inside it twice.
I had to go to the bathroom. While I was in there, I racked my brain to figure
out how to get the guy to seduce me. I really had no idea how this sex game was
played. This power had plopped me into unfamiliar territory without a map. All I
had were my hormones to navigate it. I only got disjointed clues here and there,
and I had to touch someone to even get them. If only there were others who had
this sort of power and could guide me. But I realized that there were other clues
after all. Tone of voice. Body language. I had to figure out how to put it all
together. Those clues had always been there. But now I was getting
supplemental information. What the fuck. I loved math. Equations were my forté.
I was merely looking at terms, variables and operators! I just had to be smart
enough with this seductive language to know how to arrange everything. That’s
when it dawned on me. I would go after him. I got hard thinking about it. Fuck. I
stopped my train of thought. It took a few minutes, but finally my hard-on
disappeared.
“Fuck, Ben. D’you take a dump in there?” Corky said after I sat back down
with him.
‘No. I beat off,” I replied, cracking a smile. That shut him up.
I tried to forget about his uncle since we really needed to work, but no such
luck. I deliberately made sure I didn’t touch Corky. That’s for sure. The last thing I
needed to know was who he wanted to fuck, how much he beat off and anything
else he did in private. He was my friend and I needed a buffer to hang with him.
We spent the next hour working on our project, with me hearing the TV
upstairs; and once, the toilet flushing. Then, the TV went silent and I heard
someone come downstairs. Todd held three open soda bottles in his hands. I
realized I’d not seen either of Corky’s parents. Clearly, they had gone out. Now
that Todd had joined us, I didn’t care where they were.
“My nephew didn’t offer you anything to drink,” he said. “I figured by now
you’d need this.”
Corky took one and I took the other. I deliberately touched Todd’s thumb
when I did. It was as if he wanted me to do that.
Nice basket. Zipper down. Dick out. Playing together.
Okay, look. I’ve beat off to pictures of naked guys, and read posts on gay
websites, but that was the first time I’d ever heard my crotch called a basket. He
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was wondering if it was all balls, dick or just fabric making it bulge. Listening to
him was getting me hard again. Fuck. I squirmed in my chair and scooted closer
to the tabletop.
All Corky and I had done so far anyway was to brainstorm a long list of
things that we were going to add to our report. Todd’s whispers had faded to
nothing and I was left with only my own thoughts. But he didn’t leave. He racked
balls on the pool table and took a few shots. I couldn’t concentrate at all now. I
was sure he was deliberately bending over in our direction so I could see his ass.
Ten minutes later, I told Corky I’d see him tomorrow. Todd was directly
behind me as we climbed the stairs. I was absolutely sure he was checking out
my ass.
The house was dark and everyone was asleep. Everyone but me. I tossed
and turned for what seemed like hours. I had been hard for the last half hour
trying to decide whether to beat off or sneak out and go for Todd after all. Finally,
it was 11:25. I might never get this chance again. I got up and dressed, sporting
that boner the entire time. I exited out the kitchen door and headed toward
Corky’s place.
Sneaking around my neighborhood at night seemed weird, so I took a
leisurely walk down the sidewalk like it was broad daylight. Ten minutes later, I
arrived and tapped on the camper window a couple of times, feeling like a burglar.
Something squeaked inside and then I heard Todd call out. “Just a second.” He
pushed back the curtain and looked out. Surprise! He glanced across the carport
to the side entrance of the house, then unlatched the door and opened it a
couple of inches. He was wearing only boxers.
“Ben?” he asked with a note of confusion.
I nodded.
“What are you doing here?”
I unbuttoned my shirt and pulled it off, never straying from looking at him.
For added effect I licked my lips.
“Fuck,” he said slowly. His eyes darted all over the place. He opened the
camper door wider and I stepped inside. It was pitch dark. I heard him walk away
as the door closed behind me. He switched on a tiny nightlight near the sink. It
provided just enough illumination for me to see.
When he came back toward me I reached out and touched his arm. He had
no idea what I was doing, but now I had everything I needed to know. He was
terrified. So, I immediately assured him. “I, uh, I wanted to see where you were
sleeping.”
“Why?”
“‘Cause I wanted to get naked with you.”
Fuck! Jack off. Jack off! I heard him whisper. His boxers no longer hid
anything. Neither were my shorts.
“How old are you?”
“Who cares?”
Not believing this. He whispered that over and over.
I have to admit, I couldn’t believe it either.
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He headed to the bed. The light blanket and sheet were pulled down. A fan
was swishing back and forth over it.
“Does Corky know… ?” he started to say.
I pressed my finger to his lips to silence him.
“Up here,” he said, and patted the bed.
I dropped my shirt and hesitated only long enough to pull off my tennis
shoes and shorts.
He ripped off his boxers, catching his upturned dick on the waistband. It
popped up like a cartoon penis. This was only the second time I’d been with a
guy and his was more my size. It seemed enormous. I was nearly breathless as I
climbed onto the bed.
He grasped my waist and pulled me toward him with unbelievable strength
until the small of my back pressed against his stomach. I could feel his dick
against my side. I reached back and touched it. The head on that thing was
gigantic.
Gentle fingers stroked my face, ears, hair, neck, shoulders, pecs. They
worked their way down my sides, my thighs, and finally caressed my dick and
balls. Warm skin. Great body. Hard dick. Tight balls. Jack off. And that’s when it
got bizarre.
He began to whisper about a girl. I was seriously confused about that, but
was so horny that I decided to ignore anything other than the feel of his hands.
Then the most amazing thing happened. Between those whispered phrases, I
saw images of a naked girl. It wasn’t just any girl, either. It became clear
moments later that she was his girlfriend! I saw him fucking her. I saw him
fucking her tits, fucking her in the ass and generally having his way with her. The
images were fleeting and vague and somehow not gross. Nothing like Stephanie.
Hard dick. Can’t believe how hot. Hot Ben. So long. So long! Holy shit. Todd was
straight! Then I heard him whisper ‘Better than Billy.’ Billy? I got a fleeting image
of him when he was thirteen. I saw two dicks poking at each other, hands
crossed, jacking each other off. I was able to piece it together because he was
feeding me so much information. Wow, he had jacked off with his friend Billy in
his bedroom shortly after puberty. Todd never got over the thrill of it. He’d been
craving the experience of it for years!
He focused more on my dick, which had me ready to spew in no time. I
grabbed his wrist and tried to slow him down, but he wasn’t having any of that.
He kept up a steady pace with his fist firmly around it and his other hand fondling
my balls. He spit on his finger, then found my hole and poked it in a little way. He
made grunting noises, animal like, sometimes whimpering, sometimes with a
satisfied purr.
I reached my arm back and grabbed his dick. It was so hard I thought it
would explode. His ball sac, the size of a tangerine, was drawn up tight. His
breath became even more labored than mine. Seconds later, he stiffened and
spewed three massive shots into my armpit. That did it. He grunted even harder
and wouldn’t stop jacking me off. I erupted two seconds after him.
I was scared I would wake the entire block, so I stifled nearly all of my
groans. Almost immediately, he began smearing my come all over my chest and
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stomach.
Come. HOT! Practice shot. Not done.
I was still in the throes of my orgasm and here he was whispering that he
wasn’t done yet. Holy shit, this guy was an animal.
Finally, my orgasm faded. I reached up to my armpit and smeared out his
come, wiping it onto my chest along with mine.
“Stay put,” he said out loud.
I nodded.
He kept feeling me up. I pushed his hands away and turned around. I
wanted a kiss, but when I tried he turned his head. I heard the whispering. Gross.
Gah! He tensed up, but this time it was because he was freaking out.
It made no sense. I was desperate to kiss him. He had awesome lips, a
great face, a nice dick and a decent body. Hell, we just came together. But I
heard enough of what he was thinking to know that kissing totally grossed him
out. Really? Kissing grossed him out, but all this come didn’t? Man, I had a lot to
learn. And despite wanting to do what came naturally to me, I realized that I had
to stop myself from trying to kiss him or this was going to end not only quickly,
but it could also get ugly.
“Up here,” he said. We got up on our knees. I took his dick in my fist.
Yeah. Jack it. Practice round done. Real thing next. Billy orgasm. No. Ben.
His voice was coming from above the roof again. Just like when I was with
Brandon. I wasn’t sure I’d ever get used to hearing a whisper that my brain
localized as being beyond a solid barrier.
He gooped his hand with some of the come from my chest, lingering only
long enough to smear some of it on my nipples with this thumbs.
Sensitive fuckers. Semen smooth.
I was usually done after an orgasm, but for him, it was like he hadn’t even
started. His continuous attention to my body kept me hard. He spit into his hand
and looked like he was offering it to me. No, he wanted me to spit, too. So, I did.
He balled his fist up and then smeared the spit and come combination onto our
shafts.
“Masturbate me,” he said with a low growl. “while I do you. We’re gonna
come again. You ready?” he said with wicked enthusiasm.
That, from a straight guy? He placed one of his hands on my shoulder for
support. I did the same to him. The fan did no good despite it blowing full on. I
was sweating up a storm. His breathing became ragged again. I quickly spit a
couple of times onto my hand.
He had lowered his head so he could look down at our dicks while we were
pumping each other. His hair pressed against my face. It smelled fucking
awesome. His strong hands gripped my shoulder, his fist pounded away on my
dick. The combination of all those visuals, the sensations and his whispering
drove me over the edge faster than lightning. I cried out like a gut-shot animal. I
clamped my mouth shut when I realized I had lost control. At that moment, he
spewed, too. I couldn’t believe how much he was able to shoot again, so quickly.
I fell back onto the pillows and exhaled. “Wow.”
“Whew,” he replied as he fell backward, too. “That was awesome.”
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His right leg draped over my left leg. Come covered everything—my hand,
his hand, my torso, his pubes. We were, like, sopping wet.
He chuckled and glanced at me. My chest still heaved. My dick glistened in
the dim light as it draped over my thigh.
He reached over and wiped the side of his hand, then a couple of his fingers
across my chest.
“I’ll get a towel,” he said. He slid off the bed.
I finally got a peek at his ass. It wasn’t much to look at, sort of flat.
He returned with a towel, tossing it at me. I caught it before it fell onto my
chest. I got back up onto my knees and wiped myself while he used some paper
towels to do the same. He didn’t look at me. His whispering was above my head
again outside the Airstream since the top of my head was nearly touching the
roof: Dick happy. Balls happy. Boy happy. Man happy.
I found that humorous and nearly laughed. Before I did, I realized that I
couldn’t let on that I could hear him.
He started gathering my clothing. I got the message when he held out my
underwear. I wiped my dick a little more and put on a good show before I slid
them back on. He didn’t seem impressed; rather, he was all sorts of nervous now.
He had done what he wanted to do and was finished with me. What a freakin’
disappointment. Fuck. I just had two orgasms with a pretty hot guy and he
wanted me to get out as soon as I could get dressed.
“Look, you won’t say anything, right?” He slipped on his boxers.
“I was never here,” I told him, none too happy with his abrupt slide into
paranoia. I slid on my shirt but didn’t bother to button it up. I knew my being there
wasn’t a turn on for him anymore, but I was trying anyway. I only got sporadic
whispers now. I guess he was really done.
He turned off the nightlight. It became pitch black dark in the tiny space
again. I heard him walk back toward me. He pulled back the curtain at the door
and peeked out. I grabbed the door handle, opened it, and brushed past him. I
didn’t even say goodbye. I heard him whisper though. Beat off later. Orgasm with
Billy. Ben. Orgasm.
This encounter wasn’t about me at all. Billy had sent him on a trajectory. I
just happened to be here now as he was careening through his life with that everlingering memory. He’d probably do it again, but not with me.
It was shortly after midnight now. There was a For Sale sign in the front
yard five houses down. The porch was drenched in gloom. The house was dark. I
figured it was probably empty. My legs were still a little wobbly so I snuck up onto
the dark front porch and sat on the steps. No one could possibly see me there.
I should have been excited at what this strange power had brought me. But I
was batting a .100 in my estimation. Yes, I’d lost my virginity, but to a
transsexual; and then stumbled upon a straight guy who put out the right signals.
Yet, where were the true gay boys? I couldn’t touch every single cute guy in my
school to find out. Someone would eventually get suspicious and kick my ass.
Plus, just because I thought someone was cute it didn’t necessarily mean they’d
think I was cute, or that any of my advances would lead to sex. Fuck. This was a
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nightmare.
I shouldn’t have sat there and thought it out. Instead, I had set the thought
blender on high, and before I knew it, I felt horribly sad. I should have been
grateful that I had what amounted to a magical power. But I couldn’t. I only felt
hurt for not getting what I wanted. Reluctantly, I got up and went back home to
my bed.
*
The very next day in calculus class, my mysterious power sucked me into
yet another bizarre situation. I had looked forward to having Mr. Collins that year.
He was well known to be the hardest math teacher in the district. I considered
myself lucky to get him but never told anyone because most of my friends
would’ve thought I was loony. He had infamous study halls with the advanced
students. I intended to join that study hall this year. Well, we were barely into the
school year and he handed out our first pop quiz.
“Take one and pass the rest back. When you’re done, put them here,” he
pointed to the inbox on his desk, “and you can leave for the day.”
That got a few ‘all rights’ from the guys. He handed stacks of the quizzes to
each person at the head of the row.
I sat three seats back in the second row toward the door. I wasn’t thinking
again and just handed the stack of quizzes backward over my shoulder without
looking. I accidentally brushed Julie Bonesco’s hand as she took them. Julie is
cute but doesn’t talk much. I knew her from church but we rarely spoke to each
other since we had no friends in common. What I got from that brief touch was so
creepy I nearly had to leave the room.
So hot. Just like Mike. Pound hard, Mr. Collins. Fuck me. Make me cum.
Make me squirt!
It was loud this time. More like shouting rather than whispering. And it
startled the fuck out of me since the room was so quiet to begin with. She
mentioned Mike. I knew who Mike was. Was, is the operative word.
Julie’s mom and dad divorced when she was three. Her mom remarried
when she was ten. Her new stepdad’s name was Mike. Over the summer he had
died suddenly of a heart attack.
The whispers/shouting continued. With images again. I saw Mike, naked.
He had a nice fat dick, too. Jesus, it was like a weapon. He was smiling. Then
legs went up, wrapping around his waist. He plunged into her.
I nearly vomited. Why would she be fantasizing about her dead stepdad
fucking her? Why would she be fantasizing about Mr. Collins fucking her? Why
was this happening during a pop quiz? I never suspected that girls might have
such bizarre fantasies. I had been so focused on who the gay boys were that it
never even occurred to me to think about it. So, even though I was getting sick at
what she was whispering, I grew intrigued by this little scenario that was playing
out above my head.
The whispers faded. Just in time, too. There were five questions on the quiz
and I had to concentrate or I was going to fuck up royally. So, I pushed what I
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had just heard out of my head and focused. Twenty-five minutes later, I was
doing the last one when she stood up to hand her quiz in. Even though the
questions were pretty straightforward, I never rush things. I always go over my
answers after I’ve completed each question. It doesn’t look good to always be the
first one who finishes a quiz either, so I take my time. I was still sitting there when
Julie came back to her desk and quietly gathered her books. I heard a pencil fall
to the floor. It was hers. It rolled toward my left foot. I instinctively reached down,
picked it up and handed it to her. Our hands collided. Fuck. It started all over
again.
I got an image of a USB flash drive in a purse. What? It was a non-sexual
image. Why was I seeing that? Had my power suddenly changed or altered? I
saw exactly where that drive was located. It was in a zipper compartment on the
side. I quickly looked for her purse. Was it the one she had over her shoulder?
Then I saw something that made me realize my power hadn’t mutated after all. I
saw her adding an image of Mr. Collins fucking her to a folder of pictures on the
drive. I was glad she quickly left the room.
The next day I was in the library at one of the computers. Corky was with
me because we were researching our project. Mr. Collins snuck up behind us.
“Oh, good,” Mr. Collins said.
“Oh, hi Mr. Collins. What’s good?”
“It’s good that I saw you right after I made this sheet.”
He held a stack of papers. He pulled a sheet off the top and handed it to me.
I was scratching my nose and lowered my arm just as he stuck the paper out
toward me. My hand brushed the back of his.
Two hours. So horny. Can’t wait. I got an image of him fucking Julie
Bonesco in the middle of the football field.
What. The. Fuck. I was so startled about the image that I didn’t even look at
the paper he handed me.
Corky waved his hand in front of my eyes. “Hey. Space cadet.”
“Sorry.” I focused on the paper.
“Sign up sheet for my study hall,” Mr. Collins told me. He pointed to the top.
It said ‘Mr. Collins Study Hall’ and had fifteen blank lines.
“Oh.” I signed the first line and returned the sheet. As quickly as he showed
up, he disappeared.
I shook my head, trying to clear out the image that had plastered itself inside
my brain. So, the whispers I heard from Julie in class were because they were
gonna hook up! How this could possibly be happening? I glanced at my watch.
Did I want to wait two hours to verify what was going on here? Yes, I did. My
curiosity was piqued!
I watched Mr. Collins leave the library. He headed down the hall into our
empty math class, and later went to the bathroom. He finally reached the
teachers’ lounge. Corky and I were done by that time.
I left the library and headed to the lunchroom, which was used as a study
hall after classes ended. Two-dozen people sat in small groups. A wall of
windows faced the teachers’ lounge. There’s only one entrance and exit to that
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room. I plopped down where he couldn’t possible see me and waited. And waited.
Finally, I saw him exit the lounge and head in the direction of the stadium. Fuck.
Waiting had paid off after all. This was real.
I slid my books into my pack and took a different route in that direction. This
made no sense. I was sure the team was practicing today. But when I rounded
the corner of the west wing, there wasn’t a single person anywhere. He knew that.
I didn’t.
Our school doesn’t have just a couple of rickety bleachers slapped up on
both sides of a crappy field. Our district has plenty of money. The north side
boasts a well-constructed building that has a press box with an AV room above it.
Under the south side bleachers squats an athletic office and weight room, along
with two separate locker rooms that I heard are locked up when not in use. I
figured he had a key.
I watched from a distance until pillars obscured him, then I dashed around
to the south side, all the time praying no one was watching.
On the one hand, I thought, what could be more natural than two people
who are attracted to each other. On the other hand, there are rules. Societal
rules. Family rules. Legal rules. Fucking rules ran everything. And this situation
was breaking a serious one.
I nearly worshipped Mr. Collins. I intended to have him write me a glowing
letter of recommendation. He was my ticket to Stanford. Fucking Julie Bonesco
wasn’t going to ruin that. Literally. He would not fuck her!
My hands began to shake as my imagination shifted into overdrive. This had
to turn out wrong. How could I break this thing up before Mr. Collins was dragged
off to jail? There’s no way Julie would keep her mouth shut about this. She may
have had a reserved personality, but she’d tell someone about this. I needed that
damn letter! Maybe my power was a gift after all. Maybe I had it to save my place
in college.
I fought for composure, not sure what I was going to do. I was on automatic
as I rounded a pillar. I was right. He worked a key into the door lock, pushed the
door open then pulled out the key. He entered, leaving the door slightly ajar.
Fifteen seconds later, Julie dashed in after him from someplace off to the left that
I couldn’t see.
I decided that I needed to at least take a photo with my phone. I thought
maybe if I did I could blackmail him into not seeing her again – anonymously, of
course. I wanted my fucking letter! I flipped the button to silent mode and
abandoned my semi-hiding place. I ducked down and came to a stop just outside
the door. A plate on the wall read ‘Athletic Office’. The door was solid up to about
chest height and had mullion windows across the top. I took a quick peek. The
room was dark. There was a desk to the left, and I saw two bookshelves stuffed
with random pieces of athletic equipment. There was a water cooler with a halffull container next to the door across the room. That door had one of those tall
narrow windows set in it, and I could see the weight room through it. Between the
cooler and the door was a stacking chair. Julie’s purse sat on it, with her
backpack on the floor next to it. Neither of them were anywhere to be seen.
Did I dare go in? My need to prevent Mr. Collins from being fired or sent to
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jail weighed on me. Then something else loomed large in my mind. I was being
totally selfish. I should stop this for Julie’s sake. Fuck. I pushed the door open
and snuck across the room. The room was half the size of a classroom. It was
damn quiet in there. I glanced through the far window. Nothing. Just weight room
equipment. I assumed they were further on in the locker room because they were
clearly nowhere to be seen. There was no way I would investigate any further.
I glanced down at Julie’s purse, and remembered the image of the flash
drive in a zipper compartment. The purse was on its side. I pushed it over and
found the compartment and unzipped it. OMG. The flash drive. I pulled it out,
zipped the compartment back up and tiptoed across the room. Before I left, I
closed the door just to the latch bolt again, leaving it exactly as I found it. I must
have looked back a dozen times as I hauled my ass away from there.
When I got home a half hour later, I fired up my MacBook, pushed the flash
drive into the port and opened Finder. There was a single folder on it with a
gibberish name. I opened it, seeing fifty-six files. I adjusted Finder to display the
photos in icon view. I nearly shit. All of them were of her stepfather, her naked
and him fucking her. It was no fantasy she had had. It had actually happened! I
saw two files with the .MOV extension. Videos. I clicked on one and hit the
spacebar. It started playing. He’s holding the phone and rubbing oil into her tits
with the other hand. I scrubbed through the vid to get toward the end. He was
plunging his nice-sized dick into her. I saw just the ceiling after the phone fell
onto the bed. I was so freaked I pulled the flash drive right out of the USB port
without stopping the vid. My computer showed a nasty warning, which I ignored.
“Oh, my fucking God,” I said out loud. Why did she keep the drive? Was it
some sort of shrine to him? If so, how sick was that? This was the very flash
drive she intended to add to. More photos. Of Mr. Collins. Well, that wasn’t going
to happen now, ‘cause I had it.
Suddenly, I had a much better idea than just a photo of Mr. Collins.
With the flash drive in hand, I popped into my dad’s office where I found a
small manila envelope, an index card and a pen. I then went to the basement
and hunted up a couple of latex gloves my dad uses when he stains wood. I
slipped them on, then wiped the flash drive clean of my fingerprints. I printed her
mother’s name and address on the envelope using my left hand. That way, the
writing would look like a child’s scrawl. I knew where they lived because of
church. I had to look up her zip code on Google though. Then I printed a note in
the same scrawl on the index card: ‘Ms. Bonesco, Look at the pictures on this
flash drive. I didn’t want to go to the police and thought you should decide what
to do.’ I went back upstairs to my dad’s office and taped the flash drive to the
back of it, stuffed the card into the envelope, sealed it and put more stamps on it
than necessary. I decided I couldn’t just drop the envelope into the closest
mailbox. I figured there were all sorts of codes the post office uses to trace stuff.
So, I drove to a totally different neighborhood, found a corner mailbox and
dropped it in. There was no way anyone would ever be able to trace it back to me.
Five days later, a Friday, Julie didn’t show up at school. She didn’t show up
the entire next week. It was all over campus by that time. Julie had been pulled
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out of school, reason unknown. Mr. Collins casually mentioned to the class that
Julie wasn’t coming back and left it at that. I didn’t ask questions. I didn’t even
ask my mother, who kept up with what’s happening at church. I was afraid
someone might attempt to implicate me in this.
God, I felt so awful. I did it to save Mr. Collins first, and only incidentally did I
do it to save her. I hoped he only did it because she had come on to him and not
because he was a predator. Touching him to find out was out of the question. It’s
not like male students get to touch their male teachers a lot. Certainly not without
a lot of talk involved.
*
A month later, I attended a Saturday night party at Christine Peele’s place.
Her dad owns a posh house in the Everett neighborhood. The weather turned
warm so the French doors to the patio were open and people spilled into the yard.
There was no beer but a couple of people were clandestinely smoking pot up in
her bedroom.
About halfway through the evening, three guys showed up all wearing
variations of UNL shirts. Well, well. College boys. All of them were eights on my
ten scale. I wondered who they knew. This was a high school party.
Christine’s mother hovered around two of them in particular, flirting. I really
didn’t need to touch her to find out what she was thinking. Given their response, I
decided not to bother with them. I’d just get images of vaginas.
Then the most marvelous thing happened. I noticed that the third one kept
eyeing my male friends. Twice, I saw him checking out guy’s butts. I wasn’t
expecting that at all. I glided by him and touched his elbow on my way to the
snack table. I heard a barrage of whispers.
You. Fuck me. You, over there. Fuck me. That one needs to fuck me. He
needs to fuck me.
I was seeing images of guys here at the party in various states of undress,
all with oversized dicks, fucking him. But there was way more. I saw a webcam
aimed at him. His legs were up. He was shoving a dildo in and out of his ass. I
saw a name on the screen and an online chat session. He was making videos.
What? He was a virgin! He had to be at least nineteen but I couldn’t tell because
the thoughts and images were just of a sexual nature. I breezed over to Christine
and asked who those guys were.
“Mom invited them,” she said.
“Your mom invited college guys to a high school party?”
“Dennis is from down the block. He cut our grass for years. He’s just here
because Mom likes to flirt with him. They won’t be here long.”
“Hey, Dennis,” she called out.
He was clearly more interested in her mom since he barely acknowledged
Christine’s presence. Regardless, she focused her attention on them now.
I left Christine and returned to where my college boy was checking out a
knot of guys by the front door. Then he caught me looking at him. It had been far
longer than a minute and I no longer heard his whispers, but the eye contact was
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all I needed to know that he had finally noticed me in a sexual way. I needed to
make sure. I slipped behind him and accidentally jostled his elbow again as I
reached for a bottled water in an ice chest.
Make me work for it. Make me beg. Make me cum.
Oh, man. I was about ready to lose a wad right there. But I couldn’t come on
to him with all my friends right there.
Five minutes later, he and his two friends left the party.
I jacked off that night just before I dropped off to sleep, fantasizing about
him. I jacked off again three hours later after I woke up dreaming about him.
The next morning, I went to that website where he had his videos, and
discovered I had to have a logon. I signed up for a Yahoo email account and lied
about my age. I logged on with it and found him under CollegeVirginNE. I made a
comment on all three videos, leaving him my new email address. I said I wanted
to meet him because I was local and had seen him before. I had hoped that
would work because I couldn’t think of any other way to meet him.
To make sure I had the goods on him, I downloaded his three videos and
burned them to a CD, labeled it ‘10th Grade English’, then stashed it in a drawer
in my desk.
I got a response an hour later. “I want you to fuck me,” was all the email
said.
He left no contact information in his email. So, I sent another one and told
him to text me, practically begging him to divulge how to see him. The next day, I
got my response. He wanted me to hook up at a Super 8 just south of the airport.
In the daytime.
At 9 am the next Saturday, I took off in my car, lead-footing it all the way.
He had texted me the room number by the time I had gotten there; and that
I was to knock three times, then wait. Luckily, the room was around back, hidden
from the street. Once I arrived, I sat in the car, debating whether I should be
doing this. Finally, my dick told me that I better get in there or I was going to end
up jacking off in the parking lot. I heaved a huge sigh, walked up to the door and
knocked. The door cracked open, but his head didn’t appear and he didn’t open it
any further. I debated whether I should turn around a just go. But I was totally
horny, so I pushed open the door a little and poked my head in.
He lay spread eagle on the bed with a black hood over his head. “Do me,”
he said. His perfectly arched dick was hard as steel. His balls were loose,
hanging between his legs all the way to his taint. He had shaved every hair from
his pubes, too.
I wasn’t sure what the hood was about. He didn’t want to look at me? Weird.
Regardless, my dick was about to explode, so I ripped off my windbreaker,
kicked off my shoes, pulled off my shirt and unbuttoned my pants. While I was
doing that, he peeked. He immediately lifted his head up. The mask went off the
side of the bed.
“You’re the guy at the party!” he said. “How did you…?”
Now naked, I climbed onto the bed. “Your vids,” I said and shrugged. In our
email exchanges I had given him my name. I probably should have used a fake
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one, but I didn’t. Since I knew where he went to school, I was able to look online
and found out that his name was Kurt Ortner.
My blood was rushing from the whole clandestine nature of our hook up and
from the fact that I was horny like never before. I touched his leg.
Can’t deny. Fuck me! Hard. Take cherry. Just us. No one will know.
He wrapped his arms around me. I felt safer now that I knew he wasn’t
going to be trouble. But even while we rolled around, kissed, licked and generally
felt each other up, I felt him becoming more and more terrified. At first, I ignored it,
then wondered if he knew someone was going to burst into the room. But that
was impossible since I had locked the door and swung the bolt to the locking
position. That wasn’t going to happen. So, I listened some more while he
rambled.
Fuck me. Can’t. Take my cherry. Not yet. No, now! Take it.
He wanted it badly but was afraid. This would make two times I’d been with
virgins in a few months? Maybe I wasn’t batting .100 after all.
I pressed my nose into his armpit and breathed deeply. My cock pulsed
harder than ever now. He reached for a tube of lube on the nightstand. He
slathered my dick with it, then threw his legs up, waiting for me to get started. I
had barely arrived and he already wanted my dick in him. There was no way I
would let this moment get by me. I scooted between his legs and pressed the
head of my dick into his hole. Not once did he or I even think about a condom.
As I pressed into his tight hole, a constant stream of whispers sounded
above my head. The phrases and wording became increasingly bizarre as I
began to pump his ass.
Hurts. Good hurt. Cum. Rock hard. Fill me. Punish me. Punish!
Punish him?
I got an image of him in the bathroom admiring himself in the mirror. He
was wearing only an unbuttoned shirt and his dick was rock hard. I’m guessing
he was about sixteen then. He had taken an unused taper from their dinner table
candlestick and had lubed it up. He lay down in the bathtub in such a way where
he could get his legs up into the air then shove it into his ass with one hand while
he jacked off with the other. As the hand on his dick moved faster and faster, so
did the candle. He was working on his dick in real time, too, with that image of his
younger self in his head running parallel to what we were doing. His body tensed,
ready to come. At that moment, his younger self, his current self and me came.
Just as we all shot, I saw that his mother had caught him in the tub. I’m telling
you it was one of the most amazing orgasms I ever had. I was propelled along
by what I was doing, what he was doing in real time and by the images of him
being caught.
Finally catching my breath, I glanced down at the mess all over his chest
and the bedspread, realizing that I had experienced something quite remarkable.
It was as if I had had a fantastical three-way. It was so incredible that I wanted
more. I wanted to see what had happened to him when she had caught her son
masturbating. It had to have been far more traumatic than that, based on Kurt’s
crazy whispers and images. But the image had faded away. A huge smile grew
on his face.
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“Don’t pull out,” he said. So, I didn’t.
But I was beginning to soften and my dick began to work its way out of his
ass anyway. I pressed myself against him a little harder so it wouldn’t fall out.
Despite still being buried in his ass and thinking I should still be getting all sorts
of whispers out of him, he was strangely silent.
“I gotta pull out.” Just as I said that, his whispering reappeared. I had broken
his reverie I guess and the strange disjointed phrases resumed again.
Cocoon no longer. Joined. Cherry broken. Hurting. Hurting good.
I fell onto my back. My hands were covered with lube and my dick was slick
with lube and semen. I felt so relaxed that I wanted to fall asleep. Kurt seemed
energized and dashed to the bathroom. He returned moments later with a hand
towel, which he dangled over my chest. I wiped my hands, then my dick. I
radiated pride. I had just fucked a college student and was in freakin’ heaven.
“Spank me,” he said.
“What?”
“You just fucked me and I need a spanking,” he said, like he expected it and
was surprised I hadn’t started already. He reached for his jeans and pulled his
belt from the loops. Doubling it over, he handed it to me. He lay face down on the
bed and grasped a pillow. The curtains had been drawn but there was a crack of
light spilling onto the bed, and now onto his ass.
I touched the back of his well-defined calf. He had flexed them and they
begged me to touch them anyway. No whispers. This wasn’t about sex. I
guessed his demand to be spanked was purely about punishment. “Um, no,” I
replied, thinking this was just too weird.
“If you don’t, there won’t be a next time,” he said.
“Fuck,” I said under my breath. “All right,” I said out loud.
“Hard,” he added.
I stared at the belt and then at his butt. He had a nice ass, so I didn’t want to
leave permanent marks. I lightly slapped it.
“Jesus. Harder. Do it right.”
“Okay, okay. I was just testing the belt.”
“What’s to test. Just do it,” he demanded.
Oh, that was weird. He was getting testy. I smacked his ass much harder.
“Better. Keep going.”
He tucked his knees under his chest, his ass way up in the air now, and
buried his head in the pillow. His ass spread so I could see his glistening hole.
My semen oozed out of it. Whack. I touched his ass after that last one. Not a
single whisper.
“Punish me,” he begged.
Whack, whack, whack.
I heard him whimper. My dick had shriveled down to its normal flaccidness.
The pillow was positioned in such a way that his dick was pointed downward and
I could see that his, on the other hand, was hard as granite. His asshole winked
several times. My semen was still oozing out of it, sliding down his taint, then to
his balls, down his hard dick, then dripped onto the bedspread. I touched his foot
and finally got some whispers.
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Belt. Horny. Cum again. Ben goes. Jack off.
“How about I jack you off,” I quickly told him, thankful that I had finally gotten
something out of him.
That got his attention. He turned over. His dick looked about ready to
explode. “Go for it,” he said, his voice bright.
I grabbed the lube and squirted some out. I understood he wanted it rough,
so I jerked his legs apart, planted myself between them and lubed his dick and
balls. I started out fast and hard. To keep him fully satisfied, I listened. Faster,
slower, harder, softer. I did everything he wanted at the moment he needed it. It
took no more than two minutes before he sucked in a deep breath and held it. He
came hard, his first two squirts blasted his chin while he bucked and wiggled.
Ten seconds went by before he let out his breath. Forcing me to spank him had
shrunk my dick, but now I was rock hard again.
I handed him the towel. I got off the bed and headed to the bathroom to
wash my hands. I started dressing afterward, my boner still totally in the way.
The overall experience was pretty hot which was keeping me hard, but his
desperate need to be spanked was concerning me. I needed to get out of there.
He just lay there, watching me. “I’ll text you later in the week,” he said.
It would be a full week before I saw him again since we both had school. He
lived on campus, which was six miles from my house. I couldn’t go see him there
because he wasn’t out. At least he had money. We didn’t have to fuck in a car on
a dirt road.
“Yeah,” I replied. I opened the door and made a fast getaway.
*
Friday evening, I had fallen asleep on my bed after texting with a friend.
Vibration woke me. A text from Kurt read, ‘Tomorrow 11 am. Tulip Motel on 7th.
Room no. later.’
I had anticipated this all week. School and homework had been difficult to
concentrate on. I texted back that I would be there.
On Saturday morning, I fired up the map app on my phone and found the
motel. It was near the Super 8 we had been at the week before. While I drove, he
texted me the room number.
It was unusually warm out again. I wore a t-shirt, jeans, and tennis shoes
with no socks; and I was going commando. I texted him that I was parked. A few
seconds later the door to the room cracked open and stay that way.
The parking lot was empty except for a Jeep Cherokee and a really old
Camaro further down. I remembered the Jeep from the other motel. I checked
out the license plate. So, my college boy was from Kansas.
I walked to the door and listened, but heard nothing inside. I pushed the
door open, entered the room, then closed and locked the door. He was in his
punishment position: face pressed into a pillow, knees tucked, and ass up. This
time though, he had something black wedged into his hole. A belt lay beside him.
Fuck, that thing wedged in his hole was a butt plug.
“I’m ready, sir,” he said.
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“I guess so,” I said breathlessly. I pulled off my t-shirt, shoes and jeans right
there at the door. I didn’t care that he wanted to be spanked. A week’s worth of
fantasizing had made me numb to it. The curtains were fully closed and the
bathroom light was on, casting the room in a soft glow. I picked up the belt with
one hand, holding my dick with the other.
“Spank me, sir, then fuck me,” he commanded.
I rubbed his ass, which made my dick buck.
Spank. Punish. Fuck. Mother. No talk. Bad. Deep. Complete. Cum.
Hmm. Mostly single words this time. And I got an image of his mother’s face.
She looked stern. He saw her throw away the other candles on the dining room
table, like they were all tainted or something. He stood at the edge of it, his balls
resting on the tabletop, jacking off. What? I’m sure he never did that with his
mother in the room! Maybe that was a fantasy? And, this was the most number of
images I’d ever gotten before. It was movie-like, although disjointed and not in
regular speed. Was my power changing again? Perhaps I was just noticing the
intensity of what he had gone through. I shook my head. I wanted the images
and his whispers to go away, and get his spanking over with so I could fuck this
guy.
I swatted him, hard.
“Ahh!” he yelped.
I watched the butt plug move as his hole puckered around it. His balls were
drawn up tight and his dick was hard.
I swatted him again.
He groaned as his face twisted into a grimace. “More,” he begged.
I kept going, swatting him harder each time. How many did he need before I
could fuck him though? I couldn’t tell.
On, like, the tenth swat the butt plug popped out and he wailed. Fuck. He
had shot his load, spraying the covers with jizz. I was seriously disappointed.
He was breathing through his nose, whimpering. I caressed his butt,
thinking those red marks couldn’t have felt good. I was wrong.
Proper punishment. Good. Must hurt. Come. Orgasm.
More images of his mother. This time her mouth was tiny, her face distorted.
He was looking in a mirror. Tears streamed down his face. I understood that for a
long time after that incident with the candle, his mother refused to talk to him. I
did not want any more information about that! My dick needed attention and I
wanted those crazy thoughts to get the fuck out of the room.
I picked up the butt plug and set it on the nightstand. Kurt stayed in his face
down, ass up position.
“Fuck me. Make me cream,” he commanded.
No need to tell me twice. I lubed myself up and scooted closer to him. His
legs were spread and he had lowered himself enough for me to slide right in.
Instead of sticking it right in though, I pressed up against it and slid my dick up
and down along his butt crack. Oh, my God. It felt so good to have an ass up
against my boner. Seconds later, he began squirming his butt around trying to
get me inside him. So, I obliged.
Hard. Jam it.
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I heard and obeyed. I slammed into his ass until our balls slapped together.
I started a slow in and out motion, but rapidly picked up the pace. I finally got a
pretty good rhythm going, with him grunting in delight. This was the first time I
had the sense he was perfectly satisfied. He rocked back and forth with me,
fucking my dick. Then we switched back to me fucking him instead. I leaned over
and kissed his back, his shoulders, his neck. He rose onto his palms and turned
his head so I could kiss his mouth. He really got into it this time. I turned him on
his side and pulled his legs up, my arms around his chest, fucking and kissing
like we had been boyfriends forever. His whispers had this contentment that I’d
not experienced before. Fill me. Fuck me. Make me come.
I was amazed that I had lasted so long. I was holding on to him, caressing,
kissing, while on the edge of climax. Finally though, I cried out, “I’m gonna come.”
“Fill me up, Ben.”
I held on to his chest as I thrust hard inside him.
So big. So tight. Hurt!
My moans drowned out his whispers. Wow. It was really intense.
Once all the post orgasmic pulses were done, I tried to pull out of him, but
he reached around and held onto my butt cheek. I didn’t mind it. Finally though,
he let me slip out of him.
Turning around, he pushed me onto my back and plunged his mouth onto
my still-hard dick, cleaning it up like it was a totally normal thing to do. I was
swimming in horny juices and thought it was pretty hot, even though my dick had
just been in his ass. I propped my head on a pillow and watched.
His ass was in the air again and his eyes studied me while he licked me
clean. Finished with my dick, he started toward my face. I could hear him whisper
it. Ben gets a dose.
“Uh, no.” I said as I shook my head. No way I was going to kiss that mouth. I
held him off.
“What’s wrong?” he asked all innocent like.
“Duh. My dick was just in your ass.”
“Fine,” he said. His weird quick-reflex anger returned. “But next time you’re
gonna.”
I nodded, not believing it.
He straddled me and I reached up and pinched his cute nipples as he
started cranking on his dick. The images and whispering I got was a chaotic mix
of me fucking him, him begging me to come in his ass, and him getting covered
in his own come. Pretty soon his breathing grew irregular, his head flew back, his
eyes closed and he unloaded across my chest. One blob landed on my lips and I
instinctively licked it off. Freshly delivered cream!
Finally though, his dick drooped and he scooted off me.
We stepped into the shower and I made him rinse his mouth out several
times. Then we started kissing, softly and gently, which was utterly unlike the
intensity of while we were fucking. It felt so romantic. His whispers weren’t as
loud now or as disjointed.
Naughty. Rest. Warm. Kisses.
“I have to get home soon,” I told him. “We’re going to my uncle’s place this
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aft.”
He turned off the water and took towels from the rack. I dried his back and
he mine. He knelt down and sucked on my dick and licked my balls while I dried
my hair.
Returning to the bedroom, he propped some of the pillows up and lay back
in the bed, checking me out.
“You’re not getting dressed?” I asked.
“Nah. I’m gonna take a nap, then take off,” he said.
I got onto the bed to kiss him. I instantly saw him plastering himself with
another load. Right. A nap. He was one horny dude.
“Next weekend?” he whispered in my ear while we hugged.
I shrugged. “I suppose. But we could do other things.” As much as I liked
fucking him, the spanking and butt plug stuff were already beginning to turn me
off. Why couldn’t we just have sex like regular guys?
“I got something special planned.” Paddle. Belt. Cock ring. Spank.
I saw images of a duffle bag under his bed in his dorm that held a collection
of sex toys. He had brought only a few of them with him this time. What. The.
Fuck.
I let go of him and went for my scant pile of clothes. I slipped on my t-shirt
and pants while he watched. I was very clear that he enjoyed what he was
seeing. So, I had him zip me up. He did it ever so carefully. I pulled on my tennis
shoes, then went to the bathroom mirror. I used my fingers to smooth out my hair,
saw the outline of my boner pressed against my pants, and tried to ignore it.
“Sweet dreams,” I told him after I kissed him again. The door clicked shut
behind me and I hurried to the car.
On the way home, I wondered why was this happening to me. Why was I
only finding weird guys? At least I was good for another weekend with him.
Maybe I could convince him to give up the spankings. Who was I fooling? I was
most likely going to have to spank him again if I was going to get sex. How long
would I be able to put up with this? I had no idea.
*
Kurt texted me from one of his classes two days later. He had used his
phone to take a photo of his zipper down and his dick hanging out while sitting at
his desk. It looked like he was in one of those auditorium lecture halls. I could
see his shoes, the back of the seats in front of him and the curve of the floor. He
was one bold fuck. I went into a stall of the boys room at school and texted him a
picture of my semi-hard dick hanging out of my zipper.
I texted him the next day and got no response. The same the day after that.
I nursed hurt, rejection and frustration after figuring that despite the photo, he
was over me anyway. I vacillated between relief that I was no longer going to be
with Spank Boy and feeling terrible that I seemed to have been dumped before
anything serious had begun.
On the third day, I had just walked into the house from school when I
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received a text from him.
“Can’t see you any time soon.”
“Why not?” I typed. I gritted my teeth. I was sure this was my formal adios,
even if it was by a fucking text.
“In the hospital.”
“What? Why?”
“Observation.”
“What’s ‘observation’?”
“My neck.”
“Tonsillitis?” I texted.
“Burns.”
“Huh? Spicy food?”
“No. Belt.”
My mind raced. How did burns, belt and hospital add up? My mind raced
through all sorts of equations and came up with exactly nothing.
“Don’t get it,” I typed.
“JO’d with belt around neck. Passed out. Roommate found me. Thought I
was trying to kill myself.”
Why would he put a belt around his neck and try to choke himself while he
was beating off? I had no idea.
“Did it before. Awesome orgasm. Too tight this time.”
This was just too weird. “I don’t want to see you again,” I typed. I took
several seconds before I pressed send.
“I’ll tell.”
“You’ll tell what?”
“About us.”
“To who?”
“Your Dad = John. Mother = Karen. Address = 610 Yellowstone.”
WTF? I never said a word to him about any of that! He must have asked
Christine Peele. But would he dare just ‘stop by’ and have a casual conversation
with my parents about us? I doubted it. But as wacko as he was, I couldn’t be
sure. I had to think fast. “I’ll send your buddies your vids on that site,” I added.
“Deleted. Account deleted, too.”
“Doesn’t matter,” I said.
“Does. You’ll spank me again. Guaranteed.”
“Have copies. Wanna see?”
It took a good long minute but he finally responded. “Don’t believe you,” he
said.
I was just about to get up to retrieve the disc when I remembered that I had
dumped the original copies of the vids into my trash folder after playing around
with one of them. I had shortened one to about fifteen seconds so I could jack off
to it. I was sitting at my desk anyway, so I wiggled the mouse. My computer
screen lit up. I pulled the vid out of the trash then opened the message app. I
typed in his phone number, dropped the vid clip into the bubble and clicked send.
It took a good five minutes but I finally got a response. It was two words:
‘Fuck you’. God, I wish I had been there to see his face.
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“WE’RE DONE.” I said. Yep, all caps.
I waited another ten minutes, nervous as shit. He hadn’t responded. I finally
poised my finger over the delete icon. Watching my finger shake, I deleted our
message thread.
No one was home except me. My sister wouldn’t be back from work for at
least another hour and my parents rarely got home before five. Usually, by the
time I was all the way to my bedroom, my dick was hard, anticipating a hot jack
off session. Instead, I kicked my door shut, putting a dent in the wood. My coat
fell off the hook.
This power was horrible, I thought. I had gotten nothing out of it. Nothing!
Okay, I had had some interesting sex because of it. But it didn’t seem fair that I
could so easily enter someone’s mind and learn what turned them on, only to
have it bring me misery. And that’s when it hit me. I was using this power purely
for selfish reasons. Instead of bringing me closer to people, it was making me
feel separate from everyone. I was suddenly terrified that the next person I
touched might have raped and killed, like, forty women. Hell, the next person
might want to rape and kill me! I hated this power. It was a curse, not a gift.
I lay back on the bed, stewing. My eyes spontaneously teared up. I wiped
my cheeks. It was at that moment that I vowed to stay celibate. I had to. None of
this was working for me. None of it. My lust for dick was leading me to unhappy
situations. I had to stop. Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!
I had to tell my parents or someone else who might know what to do. But
the more I thought about it the more I realized that if I did, I’d end up like Julie.
Pulled out of school, sent to a home, probably pumped full of drugs. No, I
couldn’t risk that. It’s not like I was crazy. I just had far too much information
about people’s secret inner lives.
Within three weeks, I felt even more isolated and alone. I put on a good
show during Christmas though, hugging all my family members who got me
presents, hugging my sister when she turned twenty in February, and hugging
my mom at various times. I finally realized that touching them was mostly safe.
They were silent most times, although my dad seemed to be keeping tabs on me
by wondering how much I was beating off. You can bet it was a lot. I became
pretty good at longing for boys at a distance, and eventually developed a
fondness for no longer being ruled by their whispers.
But the inevitable touching by others kept happening, mostly by people in
school. By April, I had enough discipline to ignore what I knew. Half of my friends
were fucking. The other half was beating off even more than I was. No one I
touched was secretly gay. Not one. If anyone had had previous same-sex
experiences, and that includes girls, I never got that message. My sample size
was too small and the items I heard weren’t numerous enough. One day in late
April though I discovered that Roy had just squeezed one out in one of the stalls
in the bathroom. I found out because I bumped in to him as he was exiting and I
was going in. I went straight to the stall and checked. He had left telltale splatters
all over the floor. Roy liked girls. That much I was sure of.
Graduation was another round of hugs with girls, a couple of who were
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disappointed that I never asked them out or had much interest in squeezing their
titties. Only one of them thought I was gay, but none of them had anything on me
other than my lack of interest. If they only knew.
Summertime was a godsend. Myself and five other guys took a road trip to
Durango, CO. We parked the car there, took the old train to Silverton and then
backpacked for a week. It was the highlight of my summer. The mountain air
cleared my head. I was with guys who I wasn’t going to touch deliberately.
Whenever the inevitable accidental touching occurred, like when we helped each
other put our backpacks on or cinch straps up, I got nearly nothing from them.
Rob kept longing for this girl I didn’t know. Donald had been sneaking out of the
tent every night to jack off. He erroneously figured that if anyone knew he
masturbated they’d think he was gay. I found that amusing. The funniest thing I
got was that Marshall had had a wet dream the first night in the tent and didn’t
want anyone to know. He didn’t even change his underwear the next morning. I
found that particularly gross.
Our return heralded eight months since I had seen Spank Boy and declared
myself celibate. I had become exhausted staying constantly vigilant and trying to
not touch anyone. I had kept up a good front, pretending I was all happy and shit.
I wondered how long I could possibly keep a barrier like that up. I figured that
once I started school at Stanford, I would find a counselor and tell them that I
thought I was hearing voices or something. I’d have to figure out a way to prevent
him or her from declaring me schizophrenic and force me to take anti-crazy drugs.
I might be able to risk going public, as it were, to prove I wasn’t lying.
Luckily, I never heard about any scandals involving Mr. Collins. Maybe he
wasn’t a predator after all and was just going for an easy mark. Thank God,
because he had given me a glowing letter of recommendation. It ensured that I’d
get the ‘most difficult’ professors at Stanford. I needed a huge challenge to
distract myself from a sinking feeling that was beginning to take a toll on me.
When it was time to fly out to college at the end of summer, I hugged my
family members in turn at the airport just before I went through security. Luckily,
the venue was such that there were no whispers from them, not even from my
dad this time. The flight to California was uneventful, too, except for the flight
attendant who thought I was cute enough to fuck. I had touched his fingers when
he gave me my soda. He was just okay looking.
In the dorm, I wasn’t happy about sharing a room, especially with a guy I’d
never met before. Plus, the room was smaller than my bedroom.
“Tony Chung,” he said as we shook.
I got nothing from him. It wasn’t until I was helping him move his stuff that I
got my first hint of anything sexual from him. His greatest concern was how he
was going to prevent me from knowing when he beat his meat.
I had to defuse that right away. I wanted someone I could talk to and have
fun with. Plus, I was so sick of being isolated. “Hey, Tony,” I said.
“Yeah?”
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“We should agree on some ground rules. You should know that I beat it like
it owes me money almost every day. I’ll do it in the bathroom so you won’t have
to see me, okay?”
“Uh, what?” he said.
Yeah. Like he didn’t hear me.
I stepped up to him and made a jacking motion at my crotch. “You know.” I
looked down at my bouncing fist. “An agreement.”
He glanced down at my hand. “Sure,” he said, nodding his head.
I flashed on an image of him sitting on the toilet, jacking away. It was
average-sized, cut and had a skin bridge on the left side that pulled the head
slightly that way. I also got that he was totally straight. His demeanor changed
though, like he had just met his best friend. What a fucking relief!
So, we chatted as he unboxed his stuff. I broke his boxes down as he
emptied them. That seemed to do it for him. I got that he liked me. It was
lunchtime, and I pointed to my watch. “Hungry?”
“Sure.”
“Cafeteria?”
“You don’t need to squeeze one out first?” he said as he cracked a smile.
“Maybe later. By the way, I’m gay.” I had never said that to anyone before,
but it spilled right out almost before I even knew I had said it. Tony was that way.
Somehow he had become this avenue of communication for me like no one
before. “Not to worry. You’re not my type,” I added.
He hesitated before he said it. “I’m straight, but my brother’s gay.”
The first part I already knew. The second part was a wonderful revelation.
“So you’re cool with it?”
“Duh.”
“This is so gonna work out. Let’s do lunch.”
We headed into the hallway. There were three guys to our right coming
toward us. I moved out of the way to let them pass. The taller one had brown hair,
bright green eyes and amazing succulent lips. I spied a little soul patch just under
his bottom lip. He walked with a confidence that was magnetic, and wore really
nice clothes. He was clearly in the country club crowd. Damn, was he the cutest
thing!
My pinky swiped the side of his forearm as they walked past. Suddenly, a
brilliant flash of light lit up inside my head, like an explosion without any sound
had detonated right in front of me. It startled me so intensely that I fell to the floor
with a loud thump.
The three guys turned around. “Whoa!” the taller one said. Almost
immediately, he reached down to help me up. Instinctively, I grasped his hand.
Beautiful blond hair. Beautiful brown eyes. What a body! Kiss him right here.
Hold him. Hug him.
I saw him in his dorm room, laying in bed with me, kissing. He was pushing
my hair out of my eyes. His electric green eyes were blazing. The smile on his
face was utterly unlike anything I’ve never seen before. A split second later the
images disappeared and the whispering went mute.
He helped me stand up. I held the wall for support.
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“You okay?” he asked, with true concern in his tone.
“Yeah. I, uh, was trying to get out of the way and tripped over myself. Just
learned how to walk, like, a week ago.”
He still held onto my hand. “Matt Morrow,” he said, with a slight grin at my
attempt at humor. His gaze was piercing. We were still shaking, but I didn’t hear
a single more whisper. How was that possible after the firestorm of intensity I just
got from him? But I was so taken by how good looking he was, what he had
whispered and what he had imagined, that I smiled back at him like he was the
most amazing thing I’d ever seen.
He introduced the other guys, Neal and Clayton, and said that they were
headed to the cafeteria. Did we want to tag along? They had impeccable timing.
I made sure I sat across from Matt. I was smitten. The amount of raw
emotion I was feeling was utterly new for me, especially because he kept
checking me out. One time, he touched the back of my hand with his finger as he
made a point about something. I was sure I was going to get another firestorm of
images, but nothing happened. Had I somehow lost my power? Regardless, he
had this look in his eye like he was looking at a long lost lover. As we sipped
sodas and ate sandwiches, I pretended that I was perfectly okay. On the inside, I
was alternating between lamenting no longer hearing his whispers and overjoyed
that my power seemed to have summarily disappeared.
The conversation inevitably turned to girls. Matt’s buddies and Tony had
already made it obvious that they were straight.
“You might as well tell ‘em,” Tony told me.
“Tell ‘em what?”
He rolled his eyes.
Everyone looked at me.
“I’m gay.” I felt myself turn beet red.
Matt stared into my eyes. “Awesome. Me, too.” Suddenly, he smiled in such
a way that these excruciatingly cute dimples creased his cheeks. OMG. I nearly
melted.
In the stretch of an hour and a half, I had officially come out. I still didn’t
know what had happened to the whispers. But it was odd to me that our
disclosure went virtually unnoticed by everyone. In fact, the guys continued the
conversation like neither of us had said a word. This was totally different from
high school. Ten minutes later, we took off back to the dorm.
“I know where the bowling alley is,” Neal said.
That perked up Clayton and Tony. I looked at Matt, who shook his head
then looked away. I got it.
“We’ll pass,” I said.
“Figures,” Clayton said as he cracked a smile. “Don’t tell us any details
when we get back, okay?”
Matt and I just grinned, then they left.
We stood in the corridor looking at each other in silence. I felt awkward, not
having a clue what was really next.
“Where’s your roommate?” I asked. I had established that Clayton and Neal
were roommates, but I hadn’t heard a word about Matt’s yet.
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“Won’t be here until tomorrow. In the meantime, I’m alone.” He wiggled his
eyebrows and smiled. Jesus, those dimples again!
Within seconds, we were on his bed fully clothed, with me underneath him.
Our steel-hard boners were pressed against each other. The door was locked
and no one could have possibly come in, yet he wasn’t trying to get me naked.
No whispers, no images, nothing but his hot breath on my neck, kisses on
my lips and our crotches grinding into each other. I touched him all over but still,
not a single whisper. Tears sprang from my eyes. I wiped them away, but my
sniffles were impossible to miss.
Matt pulled back, a look of concern on his face. “Am I going to fast?”
How could I tell him that I was not only reeling in the sensuous nature of his
embrace and his totally romantic take on meeting someone for the first time, but
quite relieved that the whispers were gone. “Not even. I’m just so happy. That’s
all.”
“Spend the night with me. We won’t get the chance to do it any time soon.”
I pushed him off me and looked at him, trying to hear anything that might
make give me a clue that I was falling right back into my awful old pattern of
getting involved with people I had no business being with. I then got up off the
bed.
“Where’re you going?”
“Gettin’ my toothbrush,” I replied. I looked at this totally beautiful boy laying
there, his smile radiating like a supernova, those dimples digging trenches in his
cheeks, his dick tenting his pants. I felt so thankful for what I had literally bumped
in to.
“Don’t take too long, cutie,” he said as I unlocked the door.
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